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ABSTRACT
The aim of this thesis was to develop suitable image processing
techniques for multi-frequency polarimetric AirSAR data to characterise the
vegetation communities of the tropical savannas in northern Australia. Major
steps have been taken that overcome some of the obstacles inherent to such
data products. Currently, analysis of such data is severely restricted due
mainly to the phenomena of speckle and variation of backscatter signatures
which are dependent on the varying incidence angles.
This thesis focused on the use of AirSAR data for estimating biophysical parameters and achieving a satisfactory land cover classification of
vegetation communities in the study area developing methodologies
appropriate to this data product. Firstly, the problem of speckle was addressed
by investigating the optimum spatial resolution for discriminating the land
cover and thus establishing an appropriate filter to use for the suppression of
speckle. Secondly, a new method to correct for the effect of incidence angle
variation was developed. These two steps were instrumental to assess the
correlation between bio-physical parameters of woody vegetation and the
AirSAR data, and for the development of a classification methodology that
can be implemented using standard image processing software.
The investigation of the optimal resolution for the delineation of
vegetation communities in the study area was found to be between 20 and
27m. The resultant averaging process to reduce the data product to this
resolution has been shown to have the additional benefit of substantially
reducing the effect of speckle. A new method developed for this project
allowed the reduction of the effect of variation in incidence angle. The
correction method developed applies a histogram equalization to the lines of
constant incidence angle and was shown to be effective through an evaluation
against an existing land cover classification of the study area.
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No empirical evidence was found for a relationship between above
ground woody biomass and AirSAR backscatter. However, the land cover
classification of the AirSAR data was successfully implemented using
standard image processing techniques. Differentiation between species and
tree density was possible where there is a significant difference in the
vegetation structure. The classification accuracy is very similar to that
achieved by a land cover classification using Landsat TM data. This is
particularly encouraging as the AirSAR data achieved far greater accuracy in
the delineation of Floodplain vegetation and the Pine plantation, two cover
types for which the Landsat data registered a low classification accuracy due
to the overlap with grassland and woodland communities respectively. A
synergism of optical and AirSAR data has the potential to produce a more
detailed and more accurate classification than either data set on its own.
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1.1. OVERVIEW
Tropical savannas are of great importance to tropical regions and are
of global significance, due to their impact on the global carbon balance. These
encompass almost all the coastal and subcoastal lands of Northern and
Eastern Australia, north of the Tropic of Capricorn, covering more than one
fifth of the continent (Lindsay 1996). Tropical savannas are a complex
vegetation community, where grasses, shrubs and trees co-exist in dynamic
equilibrium providing the natural resources for economic enterprises that
contribute significantly to the national economy. Much of this is in export
income from the mining, tourism and grazing industries, and accounts for
more than one fourth of Australia's export merchandise. Appropriate
management to ensure ecologically sustainable development is essential if we
are to prevent degradation of the resources that provide the base for these
industries (Winter and Williams 1996, Lindsay 1996).
Remote sensing is the only cost and time effective tool for monitoring
such vast unpopulated areas as are characteristic for Australia. In the past,
aerial photography has been used intensively for the creation of topographic
maps and for land use and land cover mapping together with ground based
assessments. This data has been frequently compiled into land system and
land unit maps. However, aerial photography is not ideal as a management
tool due to the large cost and small aereal coverage. Remotely sensed data
from satellite platforms is preferable making imagery at widely varying scales
available for the extraction of information about the surface. The moderate
cost of this data allows frequent repeat observations and thus renders it as a
useful management tool. As the data is collected in digital format, computer
processing can be applied far more readily than to aerial photography, which
has to scanned and mosaiced for this purpose. Data from remote sensing
satellites in the optical and infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum
has been available since the 1970s. One major disadvantage of this
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technology is that it is very difficult to obtain remotely sensed optical data in
regions with frequent cloud cover, such as the tropical regions around the
world. Equally, near polar regions are disadvantaged by the seasonal lack of
sunlight. In northern Australia, optical data has been utilised very heavily as
the dry season from April to October is characterised by relatively clear skies
and thus offers ideal conditions for the acquisition of optical data. However,
smoke from bushfires that are frequent during this season in northern
Australia can obscure parts of the images. Virtually no data is available that
was captured during the wet season due to the continual presence of cloud,
which inhibits studies concerned with seasonal variations of land cover.
Electromagnetic radiation in the optical and near infrared frequencies
interacts with particles suspended in the atmosphere. This has caused some
problems in the utilisation of this data for resource management. Two sets of
data acquired over the same area at different times do not only exhibit
variability to actual changes in land cover but also changes due to varied
atmospheric composition and sun angle. Many models for the correction of
data fo r these effects have been developed, but without knowledge of the
atmospheric conditions at the time of overpass or ground based reflectance
measurements, it is difficult to achieve the accuracy needed for some
applications (see Chavez 1996 for an overview). In fact, the atmospheric
composition is likely to vary within a single image to some degree and thus
alter the reflectance values recorded by the satellite sensor for a given land
cover depending on the location within the image. These effects are usually
small, but may nevertheless influence the success of a digital analysis
especially if the data is used for the numerical extraction of biophysical
parameters.
There is a high level of interest in utilising synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) imaging for the monitoring and management of ecosystems. The
ability olSARto image the Earth's surfce independent of cloud cover. haze
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and sun illumination at a resolution comparable to that of optical instruments
makes this a valuable monitoring tool for tropical regions around the globe.
RADAR is an acronym for RAdio Detection And Ranging. Radars
operate in the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum. While
imaging radar is considered a relatively new technology, the first experiment
proving that reflections of radio waves can be received from metallic and nonmetallic objects was conducted by Heinrich Hertz in the late nineteenth
century (Ulahy el al. 1986). Significant improvements to radar technology
were made during World War II, when it was also recognised that apparent
noise of clutter on radar observations of target objects was caused by
reflections from the terrain. Radar systems constructed for geoscience or
remote sensing applications today produce a continuous image product in
digital format. These images are built up by alternately sending a microwave
pulse in the direction perpendicular to the flight path of the platform. The
time delay of the return signal is measured along with the strength of the
signal. The return signals are processed to compensate for antenna
characteristics and platform motion to build up the data product in a two
dimensional space.
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) was a major breakthrough for remote
sensing applications as it allowed the collection of data at fine resolutions (in
azimuth or along track direction) without the need for an exceedingly long
antenna as was the case for real aperture radar. SAR depends on the accurate
frequency analysis of the Doppler shift generated by the movement of the
platform to synthetically create a large virtual antenna using a small physical
antenna installed on the platform. In the range (or across track) direction the
resolution of the image data is determined by the time resolution, that is the
time it takes for a radar pulse to travel from the antenna to the target and
return to the antenna. A significant improvement was achieved by the use of
Chirping or linear frequency modulation. A process known as matched
filtering on the return signal allows the removal of the carrier frequency and a
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refinement of the time delay measurement and hence the range resolution
(Oliver and Quegan 1997).
with recognition
Interest in imaging radar systems grew in the 1970s
of the limitations of optical data caused by cloud cover and insufficient solar
illumination and with the improvements in radar technology resulting in
higher quality images. A major factor was the need for continuous
information on sea ice movements to provide crucial information to ships
operating in the polar regions. This led to the launch of the SEASAT satellite

in 1978. In 1981 and 1984 SAR data became available from NASA's space
shuttle missions (SIR-A and SIR-B) stimulating worldwide interest in the
application of imaging radar. It became clear that radar data were not only
superior to optical data for mapping in tropical and polar regions, but also
provided information that is distinct and supplementary to that obtained by

remote sensing devices using optical and infrared radiation.
Modern imaging radar systems use electromagnetic radiation in the
microwave region of the spectrum ranging from 1 mm to I m in wavelength.
The advantage is that the system actively transmits the signals which are
insignificantly attenuated by atmospheric composition and even rain (for
wavelength greater than 4cm), which means that the values obtained by the
system depend on system and processing parameters only. This can ensure
that any dilTerences between repeat coverages of an area are attributable to
physical changes in land cover if the same parameters for image acquisition
and processing are used. This is a de!nite advantage over optical remote
sensing data for resource management.

In the 1990s a large number of radar systems were operated, including
several satellite systems such as ERS. JERS, Radarsat and the Space Shuttle.

One of the most advanced systems is the AirSAR operated by NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratories (JPL). The main advantage of this system is that it
collects radar data at three different wavelengths in its polarimetric states. The
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sensor alternates between pulses transmitted in horizontal and vertical
polarization (the orientation of the electric field of the electromagnetic wave)
and measures the proportion of the signal resulting from each pulse in both
horizontal and vertical polarization. This information is very valuable in
inlrring the ground cover from which the signal was reflected, referred to as
the scattering mechanism. If, for example, the polarization state has been
changed from vertical to horizontal or vice versa then this is an indication that
the signal has been reflected several times before returning to the antenna (or
multiple scattering). The system also measures the phase of the returned
signal. While the phase of an individual polarisation is characterised by a
random distribution, the comparison of the phase of the signals of the HH
(Horizontal transmit and 1-lorizontal receive) and VV (Vertical transmit and
Vertical receive) polarization holds important information on the scattering
mechanism (Van Zyl 1989). Current satellite systems only provide single
polarisation data (with the exception of the space shuttle missions) but
planned satellite systems are expected to provide fully polarimetric SAR data
for single frequency bands.
Imaging SAR data has been successfully used for hydrological studies,
topographic mapping, and marine and ecological applications. The utility of
SAR for the investigation of terrestrial ecosystems is well founded in theory.
The backscatter from microwave radiation emitted by an imaging radar is
highly dependent on the size, orientation and moisture content of the
scattering elements. Extensive modeling has been undertaken to ascertain the
relationship between vegetation components and SAR hackscatter
representing a forest as either continuous horizontal layers (Richards ci al.
1987, Sun and Simonett 1988, Ulahy dci!. 1990) or as a discontinuous layer
to simulate situations other than closed forests (Sun ci (1!. 1991

, McDonald

and Ulaby 1993). The interactions of microwaves with a forested surface have
been characterised into 5 broad classes: (1) volume scattering from the tree
canopy: (2) direct ground scattering from areas between trees; (3) ground-
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trunk scattering; (4) ground-crown scattering; and (5) ground-crown-ground
scattering (Ulaby ci al. 1990).
These models have been validated over a wide range of vegetation
canopies by the authors and their importance lies in their contribution to the
understanding of the microwave interactions with ground cover. The most
common approach in forest models is to treat the canopy as uniform layers
above the surface (Ulaby et al. 1982. Lang 1993, Richards 1990, Simonett ci
al. 1987). Crown scattering is often modeled as a randomly distributed,
unconnected layer of dielectric disks or cylinders representing an abstraction
of the leaves or needles of trees. Branches and trunks are usually modeled as
lossy dielectric cylinders with smooth surfaces and a distribution determined
by a probability density function. Ground reflection is modeled as roughsurFace scatter. Trunk-Ground interactions are often modeled as a corner
reflector implying smooth surfaces of ground and trunk (Richards ci al. 1987).
Crown-Ground interactions are also incorporated into many models. GroundCrown-Ground interactions are included in one of the best known models, the
MIMICS model (Ulaby et al. 1990). Development of models is generally in
thedirection of including additional scattering mechanisms and the
incorporation of coherent addition of electrical fields (Henderson and Lewis
1998). Models that incorporate the shape of individual trees are being
developed for high resolution radar applications (Miller et al. 1990, Brown et
al. 1990, Sun and Ranson 1995).
Model inversions for the calculation of surface parameters from the
backscatter are difficult due to the complexity of the models. Inversion
models have been developed, for example, for the calculation of soil moisture
(Dubois and Van Zyl 1995. Bell

ci al.

1999) and leaf area and leaf inclination

angle for soy bean canopies (Lang and Saleh 1985, Chauhan and Lang 1989).
Inversion approaches usually use a series of hierarchical steps to solve for
specific parameters, which leads to simplified models that can be inverted to
estimate the biophysical parameters of interest.
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The dependence of microwave backscatter on the size and orientation
of the structural elements of trees has been shown to allow the estimation of
above-ground woody biomass. The particular relationship of various
frequencies and polari sations with components of trees (leaves/needles,
branches and stem) is known from existing models (as outlined above) and
many empirical studies in the monospeciuic pine forests of the southeastern
Unites States and France, mixed deciduous and coniferous forests of Maine,
northern Michigan. and Alaska (see Chapter 5 for a literature review) resulted
in significant correlations.
In recognition of the importance of Ireducing greenhouse gas
cmi ssions, the Commonwealth Government will ensure that Australia carries
its fair-share of the burden in world-wide efforts to combat global climate
change through policy development and implementation
(httpY/www.ereenhouse.gov.au/policy Nov

2000). A possible consequence of the

Kyoto Protocol negotiated in December 1997, is that emissions permits and
credits will become tradeable internationally at some time in the future,
although this is a strongly disputed point at the present time. Vegetation plays
an important role in reducing the level of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
as trees and other plants absorb carbon dioxide from the air. Forests, which
build up a store of carbon in trees, shrubs and soil, are considered greenhouse
sinks. When land is cleared much of the stored carbon is rapidly converted
back into carbon dioxide (hup://www.reenhouse.gov.au/em issionstrading Nov 2000).
Knowledge of above ground biomass could he of great importance for the
calculation of such a carbon budget. Optical data can not provide this
information, whereas SAR data does appear to offer this possibility according
to the mentioned research. The situation in Australia, however, is very
different in that the natural vegetation of the savannas is heterogeneous in
species composition as well as tree density at large scales. This presents a
clear need to investigate the utility of SAP. for the estimation of biomass in
this environment.
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The discrimination of land cover is a standard application for optical
data but basic research is required to fully assess the potential of active remote
sensing data in the tropical savannas of northern Australia. International
research has shown that SAR data can be used to detect major hydrologic
changes such as inundation (Ormsby ci al. 1985, Morrissey
cial.

ci

al. 1994, Hess

1995). the presence of intercepted precipitation (IJIaby ci cii. 1983), and

freeze/thaw status of vegetation (Rignot and Way 1994). It was successfully
used to differentiate major structural differences in land-cover such as forest
versus clear cuts or marshes versus flooded forests (Dc Grandi ci ai. 1994,
Drieman 1994, Hess and Melack 1994. Lopes ci al. 1993. Pierce ei al. 1994,
Ranson and Sun 1994), and to discriminate crop cover on the basis of
van Zyl and
Lemoine ci cii. 1994,
structural attributes (Foody ci at 1994,
Burnette 1992). In addition, major height classes within a given vegetation
type can be detected. Compositional variations within major vegetation types
are not as readily distinguished, but can be separated with the use of multitemporal, multi-frequency and/or multi-polari sation imagery (Ahern ci al.
1993, Drieman 1994).
Imaging radar interferometry is another SAR product with many
potential applications. It combines images recorded by two antennas at
different locations or at different limes over the same terrain. An
interferogram can be constructed for corresponding points of such an image
pair, which permits the determination of range differences of the subwavelength scale (I lenderson and Lewis 1998). These differences in
combination with an accurate knowledge of the 'baseline, that is the spatial
displacement of the two antennas, can be converted into a digital elevation
model. Multiple interferograms can be combined using differential
interferometry to estimate sub centimeter surface perturbations (Gabriel ci al.
1989). The responses from a single interferogram are, however, not from a
single point on the ground but an area. The coherence' describes the
uniformity of elevation in this area. For a vegetated target, the coherence
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image can be used to derive estimates of the height and structure of the
vegetation (Saatchi and Rodriguez 2000. Moghaddam and Treuhaft 2000).
One limitation to the ability to use SAR data for land cover
classification is that a given land cover will result in different backscatter
depending on the local incidence angle with which it is viewed. This effect
can not be removed according to theoretical models unless the composition of
the landscape is known. This constitutes a major hindrance to the utilisation
of the full swath width of Airborne SAR data and a means for removing this
effect is required. This will be addressed in this thesis as part of a
methodology for SAR data classification, that can be implemented on
standard image processing software. Such a methodology will allow the
application of conventional classification algorithms to the data and,
therefore, make the information contained in the data available to a broader
base of remote sensing practitioners.
To date the most widely used airborne imaging radar system for
undertaking ecological studies in Australia is the NASA/JPL Airborne
Imaging Radar (AirSAR), a multi-frequency (C, L, and P band) polarimetric
SAR. During the 1996 NASA / JPL Airborne Imaging Radar (AirSAR)
mission, which involved Australia. New Zealand, Malaysia, the Philippines
and the United States, multi-frequency, polarimetric SAR data were acquired
for the study area in the tropical savannas of northern Australia on November
23 1996.

1.2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
This project was aimed at evaluating the utility of AirSAR data in
relation to the characterisatiori of vegetation communities of the tropical
savannas in northern Australia. The following two research questions were
addressed:

,, ..,
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• Are there quantifiable differences recorded by the AirSAR
instrument for different stand densities of the Eucalypt woodland /
open forest environment?
•

Can the major cover types of the study area be discriminated using
standard image classification techniques?

To address these questions, the issues relating to the appropriate scale
for an analysis and the problems associated with the AirSAR coverage
preventing conventional image classification needed to be addressed. The
description and summary of the steps pertaining to the achievement of the
thesis objectives are outlined in sections 1 .2.1

1.2.4. with the relevant

literature being reviewed at the beginning of each chapter addressing these
objectives.

1.2.1. To Assess the Optimum Spatial Resolution for Mapping
Vegetation Communities in the Tropical Savannas
If the study area is to be characterised by the vegetation communities,
it is of importance to know at which scale these communities become
internally homogeneous. Any analysis attempting to differentiate between
vegetation communities should operate at a scale where differences within a
vegetation community are minimised and differences between vegetation
communities are maximised. Very high resolution videography was used for
the purpose of determining this optimal resolution' using methodologies
suggested in the literature and a new qualitative method particularly suited to
this study.
The developed methodology reported in this thesis (Chapter 3) has
wider implications as a low cost assessment of the optimal resolution for a
particular application. This can significantly increase the success of the
analysis, while minimising the cost of data acquisition, storage and
processing. This is also of particular importance in view of the vast range of
spatial resolutions offered from remote sensing devices in the near future.
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1.2.2. To Develop an Appropriate Methodology for the
Minimisation of the Effects of Incidence Angle Variation
The removal of the effect of incidence angle variation is significant as
it allows the use of standard classification techniques for the corrected data.
Previous research attempting the classification of land cover from AirSAR
data has limited the study areas to a small incidence angle interval. This
severely limits the utility of the data set as a whole. A new procedure based
on the process of histogram equalization has been developed for this purpose
(Chapter 4). Three different methods for implementation of this process have
been investigated against an existing land cover map. The development of this
procedure allows the utilisation of the complete AirSAR data across the range
direction. The procedure also has implications for satellite SAR data where
the variation in incidence angle is small within one scene. It could be of
benefit, however, in a temporal analysis of scenes acquired at different angles
or it may be adapted to reduce the effect of significant variation in slope, and
therefore local incidence angle, within a scene.
The issue of speckle, characteristic to radar data, has been addressed
by spatial smoothing, which was acceptable according to the optimum
resolution desirable.

1.2.3. To Correlate Radar Backscatter Characteristics with Field
Measurements of Physical Parameters of Vegetation Communities
in the Study Area
Much work has been done on this issue in the United States and
Europe. Very few studies, however, have focused on a natural, heterogeneous
environment such as Australian woodlands. It is of great importance to
evaluate the suitability of SAR data for biomass estimation as this could be
utilized in carbon balance and climate models. The incidence angle corrected
AirSAR data of the study area was correlated to detailed ground
measurements of biomass and Leaf Area Index (LAI) of five vegetation
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communities for this purpose (Chapter 5). Both digital data and ground
measurements were used as averages over the optimum spatial resolution.

1.2.4. Using Standard Image Classification Techniques to
I)iscriminate Between Major Cover Types of the Study Area
A major obstacle to the application of SAR data in general is the view
by remote sensing practitioners that this is an area of remote sensing requiring
specialised software. No attempts have been made by researchers to
implement standard remote sensing methodologies with this data. Drawing on
the incidence angle correction developed in this study and implementing a
simple data smoothing to reduce radar speckle to an acceptable level, and
using the logarithm of the data to convert the remaining speckle into additive
noise', the utility of standard image processing techniques for classification
has been investigated (Chapter 6). The developed methodology can be
implemented on any commercial image processing package and thus allow
operational users access to the information contained in this data product.
For this purpose, a test data set (extracted from the incidence angle
corrected data according to known land cover) was initially utilised for the
determination of the relevant elements of the radar scattering matrix to be
included for a classification of the major land cover types occurring in the
study area, as well as the selection of the optimum classification algorithm.
The implementation of this methodology was compared to the classification
of the eigenvalues derived from a decomposition algorithm and a knowledge
based unsupervised approach. Finally, the classification is implemented in the
study area and evaluated against ground data.

1.3. THESIS OUTLINE
The research topic of this thesis is to assess the potential of AirSAR
data for the delineation of vegetation communities in the tropical savannas of
northern Australia. The thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2
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provides a description of the study area and the data used, including the
AirSAR data, the simultaneously acquired airborne video, and ground and
ancillary data. Chapter 3 describes the procedure for assessing the optimal
spatial resolution for mapping the land cover types occurring in the tropical
savannas of northern Australia using the very high resolution airborne video
data. Chapter 4 addresses the issue of incidence angle variation within the
AirSAR data. The newly developed, image based methods for the reduction of
the effects of incidence angle on the backscatter from land cover components
are presented. Chapter 5 presents the investigation into the relationship
between AirSAR backscatter and the biophysical parameters of five
vegetation communities in the tropical savannas of northern Australia.
Chapter 6 describes the procedures adopted for a land cover classification of
the study area, and Chapter 7 contains the summary of the thesis.
A conceptual framework of this thesis has been provided in figure 1.
The application requirements are first examined to determine specific
resolution requirements and the SAR data are pre-processed to reduce
speckle. An investigation into the existence of a quantitative relationship
between biomass and available ground data is carried out separate from the
mapping of the vegetation communities. The latter is achieved by correcting
for variation in backscatter intensity due to the variation in incidence angle
and evaluating a range of available classification algorithms as well as data
parameters for inclusion into the processing. A knowledge based
unsupervised classification is also carried out.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the conceptual framework of this thesis
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THE STUDY AREA AND DATA
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2.1. STUDY AREA 1)ESCRIPTION
The savannas of northern Australia occupy approximately 25% of the
Australian continental landmass. Climate is monsoonal with more than 95% of
the annual rainfall (average 1700 mm) falling in the summer months of October
to April. While an annual monsoon is predictable the timing and onset of the
monsoons varies between years (Taylor and Tulloch 1985). Maximum daily
temperatures and evaporation rates remain high throughout the year, ranging
from 35 UC in the wet season to 31 °C during the dry season (Flickey, 1985)
and evaporation rates of about 6-8 mm per day (Hutley ei al. 2000). Distinct
rainfall, temperature and humidity variations within these periods have created a
diverse assemblage of savanna vegetation in northern Australia. This varies
from well vegetated areas to sparsely vegetated areas and the composition and
structure appears to be governed to a large extent by soil water availability and
to a lesser extent nutrient availability (Willams ci cii. 1996), with fire also being
an important determinant of savanna structure (Andersen ci al. 1998).
The current study was conducted in the Gunn Point region
approximately 50km east of Darwin (130° 45 F, 12° 30'S) in the Northern
Territory (figure 2.1). The study area is dominated by E. miniaia/E. ictrodonia
open forests, a dominant forest type north of the 1200mm isohyet. The E.
ininiaia/E. icirodonia open forests form the matrix within which other

important vegetation communities occur, ranging from wetlands to closed
monsoon forests. Brock (1993) divides the habitats of northern Australia into a
number of categories. including: Eucalypt Woodland-Scrubland, Open Forest
and Open Woodland, Lowland Wetlands (Freshwater Streams, Floodplains and
Permanent Swamps), Mangrove Communities and Monsoon Forest, which are
briefly described in sections 2.1 .1 - 2.1.6. Soils in the area are characterised by
red and yellow sandy clay loams derived from highly weathered laterites of the
Koolpinyah plateau (Bowman and Wrightman 1985). The topography of the
study area is flat with no significant variation in elevation. The elevations in the
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Figure 2.1 Geographic location of the study area and AirSAR data
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savanna ranges from 14 to 31 meters, and the elevation in the floodplain ranges
from one to five meters.

2.1.1. Eucalypt Wood land-Shrubland
According to the [,and Systems of the Darwin Region (Wood ci al.
1985) Eucalypt woodlands may consist of the following species: Eucalyptus
dichromophloici, E. bleeseri, E. leciitIca, E. ni/n/ala, E. ieirodonia, E.
clavigera, Eiyihrophleum chluroslacys (ironwood), Grey/lieu puhescens,
Acacict spp. Livislona hum//is, and ('yeas arinsIrongii. (figure 2.2.A)

2.1.2. Open Forest and Open Woodland
Open forests tend to occur on deep, well drained sites, crowns
touching, with a canopy height from about 7m to over 1 Sm (Brock 1993,
Wilson ci ai. 1990). Open Woodland consists of stunted Eucalypt
communities with a dense grass layer. The canopy is often less than 7m with
well separated crowns. The penetration of light to the lower layers supports
tree and shrub layers with a dense growth of grasses, herbs, vines, and
shrubland. These communities include the following dominant species:
Erylhrophleuni chioroslacys (ironwood), E. ciavigeria, E. h/ga/er/ia, E. ct/ba,
E. polycarpa, Lopho.sIeinon iacii/luus, Panc/anus spiralis and (ycas
ar/nslrongii (Wood ci al. 1985). (figure 2.2B)

2.1.3. Freshwater Streams
These narrow channels are lined with ZVfelaleuca spp. and Pandanus
spp. The large tidal range and relatively low gradient means that some streams
and rivers may be extensively tidal. (figure 2.2.C)

2.1.4. Floodplains
These plains are dominated by patchy sedges and grasses, and broken
by river channels, tree ringed billabongs and Melaleuca spp. (Brock 1993).
Many fioodplains in northern Australia are being colonised by the woody
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weed Mimosa pigra, which can also be found in the Adelaide River
floodplain of the study area. This woody weed is very prolific and will grow
to extremely dense stands, out competing any native species. (figure 2.2 D)

2.1.5. Mangroves
"Mangrove communities form belts along coastal zones and banks of
tidal creeks and rivers subjected to tidal inundation. These can vary from
sparse bands only a few metres in height on tidal mudflats, to dense
impenetrable closed forests up to 20m in height in sheltered bays and
estuaries" (Brock 1993:21).There are about 30 different species of mangroves
recognised throughout the Northern Territory. Some of the important
functions of mangrove communities include: stabilising coasts and estuaries,
retarding coastal erosion, and providing habitat for crustaceans, molluscs and
fish. (figure 2.2.E)

2.1.6. Monsoon Forests
Monsoon forests, or closed and riperian forests occur typically as
small, more or less discrete, and often widely separated patches or along river
courses. They are characterised by complex and floristically diverse
vegetation, including trees such as Acacia spp., shrubs, grasses and sedges,
climbers, ground ferns, palms, epiphytes, herbs and vines (Brock 1993).
(figure 2.2. E)

2.2. DATA AND MATERIALS
Following is a description of the data and materials used in this study.
2.2.1. AirSAR Data
The JPL AirSAR system was flown over the study site on board a DCThe AirSAR acquired backscatter data at C8 on the 23rd of November 1996.
band (wave1ength5.6 cm. frequency5.3 6hz). L-band (23.9 cm, 1.25 6hz)
and P-band (67.0 cm, 0.44 Ghz) in four transmit / receive polarisations (HH,
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g.

771

Figure 2.2. Photos of vegetation communities in the study area:
A) Eucaypt Woodland-Shrubland, B) Eucalypt Open Forest, C) Freshwater Stream, D)
Floodplain, E) Mangroves behind fringing Melaleuca trees, and F) Monsoon Forest
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VV, HV. VI-!. where I-I denotes horizontal and V vertical polarisation). Local
time of data acquisition was 11.00 am under dry weather conditions with
some cloud present. The AirSAR data were processed as a 60km strip product
by JPL's Radar Data Centre using version 6.1 of the integrated processor, and
supplied in 18 look compressed Stokes matrix format. The look angle in the
data ranged from 22.6 degrees to 61.7 degrees in the range direction.
The Stokes Matrix for polarimetric SAR data is a 4x4 matrix (van Zyl
and Ulaby 1990). Due to the assumption of symmetry (i.e.

ShV

=

Sh,

where

denotes the hackscatter at the I IV polarisation) and averaging as part of
the multi-look processing, a maximum of nine independent numbers need to
be stored for each image pixel (Zebker and Van Zyl 1991). The compressed
Stokes Matrix as processed by the JPL's Radar Data Centre, therefore,
contains 10 bytes of information per pixel, with two bytes being used to store
the total power. The total power is calculated as the sum of the magnitude of
the I-Il-I, VV and twice the I IV components.
The nine independent elements of the scattering matrix for each pixel
were extracted using software developed in this study (see Appendix 1 .E) for
each of the three bands and are described in table 2. 1. Nine channels of image
data were thus available for each of the three fiequency bands.

2.2.2. Airborne Video Coverage
Aerial video coverage was obtained in November 1996 along a series
of transects through the study area. The video coverage was taken near
vertically at a flying height of SOOm above ground achieving a swath width of
approximately I lOm and a pixel resolution of 15cm. The path of the video
coverage was mapped out as eleven connected transects (see Chapter 3)
specified as map coordinates.
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Table 2.1. Elements of the scattering matrix extracted from the
compressed Stokes matrix format
Scattering element
<S111 S1 j * >
<SvvSvv >
<S1 IVS1 v>
Re<SijijSvv>
lm<S 11Svv>
Re<SiiiiSiiv >

Im<SijiiSiiv>
Re<SiivSvv >
Im<51 vSvv*>

Description
Magnitude of I -Il-I return
Magnitude of VV return
Magnitude of lIV return
Real part of HII-VV cross-polarised return
Imaginary part of I-IH-VV cross-polarised return
Real part of l-Il-l-}-IV cross-polarised return
Imaginary part of HH-HV cross-polarised return
Real part of II V-VV cross-polarised return
Imaginary part of J-IV-VV cross-polarised return
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To achieve a near vertical video coverage, a video camera was mounted into a
camera port of a four-seater helicopter. Deviations from the vertical position
are thus confined to movement of the helicopter. The camera was a Sony ProBetacam SP Camcorder, model IJVW-IOOP using an interline transfer three
chip charge coupled device (CCD). The video was recorded on Betacam film
with time stamp. Additional information such as key vegetation types, cultural
and landform features was recorded on paper in real time. This was linked to
the video via the time recording and provided locational information as well
as a record of broad ground features, which may otherwise have been
misinterpreted due to the narrow focus of the video coverage.
The video coverage was used to assess the optimal resolution to be
used in image processing (see Chapter 3). For this purpose, a number of
single frames for known cover types, were digitized from analog Betacam
video to 24-bit uncompressed. digital, three channel colour format using a
QuickTime compatible video capture card on a Power Macintosh system. The
digitized frames were transferred to an image processing system.

2.2.3. Ground Data
Detailed ground data were acquired for five vegetation communities in
the study area by Anthony O'Grady at the time of AirSAR data acquisition.
The species composition, leaf area index, canopy cover and basal area were
recorded. Communities and sites were identiled using a 1:100 000
vegetation map of the area (Ahmad e/ cii. 2000). Sampling was restricted to a
10 km strip corresponding to the flight path of the radar.
Vegetation communities were sampled using a random stratification
sampling technique. Five random locations were chosen in each of the land
cover classes and then located in the field using a Global Positioning Satellite
receiver (GPS). At each location, three 20x20 metre plots were defined.
Within each plot information was collected following the Northern Territory
vegetation mapping scheme (Wood el al. 1985). In this scheme information
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included is the species present, canopy cover, basal area, slope, aspect and
soil type. The canopy cover was estimated at three randomly selected points
within each plot using a spherical densiometer. The basal area was estimated
for the major tree species in each plot using a Bitterlich Wedge. The above
ground woody biomass was calculated using allometric equations (O'Grady
2000).
In addition, ground data for the accuracy assessment of the classified
data were collected with the assistance of Anthony O'Grady. These data were
collected as transects along accessible roadways at 500 or 1000 metre
intervals. The position was recorded using a handheld GPS and the land cover
type was observed. Additional points were chosen for vegetation communities
that have a small or distinct spatial distribution and for which few points were
acquired with the transect method. These additional points were chosen using
the knowledge of the study area as a guide rather than the classified data
product.

2.2.4 Auxiliary Data
A land cover classilication of the study site (figure 2.3) derived from
Landsat TM imagery (Path/Row 106/69; acquired on 20th May 1995) was
available as in situ ground truth (Ahmad et al. 2000). The Landsat image
contained spectral hands 2,3,4, and 5, which were acquired due to their
applicability for land cover mapping (Townshend and Jackson 1982,
Wright
Tucker and Sellers 1986, Lillesand and Kiefer 1994). Image
and Birnie 1986,
pre-processing included atmospheric path correction using the Covariance
Matrix Method. Geometric distortions were removed from the data and the
input image was registered to a 1:50 000 topographic map of the study area.
A hybrid classification procedure was adopted in this study. Spectral
signatures were collected for the

major cover types

in the study area and an

unsupervised nearest neighbour algorithm was implemented using the
microBRlAN system (Harrison and Jupp 1 990) to generate additional spectral
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Land Cover Types Mapped
From Landsat TM Data 20/5/1995
LII] Old Pine Forest
LII

[
[III
LIII
I]

Low coastal mangal forest
Eucalyptus tetrodonta/miniata
open forest
Eucalyptus bleeserl/tetrodonta
woodland
Eucalyptus bleeseri/mmiata
woodland
Acacia auriculiformis/lactifluus
closed forest
Eucalyptus tetrodontalminiata forest
Melaleuca cajuputi/viriditlora forest
Grevillea pteridfolia/Pandanus spiralis
open woodland
Eucalyptus tetrodonta forest
Eucalyptus polycarpalLophostermon
lactilluus
Cleared land, grass land, urban areas
Closed monsoon forest
Floodplain
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-

Figure 2.3. Land cover classification derived from Landsat TM data and used as in situ
'ground truth'. The area included in the AirSAR data is shown. (Adapted from Ahmad
et at. 2000)
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classes when the training sets representative of various land cover types were
not exhaustive. A total of 100 distinct spectral classes resulted from this
classification process. These classes were aggregated to seventeen meaningful
ground cover classes by evaluating the Mahalanobis Distance value between
spectral classes, spatial similarity and subjective judgment by the analyst.
Evaluation of the classification against the ground truth as set out in
section 2.2.3 revealed an overall mapping accuracy of 88.77 percent. The
majority of the dominant classes had an accuracy level above 80 percent.
Ilowever, the accuracy level for classes such as old pine forest, mixed
eucalyptus forest, woodland and open woodland was comparatively low (72

-

77%). Mixed Eucalyptus teirodonia/miniata forest (ETMF) classes showed a
spectral overlap with pure stands of Eucalyptus tetrodonia forest (ETF) and
open woodland classes. This may be attributed to the density variation within
the concerned classes. Finally, in some situations grassland in the floodplain
(FPL) class showed a spectral similarity to grasses observed in the open forest
and cleared grassland.
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CHAPTER 3
USE OF AIRBORNE VIDEO DATA FOR THE
CHARACTERISATION OF TROPICAL
SAVANNAS IN NORTHERN AUSTRALIA:
THE OPTIMAL SPATIAL RESOLUTION
FOR REMOTE SENSING APPLICATIONS
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
The growing interest in ecosystem management and the monitoring of
vegetation responses to global climate changes has led to an increased
demand for vegetation mapping at a range of scales over large geographical
areas. The term scale' is used here to indicate the smallest distinguishable
part of a spatial data set, also referred to as resolution (Bian 1997). Remotely
sensed data can play an instrumental part in accomplishing this mapping task.
Current satellite and airborne sensors ofter a wide range of observation modes
with the spatial resolution of individual scene elements varying from the order
of centimeters to kilometers. Spectrally, the observations can be made using
various parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. However, these data should be
used with caution because of the potential problems which may arise from
mismatches in scale between sensor capability and the practical requirements
of the mapping exercise. Vegetation structure and the scale of spatial
variability have long been recognised as important factors for mapping
vegetation parameters using remotely sensed imagery (Woodcock and
Strahler 1987, Curran 1988, Fortin etal. 1989, Rally 1994).
For each scale at which a landscape is mapped, different geographical
or physical entities become dominant. Conversely, it is also true that each
geographical entity, that is being mapped using remotely sensed data has a
scale, or narrow range of scales, associated with it, which provides its best
representation (Wieczorek 1992, Marceau etal. 1994a, b, Scimeider 1994,
Souriau 1994). A geographical or physical entity constitutes a
Puech 1994,
spatial aggregation of features. For example, a forest is a complex
geographical entity often consisting of various distinct vegetation
communities characterised by the dominance of different tree species and
understorey. The individual trees can be considered as geographical entities at
a larger scale. Individual trees in turn are an aggregation of leaves or needles.
branches and stem. Each of these geographical entities become dominant at a
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different scale of observation. A Landscape forms a hierarchy which contains
breaks in object sizes, object proximity, and texture at particular scales (Allen
and Starr 1982,
O'Neill

ci

al. 1986, Holling 1992). The scale of observation

in detecting or measuring characteristics structures and processes in the
landscape in the ecology is well known (Quattrochi and Goodchild 1997).
This is supported by remote sensing studies that have found critical scale
thresholds at which ecological processes in the landscape change qualitatively
(Burrough 1981. Clark 1990, Marceau cial. 1994a. Puech 1994, Souriau
1994).
In a heterogeneous natural environment the size of the smallest entity
which can be mapped does not correspond to the resolution of remotely
sensed data. The effective spatial resolution is dependent on the contrast of
the imaging target relative to the background (I-Iyppaenen 1996), and defines
the smallest unit, which can be identified from the remotely sensed data.
Environmental conditions must, therefore, be taken into account when
determining the effective resolution as well as positional error (Wilson 1988).
If the study area is to be characterised by the vegetation communities,
it is of importance to know at which scale these communities become
internally homogeneous. Marceau

ci al.

(I 994b), consider the minimal

variance within a geographical entity as an indicator of the optimal resolution,
a definition which was used in this study. Establishing this optimal resolution
is of importance for digital analysis of remotely sensed data as well as for
field sampling procedures. Using remotely sensed data with resolution which
is finer than the structure of the vegetation community may introduce
irrelevant variation resulting in a large data volume and unnecessary cost and
the additional detail present in the data set can confound the classification
process. Equally, ifthe field sampling size is smaller than the optimal
resolution, it fails to depict appropriate vegetation community characteristics.
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Establishing the optimal spatial resolution for the specific geographic
entities under investigation is thus of particular importance for information
extraction using image classification techniques (Chapter 6) and for a
regression analysis between field and digital data (Chapter

5),

as sampling at

higher resolution introduces undesired variation. In theory, this variation is
real and could be considered as useful information. However, the limited
positional accuracy in relating ground truth to digital data imposes
restrictions. Registration of remotely sensed data can at best achieve an
accuracy of one half the pixel size. Such a result is based on the root mean
squared error analysis of ground control points relative to a polynomial
function of best flt. It is possible that the actual error for points not used in
the calculation of the resampling function is greater. Positional error of
ground truth locations is generally dependent on the accuracy of the Global
Positioning System (GPS) used. Differential GPS reduces this error up to
approximately I to 3m. A single GPS receiver, however, may vary by up to
I 00m with most measurements being within 40m from the actual position.
The optimal resolution should be chosen such that it also minirnises the effect
of the positional inaccuracy by maximising homogeneity over this distance.
Digital high resolution multi-spectral data have been successfully used
for vegetation monitoring and forestry applications (Benkelrnann ci(1!. 1 992a.
b) and wetland applications (Phinn ci at1. 1999,
Phinn ci (1!. 1996a,b) and
airborne video data have been used in rangeland assessment (Everitt and
Nixon 1985, Everitt c/al. 1986, Hutchinson ci al. 1990). In this study, the
very high spatial resolution imagery obtained using aerial video coverage
coincident with the AirSAR data acquisition is used as a tool to derive the
optimal spatial resolution for mapping vegetation communities occurring in
the study area. To achieve this, firstly, spatial autocorrelation (Woodcock et
al.

1988a, b) is assessed as a means of identifying the spatial extent of these

geographical units. The semivariogram is used for this purpose. This is a
spatial statistic now frequently applied in remote sensing and ecological
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research (Curran 1988. Davis ci al. 1991. Rossi ci al. 1992, Simmons ci al.
1992). The assumptions and mathematics involved in calculating
semivariograms are detailed by Matheron (1963). Craig and Labovitz (1981).
Cressie (1991), and Jupp c/al. (1988). Secondly, the average variance within
each land cover is calculated at gradually decreasing resolutions as a measure
of homogeneity and, therefore, optimum resolution. Lastly, a new method
allowing visual estimation of optimal resolution is presented which allows the
evaluation of the effect of positional error in remotely sensed data.
For this study, a commercial video camera mounted on a helicopter
was used as a relatively cheap source of high resolution data that can be
readily acquired and flown along transects through the study area (see figure
3. 1). The cost of a tool for making decisions regarding the spatial resolution
of remotely sensed imagery for specific applications is an important factor.
Digitized colour or colour infrared photography could be used in the same
manner if available. 1-ligh resolution imagery derived from a digital airborne
sensor would be equally suitable with the advantage of allowing spectral band
selection, but it would have been relatively expensive to acquire. In the
current economic situation a cheap and readily available high resolution data
acquisition technique is worthy of being investigated.

3.2. METHODOLOGY
To extract information from the video coverage, a number of single
frames for known locations, were digitized from analog Betacam video to 24bit uncompressed, digital, three channel colour format using a QuickTime
compatible video capture card on a Power Macintosh system. The digitized
frames were transferred to an image processing system and are shown in
figure 3.2. The locations of the captured video frames were visited on the
ground to determine the dominant vegetation species. The dominant
vegetation species was taken to be that, which had the greatest number of
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Figure 3.2. The video frames used in this study: A) Eucalyptus tetrodonta /
Eucalyptus miniata woodland; B) Mature pine plantation; C) Erythrophleum
chiorostacys open forest; D) Eucalyptus tetrodonta / Eucalyptus miniata open forest.
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stems out of all trees taller than 10 metres. Each video frame is composed of
alternately interlaced line scans, which are characterised by a relative shift due
to the movement of the sensor. This can be corrected by using a method
developed by Pickup el

al.

(1995). As a simplification for this initial study,

only one set of interlaced lines was retained. Three bands were thus available
for analysis, corresponding to the blue, green, and red sections of the visible
wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum, which are determined by the
physical characteristics of the camera (White 1988).
For the determination of an optimal spatial resolution, two
characteristics of the vegetation community were taken into account. Firstly,
the spectral properties of the features were determined. Rather than examining
each wavelength individually, the first principal component was used as a
representation of the reflectance properties. A principal component analysis
based on the covariance matrix was applied for this purpose mapping in
excess of 90% of the total variation to the first component (see table 3.1).
Visual examination of the second and third components confirmed that these
did not contain significant inlormation.
Secondly, canopy cover types were extracted by digital image
classification. The image processing system ENVI (1997), allows for the
selection of training areas or Regions Of Interest (ROI) via spatial or spectral
means. Initially, two tree species, bare sandy soils, soil with litter and some
vegetation cover, and shadows were spatially selected as ROIs. These ROTs
were then transferred to two-dimensional spectral crossplots of the video
channels. To ensure contiguous spectral clusters, the ROIs were redefined in
each of the three crossplots. As the software reflects the changes to ROIs
made within the crossplots on the displayed image in real time, the validity of
the modifications is easily verified. The ROIs were used as an input to a
Bayesian classifier, specifying equal

a priori

probabilities and a 5%

probability threshold, below which pixels remain unclassified.
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Table 3.1. Results of the principal component analysis applied to the four
sample images.

Eigcnvectors
PC 1
PC 2
PC 3

Band I
0.719
0.498
0.486

Eigenvectors
PC 1
PC 2
PC 3

Band I
0.612
0.481
0.627

Figenveclors
PC 1
PC2
PC 3

Band 1
0.664
0.507
0.549

Figenvectors
PC 1
PC 2
PC 3

Band I
0.670
0.517
0.533

Image A_______
Band 2 Band 3
-0.688
-0.100
0.409
0.765
0.599
-0.636
Image B
Band 2 Band 3
0.059 -0.788
0.763
0.431
-0.643
0.439
Image C_______
Band 2 Band 3
0.299 -0.685
-0.854
0.119
0.426
0.719
Image D_______
Band 2 Band 3
-0.121 -0.733
0.784
0.344
-0.609
0.587

Note: Bands 1,2,3 correspond to the Red, Green,
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Eigenvalues
93.9%
4.1%
2 . 0%

Eigenvalues
96.2%
2.3%

Eigenvalues
94.9%
3.5%
1.7%
Eigenvalues
91.7%
6.3%
1.9%

and Blue bands respectively
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Finally, the two classes of tree species were isolated using a mask,
thus creating a binary image of the presence or absence of a tree canopy at
15cm resolution.

3.2.1. Spatial Autocorrelation
Spatial autocorrelation is a

means

oldescribing the interdependence

between measurements in neighbouring locations. In remotely sensed data,
there is a general tendency for neighbouring pixels to exhibit less variation
than those further removed, which is also known as 'the first law of
geography'. This may be caused by the natural continuity of land cover, the
nature of the

imaging system or

the processing algorithms, such as resampling

(Hyppaenen 1996). The extent of spatial autocorrelation in an image can,
therefore, be used to estimate the effective spatial resolution, that is the
smallest identifiable

unit

within the image data.

Semivariograms, originally developed for geological and mining
purposes (Matheron 1963), have been frequently applied to remote sensing
(Cohen

ci al.

1990, Curran 1988, Woodcock

1996, Miranda

el al.

1996, Phinn

cial.

ei al.

1988a, b, Hyppaenen

1996a) to calculate a measure of

autocorrelation.
The following procedure was used to extract semivariograms from the
principal component image and from the canopy cover image: A random
point is selected

in

the image as a seed point' using a random number

generator for determining the x and y coordinates. From this seedpoint, the
semivariance was calculated to the nt11 pixel

in

row and column direction,

where n assumed all integer values between 1 and 100. The classical
estimator (Matheron 1963) or experiniental variogram' (see Atkinson and
Curran 1997 for a review

on

the origins and significance of this measure) was

used to evaluate the scmivariance:
27(h) 1/N(h))

[Z(x)-Z(xj)I 2
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where,
N(h)j is the number of location pairs at distance h;
x i and x1 are locations a distance Ii

apart

(the lag); and

Z(x) is the observed value of variable 7 in location x.
The number of seed points was initially varied from 1,000 to 20,000
(representing a range of 0.2% to 4.6% of total image pixels) to identify a
suitable sample size. The largest number (20,000) of random starting points
was consequently used for comparative analysis. This procedure was
implemented using software developed in this study (see Appendix 1.13)
3.2.2. Variance as a Measure of Optimal Resolution
For each image representing a different land cover type or canopy
coverage, the average variance was calculated at decreasing spatial resolution.
The optimum resolution is then given by the minimal variance (Marceau el al.
I 994b). As each image is considered to depict a single land cover type, and
the objective is to discriminate between land cover types, the variance within
each cover type should be minimised, because the land cover types of the
study area are not homogeneous at all scales and misclassification would
consequently occur. As the resolution is decreased, its relation in size to the
geographic entity changes. At very high spatial resolution, the geographic
entity is much larger than the resolution. In this case, the variance is high due
to variation which exists within the entity. Similarly, when the resolution cell
is much larger than the entity, the variation is high due to the inclusion of
other entities. The optimum resolution is achieved when the entity under
investigation appears internally homogeneous. In this case the mixture of
ground cover, or one aspect of the ground cover, in each pixel provides an
average value that is characteristic for the geographic entity. If the geographic
entity under consideration is a woodland, for example, then this entity
consists of sparse tree cover, interspersed with shrubs and grasses as well as
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hare soil. High resolution data for this cover will contain pixels dominated by
crown and shrub cover, grasses, and soil. As the resolution is increased, the
probability of each pixel containing all the component cover types increases.
At the optimum resolution', each of the pixels representing the entity
woodland' should ideally contain a proportion of each component that is
characteristic for the entity observed. That is the spectral variation between
pixels representing woodland' is minimized. As the resolution is increased
further, the pixel size becomes large relative to the size of the entity and the
proportion of pixels containing elements of entities bordering the woodland,
such as grassland, forest, urban areas for example will increase.
The following procedure was applied using software developed in this
study (see Appendix I .A) to both the principal component image and the
canopy cover image with an initial resolution of 1 5 cm (see section 2.2.2).
The image was repeatedly resampled by calculating the mean using odd sized
windows of increasing dimensions (30, 5x5, etc).The procedure always
commenced at the first pixel of the image and a single pixel is written to the
resampled image for the window being processed. The window was then
shifted by the window size to the adjacent block of pixels. The pixels at the
edge of the image, for which a window can not be constructed, are ignored
and not represented in the resulting resampled data. For these data, the local
variance was calculated using a standard 30 convolution filter without edge
reflection. The mean of the calculated variance values was recorded as the
average variance at this stage of resampling. The process of generating a
resampled data set and calculating the average variance was repeated until the
window size reached one third of the image size. The average variance of the
mean images at each stage of resampling was tabulated and graphed (see
section

3.3.2).
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3.2.3. Visual Estimation of Optimal Resolution
To assess the variation occurring within a landcover type depending
on the exact center location of a pixel, the canopy cover image was resampled
to 5, 10, 20, 30. and 40 metre pixel resolution. A mean filter was used for this
purpose with the window size calculated to achieve the effective resolutions
desired. The number of pixels in the image was not altered in this process and
edge pixels for which the filter can not be constructed were assigned a null
value. The data to which the filter is applied contained values of 1' for the
'

presence of a canopy, and 0' for the absence of a canopy. Each pixel value
after the filtering process, other than those at the edges, thus represented the
average canopy cover over an area given by the filter size and centred at the
exact location of the pixel. Two adjacent pixels, therefore, represented an
average over an area of the same size with a shift of 15cm in the centre
location. The resulting greyscale images were density sliced to delineate five
classes (see table 3.2) commonly used in differentiating vegetation
communities according to canopy coverage (Singh 1989, Apan 1997).

3.3. RESULTS AND DiSCUSSION

3.3.1. Spatial Autocorrelation
The effect of varying the number of random starting locations in
constructing semivariograms of the images is shown in figure 3.3. A
semivariograrn provides information on the dominant objects in a scene,
where the range' is related to the size of dominant objects in the scene. The
height of the silI' is inversely related to the density of objects and the shape is
a function of the pattern of objects in the scene (Phinn el al. 1 996a).
Variograms as an indicator of dominant spatial patterns and structure are
based on the assumption of weak second order stationarity. That is, variance
in the image data should be a function of the lag distance.
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The number of random points chosen for the construction of the
semivariogram influences the range and sill. The shape of the semivariogram
is preserved, although fewer points tend to produce greater fluctuations about
a smooth line that could be fitted. The fluctuations remain visible,
independent of the number of sample points chosen, but the lag at which they
occur changes. Semivariograms of sparsely vegetated areas, where internal
variation is greater, are more strongly affected by the number of samples.
Comparison of the semi variograms of the canopy cover images identifies
significant differences between some of the images (see figure 3.4A). Images
C and D, which represent different plant communities with comparable
average canopy cover (37.9% and 36.3% respectively), appear almost
identical. The semivariogram of the pine plantation (Image B) has a range of I
metre, which can be interpreted as being the average of tree crown size, gap
size or shadow size. From ground truth, it is known that the tree size is
approximately three metres. With an average canopy coverage of 77.3% for
this image the gaps between tree crowns are small enough to reduce the
average object size indicated by the semivariogram to one metre. The
regularity of the plantation is shown by the pronounced sill and the low level
of variance. At lag distances greater than the range, there are few fluctuations
and the variance remains virtually constant. The height of the sill is low,
indicating a high stand density.
The semivariograms of the open forest classes in images C and D are
very similar. The range is between 2.5 and 3m and the height of the sill is
large, indicating a sparsely vegetated area. The only difference between the
two curves is the amount and magnitude of fluctuations occurring after the
range distance. The semivariograrn of image C deviates further from an ideal
curve. This dilTerence is related to the structure of the respective vegetation
communities (see figure 3.2). Image C (E. chioristacis open forest) contains
trees of greater diversity in crown size that are less evenly distributed than the
trees of the E. leirodontu / E. ni/n/u/a open forest. A second attribute of the
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Table 3.2. Vegetation classes according to canopy closure.
(Adapted from Apan 1997)
Percentage canopy cover
< 10 %
10-30%
30 50 0/o
50 75 %
> 75 %

Class label
Open Woodland
Woodland
Open Forest
Forest
Closed Forest

-

-

6)
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Figure 3.3. Semivariograms calculated according to different numbers of
random starting locations.
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Figure 3.4. Semivariogram for (A) canopy cover and (B) principal
component images of four vegetation communities using 20,000
random samples.
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semivariogram's shape is the slope beyond the range distance. The
semivariogram of image A displays a definite upwards trend throughout the
total lag distance of I 5m. This indicates that the increasing distance is still
contributing to an increase in variance. In other words, the image does not
consist of a single geographical entity. The section of road contained in the
image is likely to be responsible for this behaviour, although this phenomenon
has not been investigated further.
The semivariograms constructed on the PC images, display a slightly
different behaviour (see tgure 3.413). All four images here are quite clearly
separable according to sill and shape. The range values, which can be
interpreted as the average crown size and the gaps between crowns, are
similar for all images. with the exception of the pine plantation. The lower sill
value of image D relative to image C is caused by its denser understorey. This
factor was not taken into account when using the canopy cover as the variable
of interest.
The analysis of semivariograms thus provides information on
structural aspects of geographic entities within an image scene. This
information is influenced by the number of points extracted from the image as
random samples and more importantly by the variable under consideration. It
could be concluded from this analysis that for images which result in a
semivariogram with a slope close to zero beyond the range, the range value is
the optimal resolution. This is indeed the case, if one's intent is to create an
image of maximum variability. If the pixel size is approximately equal to the
average object size, the variance is maximised (Woodcock el al. 1988a, b).
The optimum resolution, in the sense of minimising variance within a land
cover type does not become apparent from this method of analysis.
3.3.2. Variance as a Measure of Optimal Resolution

The result of calculating the average variance in the images at
progressively coarser resolutions is shown in figure 3.5. The discontinuity of
66
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the generated point graphs is caused by the resampling process as outlined in
section 3.2.2. The window used to resample the image was designed to ignore
any number of pixels smaller than its own dimension. As the window size is
increased, the number of pixels represented in the resampled product
fluctuates, with discontinuities appearing when the window size is a factor of
the number of pixels. The magnitude of the discontinuity is largest for image
A. The section of road contained in the image is likely to be responsible.
For canopy cover images (figure 3.5A), there is a clear peak visible at
a resolution coinciding with that indicated by the semivariograms as the range
value. After this peak the variance drops significantly until a slight rise
towards the coarsest resolution. The behaviour of the open forest and
woodland classes (A. C and D) appears very similar and stands in contrast to
that of the pine plantation (B), where the variance is very low and virtually
constant for resolutions between 8 to 271n. The actual minimum variance
values are reached at 23, 15. 19, and 27m respectively for images A, B. C, and
D. The variation in variance between 10 and 27m for all classes is minimal.
For PC images (figure 3.513), the initial peak is less pronounced for all
images, and non-existent for the values relating to image A. Minimum values
for images A, B, C, and Dare reached at 19, 7, 23, and 13m resolution
respectively. Resolution values between 1 5 and 27m appear acceptable for all
images with the exception of image A.
There is a clear difference depending on the variable of interest in
determining the optimum resolution, as was found in the analysis of the
semivariograms, which reduces the value of the actual minimum values
derived. While the analysis was not carried out on the spectral reflectance
values in each of the hands, it can be reasonably assumed that the outcomes
would also differ. The range of values, however, for which all cover types
exhibit low internal variation is of far greater value, as the remotely sensed
data naturally consists ol uniform resolution. A resolution of 15 to 27m can,
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Variance analysis for canopy cover image
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Figure 3.5. Analysis of variance for progressively coarser resolution
for (A) canopy cover and (B) principal component images of four
vegetation communities.
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therefore, be extracted as being near optimal for all vegetation communities in
this study and for both variables considered. The canopy cover data is
considered of particular value as it represents a physical property of the
ground cover that is of major importance in determining the backscatter in the
microwave range. Ideally, such an analysis should be carried out with high
resolution SAR data at the frequencies to be used, but such data is not
available and the canopy cover is seen as the most appropriate substitute in
the circumstances in preference to the spectral reflectance values.
3.3.3. Visual Estimation of Optimal Resolution
The previous analysis is an attempt at numerically deriving a
resolution size at which a given land cover type appears homogeneous. The
visual examination of the effect of resolution changes on the internal
homogeneity of land cover types using spatial filtering and density slicing,
into ecologically meaningful categories, is highly informative as an addition
to the analysis. Examination of figure 3.6. reveals the average size of
polygons created for each canopy cover density class.
The images, A. C and [), appear very similar when presented in this
manner. At a resolution of 5m, the images are highly fragmented and great
positional accuracy is required when relating individual field values to pixels
of the image. The value of a map product at this level of detail would also
appear doubtful. At 10 metre resolution, small fragmented patches are still
visible, which may introduce errors in relating ground truth to image values.
At 20 and 30 metre resolution, the level of detail, and thus fragmentation,
recedes to a large extent. The polygons depicting a vegetation density class
are now of a size that a positional error of the size of one

image

pixel will not

affect the relationship between the field and image data. Forty metre
resolution data finally identi ties the larger geographic entities comprising
these woodland and open forest classes. Image B, the closed forest class, on
the other hand, appears homogeneous at a resolution of lOm. Only
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Figure 3.6. Canopy cover density classes at a simulated resolution of a) 5, b) 10, c) 20, d)
30m, and e) 40m for the four images. The original images and the canopy cover
classifications are shown in I) and g) respectively.
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changes can be observed as the resolution is increased to 30m. At 40m
resolution, a shift in density class boundaries occurs.
Therefore, this visual analysis not only allows for the assessment of an
optimal resolution, but in addition, it is possible to take the positional error,
which occurs in all remote sensing applications, into account. This is of
particular importance when an application relies on regression analysis of
ground truth and remotely sensed data to verify or establish correlation
between parameters. Accuracy assessment performed after image processing
is equally dependent on relating field to image data. If the positional error
inherent in both measures is likely to cause discrepancy between the data sets,
the accuracy assessment is degraded. It is, therefore, of considerable
importance to take the influence of positional error in determining optimal
resolution into account. Using the proposed method to visually estimate the
optimum resolution, the total error must first be estimated. The average size
of the polygons created by the method for different resolutions can then be
examined. The optimal resolution is indicated when the dimensions of the
majority of polygons are equal to the pixel size plus the estimated error.

3.4. CONCLUSLON
The task of identifying an optimal resolution for image analysis is of
importance, as geographical entities to be mapped tend to be best defined at a
certain scale. The uncertainty involved in locating a single image pixel on the
ground together with the fact that each pixel is composed of a mixture of
ground features further influences the choice of the optimal resolution.
Several methods for the determination of an optimal resolution to
discriminate vegetation communities have been examined here using very
high resolution airborne video data.
The results of the analysis procedures are dependent on the component
of the image data under investigation. Canopy cover extracted from the
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individual image hands via classification does not yield the same results as
when the procedures are applied to the principal component image. It is
likely, that vegetation or soil indices calculated from the images, would
produce different results as well. The differences are related to the
suppression or enhancement of certain features of the image. Optimal
resolution must, therefore, be seen as a function of the surface feature under
investigation as well as individual land cover types. Similarly, Atkinson and
Curran (1 997) found that the appropriate resolution for investigating biomass
and NDVJ (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) varied significantly for
their study area.
Semivariograms are useful in characterising the object composition
and distribution within an image scene as well as determining a resolution at
which internal variance is rnaximised. This method, though, was unable to
detect geographic entities for one of the images investigated. This is possibly
due to the limited size of the video frame or the inclusion of a road segment.
The analysis of average variance at progressively coarser resolutions
provided a numeric value of optimal resolution, which differed according to
the land cover type, as has been found by Marceau el al. (1994b). However, a
range of resolutions could be identified which is likely to be a near optimal
resolution for all land cover types under consideration.
Visual analysis of images filtered to a number of selected resolutions,
suggests a range for the optimal resolution that partially coincides with that
derived from the analysis of average variance at progressively coarser
resolutions. The visual analysis provides evidence for rejecting higher
resolutions, which appear acceptable using variance as a measure. This
evidence is derived from the size of clusters falling into predefined categories,
which must also allow for positional error. The analysis of variance does not
include this factor.
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Marceau el at. (I 994b) found that the optimal resolution varied
between 2.5m and 21.5m for different vegetation types with the coarser
resolution being optimal for mixed vegetation with a canopy cover of below
50%. Similarly, in this study, the optimal resolution for the pine plantation
was found to be 7m, whereas the natural woodland environments required a
coarser resolution in the range of 20 to 27m. At this resolution the variation
within the vegetation communities examined is minimised for both PC and
canopy cover images. and a positional error of the magnitude of 30m is
unlikely to effect the correlation between field measurements and remotely
sensed data.
For the analysis of AirSAR data it would be ideal to obtain very high
resolution data using an instrument similar to the system employed with
AirSAR and repeat this analysis. Although a difference in the results is
possible, such data were not available and the estimates arrived at from
optical data will be used for the further analysis of the AirSAR data. This is
considered appropriate as the optimal resolution was found to vary more
significantly between cover types than between the different components
examined. By using the lowest resolution found for all cover types, some
unnecessary loss of large scale information (such as boundaries or small linear
features) are lost but variation within cover types, which may confound
correlation or classification procedures, is significantly reduced. In relation to
AirSAR data this reduction in resolution also aids the suppression of speckle.
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CHAPTER 4
CORRECTING FOR THE EFFECT OF
VARIATION IN INCIDENCE ANGLE ON
AirSAR BACKSCATTER
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
AirSAR data, like all SAR data, is a side-looking system. As the
geographic positioning of return signals in an imaging radar is dependent on
time measurements of the return, the data can only be acquired in side-looking
mode. In the range direction, perpendicular to the flight path, the look angle
typically ranges from 20 to 60 degrees. The look angle variation has several
effects. Any topography within the image data is distorted by foreshortening
or layover effects. Elevated features of the landscape also create radar
shadow. For the study area these effects are negligible as the topography can
be adequately described as flat' (see Chapter 2). However, the variation in
incidence angle also effects the backscatter characteristics of land cover.
Backscatter from natural surfaces is an interaction between microwave
radiation and tree canopies, understoreys and ground layers as functions of
incidence angle, wavelength and polarization (Wang el

al.

1993a, b). The

incidence angle is defined as the angle between the radar line-of-sight, and the
local vertical with respect to the geoid (Henderson and Lewis 1998).
Analytical models have been developed to predict the resulting microwave
scattering from the individual scattering components for varying incidence
angles (Wang el

al.

1997, Champion 1996,
Lin

1993a, b. Bertuzzi 1992. Sun

cial.

ci

al. 1994, Wang ci

al.

1991. Engman 1991, Sun and Simonett

1988). While scattering from the crown of trees varies little with changing
incidence angle, scattering components involving the surface show sensitivity
to this parameter. Backscatter from a bare soil surface is mostly dependent on
the surface roughness, moisture and incidence angle. For a constant surface
roughness, backscatter at C. L, and P-bands for all polarisations decreases
with increasing incidence angles from twenty degrees onward (Wang ci (1!.
1997. Champion 1996. Line! al. 1994. Bertuzzi 1992, Engman 1991). Other
scattering mechanisms, such as double bounce trunk-ground interactions and
to a lesser extent crown-ground multiple path interactions, may decrease or
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increase for different polarisations, bands, and structural parameters (Wang ci
al. 1993a, b, Sun and Simonett 1988). As the HH polarization is largely
determined by trunk-ground scattering mechanism, the total backscatter for
this polarization may increase if the component is dominant or reach a peak
for an intermediate incidence angle (Sun ci at. 1991).
Modeling the effect of incidence angle variation for a natural
landscape is complicated, as the relative contribution of each backscattering
mechanism must be taken into account. The extraction of land cover
information from remotely sensed data is based on the premise that the values
present in the image are primarily dependent on the physical characteristics of
the land cover and that these characteristics are relatively homogeneous
within one cover type. In order to use such standard image processing
techniques on radar data one must ensure that the variation of the backscatter
with incidence angle does not effect the result.
In dealing with this problem, many researchers attempting to extract
information content from radar data using digital processing have confined
their study to a limited range of incidence angles, typically spanning
approximately 10 degrees (Rignot ci al. I 994a. Israelsson ci al. 1994, Dobson
ci al.

1992, Hussin el al. 1991). It is argued that the effect of incidence angle

in this limited range does not cause significant changes in backscatter
characteristics. This, however, severely limits the utility of the data product.
Very few researchers have attempted to correct the data for the effect
of incidence. Baker cial. (1994) investigated backscatter from pine stands.
Using 40 uniform stands at varying incidence angles, the conclusion was
reached that in all channels, except P-HH, backscatter were significantly
related to incidence angle. The slope of a linear regression between
backscatter and incidence angle was consequently used to calculate a
corrected backscatter. Ranson and Sun (1994) adopted a similar approach
using a linear regression of mean values for a specific vegetation community.
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This approach is, however, not transferable to other environments. The
relationship between one particular type of ground cover and incidence angle
is unlikely to hold for other types of ground cover. Furthermore, for the
approach to be valid, the same combination of scattering mechanisms must
exist within each resolution cell of the radar data. This condition may be met
for a homogeneous, dense pine plantation, but not in a natural environment.
In this chapter, a methodology for correcting these effects of incidence
angle variation is developed. This is of utmost importance for evaluating the
utility of AirSAR data for the mapping and monitoring of vegetation
communities typical to the study area as it allows standard image
classification techniques to be applied to the AirSAR data.
Section 4.1 investigates the relationship between radar backscatter as
recorded by the AirSAR system and changing incidence angle for vegetation
communities of the tropical savannas of Northern Australia. A classification
of the study area into 17 land cover types derived from Landsat TM data (see
Chapter 2) is used as a mask for extracting the mean backscatter values of the
selected land cover types at regular incidence angle intervals.
Section 4.2 describes a procedure for the correction of incidence angle
effects. This procedure is based on the assumption that the data contains a
similar land cover distribution in each of the azimuth lines. That is, lines of
constant incidence angle (i.e. all lines parallel to the flight direction or
azimuth lines) have a similar proportion of inundated area or floodplain and
savanna (see figure 4. 1), which are the key cover types in the study area. The
correction is then achieved by a histogram equalization between every
azimuth line and the norm line. Histogram equalization is a common method
applied for the radiometric calibration of optical data for the purpose of
change detection or image mosaicing (Jensen 1986, Chavez and MacKinnon
1994, Tim and Wright 1999). The detailed knowledge of the study area
provided by the existing land cover classification derived from Landsat TM
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data allowed a quantitative evaluation of the methodology by assessing the
average backscatter of homogeneous land cover classes at the full range of
incidence angles before and after the correction.
Section 4.3 repeats the incidence angle correction procedure
developed in Section 4.2 at the same study site with re-processed data and the
inclusion of the full data set introducing some variation in land cover
composition of azimuth lines. Two further methods for the application of a
histogram equalization are proposed and evaluated by extracting the data
values of two distinct land cover types at the range of incidence angles. The
proposed methods use different implementations of the histogram matching
between lines of constant incidence angle: The 'LUT' (Look Up Table)
method matches the cumulative distribution of the norm line directly for each
azimuth line. The line of Best Fit' method uses the parameters of a linear
regression between an azimuth line and the norm line to facilitate a
correction. The third method is similar to the previous but only uses the slope
of this regression for the correction process.

4.2. A METHOD FOR ESTIMATING THE EFFECT OF
VARIATION IN LOCAL INCII)ENCE ANGLE ON AIRSAR
DATA

4.2.1. Methodology
The initial goal was to investigate whether changes in incidence angle
effect the backscatter measurements. The existing land cover classification
(Fig 2.2) was used to extract radar backscatter values for some of the classes.
The AirSAR data were used in slant range resolution for this study in order to
avoid conversion to ground range resolution, which introduces an additional
dependence of the data on range location and thus incidence angle.
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It was considered beneficial to retain the AirSAR data in its raw
format without introducing changes in backscatter values due to resampling
processes for estimating the effect of incidence angle variation. It was
therelore considered appropriate to register the Landsat TM image to the
AirSAR data for the extraction of cover type information at each resolution
element of the AirSAR data. The following procedure was used to alter the
geometry of the classi fled image to that of the AirSAR data. The classified
Landsat TM data were available as a georeferenced image with a pixel size of
30 by 30 metres. To transfer this image to the geometry of the raw AirSAR
data it must be converted to a slant range projection. The image was first
rotated by 3 1.4 degrees in a clockwise direction to account for the AirSAR
flight heading of 148.6 degrees. Secondly, a subset was taken from the rotated
image by means of the visual identification of the extent of the AirSAR data.
The subset at this stage includes the same spatial extent as the radar data and
the pixel and line direction are identical. Thirdly, the subset was converted
into slant range, calculating the local incidence angle according to the
acquisition parameters of the AirSAR data. The slant range pixel size at this
stage was chosen as 10 metres, such that each original pixel was represented
at least once in the resulting image. A slant range pixel of 10 metres at the
minimum incidence angle equates to a ground range pixel size of less than 30
metres. As a final step, the image was registered to the AirSAR data using 20
control points at a RMS error of less than one pixel. Resampling at all stages
of the process was carried out using a first order polynomial equation and the
nearest neighbour algorithm.
Extraction of the average backscatter values for known land cover
classes was performed using software developed in this study (see Appendix
1 .H). Seven land cover types were selected and a binary mask was created
from the classified image for each of these. These masks were used to extract
the AirSAR data values according to local incidence angle for each band. The
local incidence angle was calculated according to the range location and
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rounded to the nearest whole integer, resulting in one degree intervals for
which the mean backscatter intensity value was calculated, converted to
decibel (dB) values and tabulated. Local slope was not taken into account
because of the flat topography of the study area.
To evaluate the effect of incidence angle variation on radar backscatter
without assuming detailed field knowledge, the frequency distribution for
each range line of the AirSAR data were obtained. For this purpose the
intensity data were converted to dB values (see Appendix 1.1). The resulting
image contained data values in the range from -45 to 0 dB. For some
polarisations, isolated lower values were present, which were set equal to -45
dB. For each range line of each band, the values were numerically sorted and
written to an image file with its dimensions being equal to those of the
original data file. The spatial extent of the AirSAR data were limited to the
extent of the Landsat TM data available. This encompassed approximately
two thirds of the sixty kilometre AirSAR strip. The assumption that the
distribution of land cover is very similar for all lines of equal incidence angle
was closely approximated for this portion of the data set.
4.2.2. Results and Discussion
Not all of the land cover classes of the available classification were
included in analysing the average backscatter characteristics before and after
correction. The class Cleared land, grass land, urban areas' was omitted
because it represented a cluster of distinct classes that could not be expected
to result in similar radar backscatter characteristics making a mean value for
the class meaningless. Similarly the class low coastal mangal forest' was
omitted on the basis of its variability. The class Pine forest' was not included
in the analysis. because this class occurs only in the Near Range and any
effect of incidence angle can therefore not he observed. The seven classes
included in the analysis comprise vegetation communities of varying density
and species composition and a floodplain class. These are the dominant land
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cover types in the northern Australian savanna. Evaluation of the correction
procedure can be based on these classes as they represent the majority of the
land cover in the study area.
A graphical representation of the extracted backscatter values for the
selected land cover classes is shown in figure 4.2. The average backscatter
values for all classes, except the floodplain, are similar throughout the range
of incidence angles. The floodplain is well separated in Land P bands at HH
and l-IV polarization. In the VV polarization the difference is smaller, and
diminishes with decreasing incidence angle. In C band, the floodplain is still
distinct from approximately 35 to 50 degrees incidence angle. VV
polarisation shows the smallest separation. In all bands, at HH and HV
polarisalions, the average backscatter from the floodplain reaches a minimum
between an incidence angle of 45 to 55 degrees. The theoretical model of
radar reflectance from a bare surface indicates a decline in backscatter with
increasing incidence angle. The increase of backscatter observed at larger
incidence angles, therefore, suggests the presence of grass and shrubs on the
floodplain. These contribute little backscatter in the near range, as the major
component is derived from direct surface scattering. In the far range, the
floodplain can be considered a smooth surface, especially for the larger
wavelengths, and scattering from the vegetation becomes the dominant
contribution to recorded backscatter measurements.
The average backscatter from the land cover class Melaleuca
cajuputi/viridflora forest' exhibits major variation independent of that
attributed to changes in incidence angle. These fluctuations are particularly
obvious at angles greater than 55 degrees (see figure 4.2). This indicates, that
the class contains land cover with different backscatter characteristics and
should therefore, be omitted from the analysis. The overall trend of this class,
however, conforms closely to that of the other classes.
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Figure 4.2. Average backscatter values for selected land cover classes versus incidence
angle.
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Table 4.1. Slope and correlation coefficients of a linear regression
between average backscatter and incidence angle.

C-HH
C-VV
C-HV
L-HH
L-VV
L-llV
P-HH
P-VV
P-HV

Vegetation Communities
Slope
R
-0.14
-0.95
-0.29
-0.98
-0.22
-0.97
-0.07
-0.75
-0.10
-0.88
-0.06
-0.76
-0.01
-0.13
-0.13
-0.82
-0.01
-0.04

1.11

Floodplain
Slope
-0.18
-0.33
-0.21
-0.29
-0.25
-0.24
-0.31
-0.24
-0.20

r
-0.85
-0.97
-0.78
-0.97
-0.98
-0.88
-0.95
-0.98
-0.85
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A linear regression has been calculated for relating average
backscatter to incidence angles. The slope and correlation coefficient resulting
from this analysis are shown in table 4.1 An average for the vegetation
.

communities has been given as the individual values show little variation. The
regression results of the values relating to the floodplain, however, are clearly
different from that of the woody vegetation communities. The slope tends to
be greater with correlation coefficients being high. For the vegetation
communities, both slope and correlation decrease with increasing
wavelengths and the VV polarisation exhibits the highest correlation
coefficients and slope. It must be concluded that the effect of changing
incidence angles is distinct for vegetation communities and the floodplain, as
was expected from the existing theoretical models. It is apparent from this
analysis that a linear approximation to model the effect of changing incidence
angles is unsuitable and can not be used to correct for this effect in the
heterogeneous environment of the study area.
Research elsewhere using radar data is limited to a 10 degree range of
incidence angles (Rignot ci al. 1994a, Israelsson
1992, 1-lussin

ci

ci

al. 1994, Dobson

ci al.

al. 1 991). The loss of large amounts of data from the analysis

makes this approach unattractive. Furthermore, for this study area, the effects
of incidence angle are up to 3 dB in C-VV for such a limited range of
incidence angles, making this approach unsuitable as means of circumventing
the problem.
The comparison of the backscatter frequency distribution along range
lines, as shown in figure 4.3, offers a means of assessing the effect of
incidence angle in a study area and possibly a means for correcting the effect.
For clarity, the numerically sorted data of all the available channels shown in
figure 4.3 have been density sliced at one dB intervals. The data value for one
of the intervals is shown in the figure to provide an indication of the range of
values present in the data for the study area at the different bands and
polarisations. It can be seen that in the medium range of backscatter values,
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the linear relationship to incidence angle is confirmed. This clearly does not
hold for higher and lower backscatter intensities, where the relationship
appears exponential. There are high frequency fluctuations showing as linear
break features between adjacent range lines. These features are most obvious
at the lower backscatter intensities. It is unlikely that these sudden shifts are
caused by natural variation in land cover distribution or by a change of
incidence angle. Data calibration may possibly be responsible as it is routinely
based on theoretical backscatter intensities from trihedral corner reflectors
(van Zyl 1990). The calibration may therefore be less accurate at lower
backscatter intensities. Alternatively, the error may be due to the data
quantisation. It is unlikely that these sudden shifts are caused by natural
variation in land cover distribution or by a change of incidence angle.
The frequency distribution image for each band could be used directly
as a look up table to correct the raw data to a nominal incidence angle, an
approach that is outlined in the following section. The validity of this
correction depends on the assumptions that the land cover distribution along
range lines must not vary significantly. This assumption can be assessed with
basic knowledge of the study area and can be manipulated to some extent by
determination of the flight direction during image acquisition. For the study
area at hand the assumption is closely approximated.

4.3. A PROCEI)URE FOR THE CORRECTION OF THE
EFFECT OF VARIATION IN INCI1)ENCE ANGLE ON
AIRSAR DATA

4.3.1. Methodology
The methodology for the incidence angle correction of the AirSAR
data were based on the comparison of existing data values within azimuth
lines using the frequency distributions generated. The data were then adjusted
to a nominal incidence angle of 48 degrees, hitherto referred to as the norm
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line'. This value was chosen on the basis that the assumption, on which the
three methods are based, that each azimuth line has a similar distribution of
land cover has greater validity if the reference line is near the centre of the
image. This is mainly due to the floodplain contained in the image, which
occupies increasing proportions of the azimuth lines with larger incidence
angles (see figure 4. 1). A second reason for placing the norm line at the centre
of the image is that the difference between backscattering behaviour of
different land covers at incidence angles between 40 and 50 degrees appears
to he maximal in the study area (see section 4.2). Before the regression of an
azimuth line versus the norm line is computed, the data is numerically sorted
to generate a frequency distribution.
The numerically sorted frequency image as generated in Section 4.2
was used as a look up table'. To facilitate this, a program was written which
reads the AirSAR data in dB format as well as generating the numerically
sorted frequency distribution data (see Appendix I .C). The program operates
on a pixel by pixel basis on the AirSAR data. Firstly, the backscatter value of
a pixel is noted together with the incidence angle at this position. Secondly,
the backscatter value of the pixel is searched for in the frequency distribution
look up table at the same incidence angle. The percentile value of the
cumulative frequency of the value's occurrence for that particular incidence
angle is extracted from the numerically sorted frequency distribution look up
table ( figure 4.3). l.astiv, the value associated with this percentile value at the
nominal incidence angle (norm line) can be determined. This value now
replaces the backscatter value of the pixel in the "corrected" image. This
procedure is repeated for every pixel in the image.
Verification of the procedure was undertaken by extracting the
average backscatter values for the seven known land cover classes of the
existing land cover classification from the corrected data using the same
procedure as outlined previously for extracting the data values of the raw data.
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4.3.2. Results
The examination of the influence of incidence angle on backscatter
intensities revealed that there is a significant variation due to this parameter as
outlined in section 4.2.2.
The extracted average backscatter values of the seven landcover
classes from the corrected data are shown in figure 4.4.13 together with a
repeat of figure 4.2 shown as figure 4.4.A shown here again for comparison.
The corrected backscatter values are virtually independent of incidence angle
for all wavelengths and polarisations. There is a minimal positive correlation
as borne out by the slope of the regression line (table 4.2). The correction
procedure has preserved the relative fluctuations of mean backscatter of land
cover classes. This is most obvious for the land cover class 'Melaleuca
cajuputi/viridfiora forest'. The mean backscatter for the floodplain class has
retained its position and shape relative to the other classes.
4.3.3. 1)iscussion
The extraction of an average backscatter value for individual land
cover classes and incidence angle highlights the dependence on incidence
angle (see section 4.2). A common approach used by researchers in an effort
to eliminate these effects of incidence angle from radar data is to limit the
angular range to 10 degrees (Rignot etal. 1994a. lsraelsson etal. 1994,
Dobson ci al. 1992. Hussin ci al. 1991). The loss of large amounts of data
from the analysis makes this approach unattractive for airborne SAR
instruments. Furthermore, for this study area, the effects of incidence angle
are up to 3 dB in C-VV (table 4. 1), even for such a limited range of incidence
angles, making this approach unsuitable as means of circumventing the
problem.
The average backscatter values (table 4.1) and the frequency
distribution images (fi('ure 4.3) show that the effect of changing incidence
angles is distinct for vegetation communities and the floodplain, as was
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Table 4.2. Slope and correlation coefficients of a linear regression
between average backscatter and incidence angle as extracted from the
corrected radar data.

C-HI-I
C-VV
C-I-TV
I--I-lI-I
L-VV
L-1-IV
P-I-il-I
P-VV
P-FIV

Vegetation
Communities
Slope
r
0.70
0.03
0.02
0.59
0.52
0.02
0.04
0.68
0.65
0.03
0.04
0.61
0.62
0.05
0.05
0.62
0.56
0.05

Floodplain
Slope
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.07
-0.06
-0.10
-0.10
-0.01
-0.07
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r
-0.28
-0.30
-0.09
-0.61
-0.76
-0.47
-0.73
-0.24
-0.36
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expected from the existing theoretical models. It is apparent from this analysis
that a linear approximation to model the effect of changing incidence angles is
unsuitable to correct for the effect in the study area. A linear correction
applied to the data can approximate the behaviour of certain scattering
mechanisms as borne out by high correlation coefficients for some
polarisations and wavelengths in the linear regression analysis (table 4.1). The
frequency distribution images, however, clarify that the changing parameters
of the regression analysis are of importance as the effects of incidence angle
vary significantly through the range of observed backscatter intensities.
Using the frequency distribution image to correct for the incidence
angle effects allows differentiated correction depending on backscatter
intensity. The validity of this correction depends on the assumption that the
land cover must not vary significantly from one range line to another. This
assumption can be assessed with basic knowledge of the study area and can be
manipulated to some extent by determination of the flight direction during
image acquisition. In the absence of a detailed land cover classification,
ancillary information, such as aerial photography, a general vegetation or land
unit / system map, or an assessment by a field expert should be sufficient. For
the study area at hand the assumption is closely approximated. This is
confirmed by the extraction of backscatter values for the known land cover
types from the corrected data (figure 4.4.13). If the distribution of land cover
was identical, the extracted values afler correction should be completely
independent 11om incidence angle. The remaining positive relationship (table
4.2) is relatively small, but, potentially, indicates that there are slight changes
in land cover composition over the range distance.

The correction procedure, using the numerically sorted frequency
image as a look up table, has preserved the relative fluctuations of mean
backscatter of land cover classes (see figure 4.4). This is most obvious for the
land cover class Melaleuca cauputi/viridflora forest'. It, therefore, maintains
a distinction between classes if this exists within the raw data. Similarly, the
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mean backscatter for the floodplain class has retained its relative position and
shape to a large extent. The change of scattering mechanisms occurring in this
class has not been corrected for completely. This is due to the fact that the
backscatter intensity observed for the floodplain in the Near Range is similar,
or identical for some polarisations and bands, to that of vegetation
communities. As the correction procedure can only operate on the intensity
value, the corrected values for vegetation communities and the floodplain
remain similar. Substantial flattening' of the curve for mean backscatter from
the floodplain, however, can be observed in the region from approximately 35
to 55 degrees incidence angle, where the mean backscatter of the raw data
were clearly separated.
The proposed procedure for correcting airborne SAR data for the
effects of changes in incidence angle has been shown to be successful.
Provided that the spatial proportion and associated physical characteristics of
cover types can be assumed to be similar for all azimuth lines, the procedure
can be applied without detailed field knowledge. The mean backscatter of
seven land cover classes mapped according to optical data has shown that the
correction procedure was able to adjust recorded backscatter intensities to a
nominal incidence angle, thus compensating for a gradual shift in relative
importance of individual backscatter intensities due to incidence angle. The
correction procedure has the potential to adjust for differing sets of scattering
mechanism combinations typical of different land cover classes, if these
produce distinct backscatter intensities. In the case where similar backscatter
intensities result from different scattering mechanisms at particular incidence
angles, the ambiguity can not be resolved.
Further research is required into the means of eliminating the high
frequency variation, attributed to quantisation error, from the frequency
distribution image. In its current implementation, this high frequency
variation causes distortions of the actual data values. The corrected data is
estimated to double the original calibration error of I dB.
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4.4. AN EVALtJATION OF THREE ALTERNATIVE
PROCEDURES FOR THE CORRECTION OF THE EFFECT
OF VARIATION IN LOCAL INCIDENCE ANGLE ON AIRSAR
DATA
In this section, alternative approaches to implement the correction for
incidence angle are explored, in relation to their ability of accommodating
some change in the land cover composition within azimuth lines.

4.4.1. Methodology
As in sections 4.2 and 4.3. the AirSAR data were used in slant range
resolution to avoid the introduction of an additional dependence of the data on
range location and thus incidence angle. Contrary to the previous two
sections, however, the full 60 kilometre AirSAR data strip was used in this
part of the study. This introduced some variation of land cover composition
within azimuth lines due to the inclusion of the Adelaide River floodplains.
This land cover is over represented in the far range of the image. All
calculations in this section were performed using floating point intensity data
and included the real and imaginary parts of the co-polarised returns.
Three methods were implemented to correct the data to a nominal
incidence angle. All methods rely on the comparison of individual azimuth
lines to the azimuth line located at a nominal incidence angle (48 degrees).
The first method is the LUT method as implemented in section 4.3. This
method uses the norm line as a look up table to match the values of other
azimuth lines. There are two notable differences to the previous section. First.
the SAR data has not been reduced to the extent of the available classification
(see figure 2.2). The correction was based on the complete AirSAR data
product for the study area, that is 60km or 6550 lines of data. Second, the
correction was applied to the floating point intensity data rather than decibel
values rounded to the nearest integer and the complex co-polarised returns
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were included. The software to implement the correction procedure was
written for this study in IDL Version 5.1 (see Appendix I .D).
The second procedure, the Line of Best Fit method, involved the
determination of a line of best 1t between each numerically sorted azimuth
line and the norm line. The slope and offset of this line of best fit at a specific
incidence angle was then applied to the data within this azimuth line. The
validity of assuming a linear relationship between the numerically sorted
azimuth lines and the norm line was tested for each channel of the data set
using an arbitrarily determined azimuth line in the near and far range.
The third procedure, the Slope method, was identical to the second,
with the exception that only the slope of the line of best fit was used for the
determination of the "corrected" values. The offset was ignored.
Verification of the results of these procedures was undertaken by
extracting the average backscatter values for the two representative land cover
classes of the existing land cover c1assilcation from the corrected data as
outlined in the section 4.2. The first class, Eucalypt woodland, contained the
vegetation communities Eucalyptus rn/n/ala / telro(Jonta open forest,
Eucalyptus teti'odonta forest and Eucalyptus bleeseri / tetrodonta woodland.
These were found to be highly similar in their scattering properties (Section
4.2) and are the dominant vegetation communities in the study area. The
second land cover class was Floodplain, which was found to behave in a
distinct manner to the Eucalypt woodland communities. For these two land
cover classes average AirSAR data values were extracted according to local
incidence angle for each hand. The local incidence angle was calculated
according to the range location and rounded to the nearest whole integer,
resulting in one degree intervals for which the mean data value was
calculated. The average intensity values for the magnitude at 1-111, VV and HV
polarisations were converted to decibel (dB) values and tabulated. Local slope
was not taken into account because of the flat topography of the study area.
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4.4.2. Results
A comparison of the norm line values with arbitrarily chosen azimuth lines in
the near and far range was used to determine the validity of applying a linear
regression to the data sets. The software used to extract, regress and tabulate
this data is given in Appendix I.K. The numerically sorted data in the lines to
be regressed was found to have very high correlation coefficients (see Table
4.3). For the azimuth lines in the near range, at an incidence angle of 33
degrees, the correlation coefficients exceeded 0.99 for all scattering
components. The lowest value for the azimuth lines tested, at an incidence
angle of 60 degrees. was 0.9238 for the real part of the HHVV co-polarised
return in L-Band.
A graphical representation of some of the relationships between the
two azimuth lines tested and the norm line is shown in figure 4.5. Two
examples have been chosen for the backscatter magnitude components and
one for the real and imaginary components of cross polarised returns. The
examples chosen are typical of the relationships observed. At 60 degrees the
relationships show non-linear behaviour at very low data values. The extent of
this curvature varies between scattering elements and frequency bands but is
present throughout. Another feature visible in the graphs of the real and
imaginary scattering components is a discontinuity where a change of sign
occurs. The slope of a regression line would not be affected by this
phenomenon as the segments do not vary in orientation. The intercept of a
regression line may be effected to some degree.
Results of the correction procedures applied to the SAR data are
shown in Tables 4.4 to 4.6 for C-, L-, and P-Band respectively as well as
figures 4.6 to 4.10. Each of the tables consists of two parts divided by the two
land cover types used in the evaluation. For each cover type the correlation
coefficient and slope of a linear regression between incidence angle and
observed data values derived from raw data and each of the three correction
methods is given. The results for the LUT and Line of Best Fit methods of
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correction are very similar as should he expected if there is a strong linear
relationship present between sorted azimuth lines. Due to the strong
similarity, the two methods will not be discussed separately. Any further
reference to the LUT method will imply the same comment or result for the
Line of Best Fit method.

Table 4.3. Correlation coefficients for the linear regression of two
randomly chosen lines in the near (33 degrees incidence angle) and far
range (60 degrees incidence angle) versus the norm line. The values
obtained at all three frequency bands available for the five scattering
elements are shown.
Near Azimuth line vs Norm Line
Far Azimuth line vs Norm Line
BAND
C
L
P
BANI)
C
L
P
0.9988 0.9942 0.9943 <S11S1111 >
<SIIFISH1 1>
0.9971
0.9891 0.9899
0.9983 0.9946 0.9986 <SvvSvv
<SS>
0.9980
0.9915 0.9952
0.9989 0.9967 0.9974 <S11 S1 7
<SHvSFIv>
0.9971
0.9877 0.9902
Re<S 11Svv > 0.9975 0.9935 0.9975 Re<S 11 Svv> 0.9960
0.9238 0.9753
lm<SIIIISVV*> 0.9991 0.9962 0.9938 lm<S injSvv > 0.9996
0.9788 0.9287
Re<SIIIf SHv > 0.9986 0.9965 0.9956 Re<S jSiiv > 0.9988
0.8300 0.9843
1m<S, ijjSiiv > 0.9982 0.9902 0.9962 Im<SjjjiSjjv> 0.9986
0.9284 0.9866
Re<SIIVSVV*> 0.9975 0.9950 0.9956 Re<SIvSvv*> 0.9994
0.9677 0.9889
Im<SIIVSVV*>
0.9984
0.9836
0.9937
0.99471
0.9469 0.9923
1m<SSvv>
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Figure 4.5. Numerically sorted SAR scattering component values from azimuth lines at 30 anc
60 degrees incidence angle repectively graphed against the values from the norm line at 48
degrees.
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Table 4.4. The correlation coefficients and slope for the linear regression
of C-Band SAR data versus incidence angle for two dominant land cover
types of the study area.
E. Woodland communities at C-Band
Scattering
Raw Data
LUT
Line of Best Fit
Element
Method
method
r
slope
r
Slope
r
slope
-0.95 -0.075757 0.81 0.028464 0.84 0.031265
<SS>
-0.74 -0.055888 0.93 0.038728 0.93 0.040089
-0.90 -0.067980 0.80 0.032806 0.81 0.034829
<S11S>
Re<SjmSvv> -0.74 -0.0001461 0.761 0.000048 0.76 0.000052
Im<SjijiSvv>
0.76 0.000035 -0.43 1 -0.000004 -0.43 -0.000003
Floodplain at C-Band
Scattering
Raw Data
LUT
Line of Best Fit
Element
Method
method
r
slope
r
Slope
r
slope
-0.93 -0.079532 0.53 0.023385 0.56 0.027297
<S-S>
<SvvSv>
-0.72 -0.059588 0.65 0.034903 0.66 0.037474
<SS>
-0.85 -0.068291 0.57 0.033322 0.58 0.036193
Re<SjiiiSvv> -0.70 -0.000138 0.63 0.000053 0.66 0.000057
1111<SiiiiSvv>
0.65 0.000038 0.05 0.000002 0.08 0.000002
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Slope
method
r
slope
-0.49 -0.012679
-0.23 -0.005005
0.02 0.000544
-0.11 -0.000006
0.741 0.000018
Slope
method
r
slope
-0.40 -0.016936
-0.21 -0.008991
0.00 0.000148
0.00 0.000000

0.58 0.000023
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Table 4.5. The correlation coefficients and slope for the linear regression
of L-Band SAR data versus incidence angle for two dominant land cover
types of the study area.
E. Woodland communities at L-Band
Raw Data
LUT
Line of Best Fit
Method
method
r
slope
r
Slope
r
slope
-0.054494
0.92
<S1111S1111 >
-0.81
0.063211 0.92 0.066976
-0.72 -0.039150 0.95 0.057229 0.95 0.056865
<SS>
-0.23 -0.008164 0.94 0.078725 0.93 0.076216
<S1vS v >
Re<SEIIISVV*> -0.38 -0.000032 0.111 0.000003 0.14 0.000006
1m<S-iSvv> 0.77 0.000040 -0.67 -0.000014 -0.60 -0.0000151
Floodplain at L-Band
Scattering
Raw Data
LUT
Line of Best Fit
Element
Method
method
r
slope
r
Slope
r
slope
-0.70 -0.040846 0.85 0.075353 0.85 0.082233
<SvvSvv*>
-0.57 -0.032264 0.85 0.061330 0.85 0.063642
<SvSIv*>
-0.06 -0.027778 0.84 0.081504 0.83 0.081381
Re<S11jjSvv > 1 -0.39 -0.000037 0.011 0.000001 0.14 0.000007
Im<SiiiiSvv> 1 0.41 0.000027 -0.57 -0.000024 -0.58 -0.000025
Scattering
Element
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Slope
method
r
slope
0.12 0.002611
-0.13 -0.002126
0.45 0.010797
-0.11 -0.000007
0.000001
Slope
method
r
slope
0.37 0.015403
0.12 0.003999
0.37 0.015626
-0.09 -0.000005
-0.24 -0.000010
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Table 4.6. The correlation coefficients and slope for the linear regression
of P-Band SAR data versus incidence angle for two dominant land cover
types of the study area.

Scattering
Element
<SIIIISInI*>
<SvvSvv>
<SS>
Re<S!jIISvv*>
lm<SIIFjSvv>
Scattering
Element

<S1 I vS1iv >
Re<SIIIISVV*>
Im<S jS \I>

E. Woodland communities at P-Band
Raw Data
LUT
Line of Best Fit
Method
method
r
slope
r j Slope
r
slope
-0.14 -0.006377 0.92 0.058877 0.93 0.068813
-0.61 -0.040857 0.89 0.047477 0.87 0.045077
0.35 0.016986 0.91 0.056082 0.90 0.054010
-0.83 -0.000046 0.89 0.000024 0.83 0.000024
0311 0.000013 -0.03 0.000000 0.241 0.000007
Floodplain at P-Band
Raw Data
LUT
line of Best Fit
Method
method
slope
r
r
Slope
r
slope
0.24 0.012704 0.77 0.078427 0.80 0.090769
-0.44 -0.026644 0.79 0.060548 0.77 0.060085
0.53 0.030200 0.77 0.070545 0.77 0.069813
-0.50 -0.0000291 0.771 0.000040 0.77 0.000039
0.22 0.000012 -0.18 -0.000006 0.07 0.000002
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Slope
method
r
slope
0.69 0.020856
0.62 0.016004
0.37 0.008932
0.34 0.000007
0.251 0.000010
Slope
method
r
slope
0.56 0.039356
0.58 0.029687
0.43 0.021690
0.551 0.000023
0.13 0.000006
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Figure 4.6. Average SAR data values for the cover type Eucalypt Woodland are graphed
versus incidence angle. The five major scattering components at C-Band are shown. The
backscatter values for HH, VV, and HV polarizations are given as intensities.
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Figure 4.6 contains live graphs for the respective channels in C-Band.
The incidence angle is graphed on the x-axis in degrees. The y-axis covers the
range of data values (Intensity for magnitude of HH, VV, and HV backscatter)
present in the channel for raw data, the LUT correction and the Slope
correction method. The data values are the average of data values observed at
each incidence angle within pixels designated as Eucalypt Woodland
communities by the Landsat TM classification of the study area. The angular
dependence of the raw data can be clearly seen. The HH polarization data is
well represented as a linear relationship with a correlation coefficient of -0.95
(table 4.4). According to this regression a 10 degree change of incidence angle
causes a difference of 0.8 decibel in hackscatter. The VV, i-lV and real part of
the co-polarised return data exhibit an inverse relationship with incidence
angle below 40 degrees. In the range of 40 to 60 degrees there is little change
with angular variation, followed by a rapid decrease in the very far range. The
imaginary part of the co-polarised return is positively related to the incidence
angle and also shows little variation above a 40 degree incidence angle.
The data values derived from the LUT correction reduce the angular
dependence in C-Band significantly, but there is a tendency for 'overcorrection'. That is, the LUT corrected data demonstrates a dependency to
incidence angle opposite to that of the raw data. For a linear regression (table
4.4) fit to the C-I-li-I data of Euccilypi Woodland communities, for example,
the LUT correction reduces the absolute value of the correlation coefficient
from 0.95 to 0.81 (0.84) with a change in sign. Similarly, the slope is reduced
in absolute value from 0.076 to 0.028 (0.03 1) with a change in sign. The other
scattering components behave very similarly for both cover types, with the
exception of the Imaginary part of Hi-lVV for the Floodplain, where no
change of sign occurs.
The Slope corrected data has the least dependence to incidence angle
for all channels, except the Imaginary part of the co-polarised return, as
measured by the correlation coefficient of a linear fit. Equally, the slope
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values have the least magnitude with the same exception. The graphical
representation (figure 4.6) supports this finding, with the Slope corrected data
showing least dependence on incidence angle. For the imaginary part of
HHVV the LUT corrected data still appears to have over' corrected in the
near range, but the Slope method has failed to achieve sufficient correction.
Figure 4.7 and table 4.5 contain the results for the evaluation of the
correction procedures in L-Band. The effect of the correction methods is very
similar to that observed at C-Band, but less pronounced. The correlation
coefficients for a regression are substantially lower, indicating that the
variation of backscatter with incidence angle is not well described by a linear
function. The reduction in the correlation coefficient achieved by the
correction methods can, however, still be seen as an indication that the
dependence of backscatter values on incidence angle has decreased although
the graphical representation must be taken into consideration. From the
graphs (figure 4.7 to 4.10) it can be seen that the Slope correction method
results in values between raw data and those derived from the LUT correction.
The Slope correction also achieved the lowest correlation coefficients (table
4.5) with the exception of L-HV, where correlation and slope of the raw data
were lower than that of the corrected data (see table 4.5). The graph, however,
demonstrates the effectiveness of the Slope correction. In the raw data there is
a peak between a 30 and 40 degrees incidence angle and there is a rapid
decline in values at 60 degrees. The Slope correction method reduces both
these phenomena, which should not occur as these values are derived from a
single cover type for all incidence angles. The least successful correction by
the Slope method occurred for the real part of the HHVV co-polarised return.
Here, the raw data has a relationship to incidence angle that would be better
described by a second order polynomial. The Slope correction results in a
decrease of the values in the near range, but produces even higher values in
the lr range than present in the raw data. The LUT method is the most
successful in reducing the effect of incidence angle for this case. Similarly,
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the LUT method achieves a better result in correcting the imaginary
component of the co-polarised return in the far range, above 50 degrees.
In P-Band (see figure 4.8 and table 4.6) the effects of the correction
methods are least effective as the effects of incidence angle variation on
backscatter are smallest in this Band. A significant reduction in overall slope
can only be observed for the VV polarization. The effect in HH and HV is a
reduction of peaks and troughs within the raw data, which is a benefit of the
correction procedure as these should not exist for a single cover type. This
benefit is not reflected in the overall trend of the data values as indicated by
the correlation coefficient and slope of a first order fit. These parameters are
variable and do not give a clear indication of any method being superior to the
raw data especially for the cover type Floodplain. The graphical
representation indicates that both correction methods improve the relationship
for the real part of the HHVV co-polarised return and the LUT method results
in a significant reduction of the peaks observed in the very near and far range
for the imaginary part of the co-polarised return.
The graphical results for the evaluation procedure performed using
pixels allocated to the class of Floodplain according to the Landsat TM
classification are shown in figure 4.9 for four selected channels. These data
contain far greater random' variation, which obscures the overall trend to
some degree. The behaviour of the correction methods as discussed for the
data obtained for the land cover type Eucalypt Woodland holds for this cover
type in relation to the overall trend in the data. The random variation observed
is replicated by both correction methods.
The results for the real and imaginary parts of cross polarised returns
(Im<SI[uSvv*>. RC<S1111S11

*>,

lm<SJIIISIIV*>, Re<S jjvSvv*>, Im<SIlvSvv*>)

are shown in figure 4.10 for some selected examples using data of the
Eucalypt wood land communities. The correlation coefficients and the slope
values (see tables 4.4 to 4.6) indicate that the best results are achieved using
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the LUT method. The graphs for these results support this. The raw data
exhibits a greater high frequency variation in the data than was observed for
the other channels similar to that observed in the data for the Floodplain class.
This effect is most pronounced in the P-Band. The overall trend in the data is
most successfully reduced by using the LUT correction method. The
pronounced extremes of data values at intermediate angles in C-Band are
nearly completely eliminated. At L-Band these channels exhibit a tendency
for abrupt changes at angles beyond 50 degrees, a feature which is reduced
but not eliminated by the LUT correction. The P-Band data is obscured by
angle independent variability, but the trends are similar to those observed at
C-band.
Figure 4.11 is a colour composite image of the P-HH, L-VV, and Cl-IV channels as raw and corrected data. The correction of these channels was
based on the Slope method. The incidence angle contamination is very
obvious in the near range of the data as an increased brightness obscuring the
identification of ground features. Comparison to the corrected data visually
demonstrates the effectiveness of this method for these data. The two largest
land cover components in this study area, Eucalypt open forest and Floodplain
can be clearly seen, as well as Mangroves along the saline creek
environments.

4.4.3. Discussion
The Line of Best Fit and the Slope correction methods proposed here
depend on the linear relationship between range and norm line. It has been
shown that the sorted data values of azimuth lines exhibit a strong linear
relationship to the norm line using sample lines in the near and far range. The
similarity of results using the LUT and Line of Best Fit correction procedure
provide confirmation that this relationship holds for all azimuth lines. There
is, however, a non-linearity at low data values when azimuth lines with high
incidence angles are compared to the norm line. These are caused by a greater
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•

-

gbwki RGB: P-HH, L-VV, C-HV
Figure 4.11. Colour composites of P-HH, L-VV, and C-HV (as RGB) showing the raw and
corrected AirSAR data of the study area. The incidence angle contamination can be most clearly
seen in the near range as an increase in brightness.
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proportion of the land cover type Floodplain in the far azimuth lines in
comparison to the norm line.
Differences in performance of the LUT correction to the previous
study (Section 4.3) are due to the inclusion of 1475 more lines of SAR data,
which decreases the validity of the major assumption that all azimuth lines
should contain similar proportions of land cover types (see figure 4.1) These
extra lines contain a greater proportion of Floodplain in the far range of the
image with the Adelaide river passing through the lower right corner (figure
4.1). The difference in performance indicates that the LUT procedure is very
sensitive to changes in the proportionality of land cover within azimuth lines.
The Line of Best Fit method performs very similarly to that of the
LUT method and has, therefore the same disadvantage. It could, however, be
adapted to perform the regression analysis on a section of the image or
azimuth lines for which the underlying assumption is more closely
approximated and applied to the whole data set to improve its performance
significantly. The LUT method does not have this flexibility.
The Slope method uses only the slope of the regression line to perform
the correction and was shown to be the most successful for the magnitude of
HH, VV and HV backscatter components. The changes in SAR data observed
with changing incidence angles in the sorted frequency data are determined by
the effect of incidence angle as well as by proportional changes in land cover
composition. If the proportions of land cover were equal in the respective
azimuth lines, the line of best fit should pass through the origin and if the
incidence angle effect was not present the slope should equal one. Small
variations in land cover composition appear as localised distortions of the line
of best fit and thus have greater impact on the intercept than the overall slope.
The changes of SAR data due to changing incidence angles effect the data
over its full range. This alters the slope of the line of best fit without
significantly affecting the intercept. Using the slope of the line of best fit for
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the correction procedure is, therefore, a method less sensitive to variations in
land cover across the range than the other methods.
The extracted data values for the cover type Floodplain show high
frequency variation which is unlikely to be related to incidence angle due to
its noise' like appearance. This variation is likely to be caused by the radar
seeing' the cover as much more diverse than the optical sensor. For example,
the Floodplain areas are spectrally similar within the frequency range
employed by Landsat TM independent of surface roughness. SAR data, on the
other hand, is sensitive to surface roughness and backscatter varies
accordingly. Variation in moisture content would also cause significant
variability. This would also be reflected in the mid infrared band of the optical
sensor to some degree but not in the visible bands. The high frequency
fluctuations are thus attributed to the land cover type containing a greater
range of variability than suggested by the optical sensor data. The similarity of
the performance of the correction procedures to that observed using the
Eucalypt woodland communities as an indicator can be observed in the
overall trend of the data despite this variation. The replication of the high
frequency variation by the correction method is an indication that valid
information is not lost in the procedure.
The LUT method produced the most successful correction for the real
and imaginary components of the co- and cross-polarised returns. In some
instances, the Slope method performed equally well, but in many cases the
Slope method produced inadequate results very closely aligned to the raw data
values. Further research is required to determine the reason for this result.

4.5. CONCLUSION
SAR data is a promising tool to obtain remotely sensed information on
land cover in addition to data obtained from optical sensors. The side looking
nature of the instrument introduces significant variation in incidence angle

AirSAR data to c/uiracterise l'c'gel(itioll coinniunities

in northern Australia

from an airborne platform. This not only causes geometric distortions but also
variation in the scattering components measured. The changes introduced by
variation in incidence angle are dependent on the land cover and can,
therefore, not be removed by mathematical modeling unless the exact ground
cover composition is known. The proposed methods for the removal of this
effect are based on the statistical comparison of lines of data with constant
incidence angle. For the backscatter intensities at the various polarisations and
frequency bands available, the use of the slope of a regression line between
azimuth lines has been shown to achieve a successful correction even if there
is some variation of the proportions of land cover present in azimuth lines at
different incidence angles.
The removal of the effect of incidence angle variation is significant as
it allows the use of standard classification techniques for the corrected data.
Previous research attempting classification of land cover from SAR data has
in the main relied on the assumption that the effect is minimal within an
incidence angle range of 10 degrees and limited the study areas to this extent.
This severely limits the utility of the data set as a whole. For satellite born
SAR instruments the variation of incidence angles across the range of the
scene is negligible. Variations must, however, be taken into account for areas
with significant topography and for comparisons between scenes the look
angle is adjustable for many of these instruments. The methods presented here
are suitable to correct for look angle differences between scenes and could be
adapted to correct topographic effects if a sufficiently accurate digital
elevation model was available.
The proposed procedures will not be applicable to areas where
changes in proportional land cover within azimuth lines of the SAR data are
more pronounced. Further study will be required to refine the methodology
for such cases. It may be possible to identify a range of SAR data values that
were present in all azimuth lines in a sufficient quantity to derive the slope
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parameter. The linearity condition could then be used to determine which
range of data is suitable.
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CHAPTER 5
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BIOPHYSICAL
PARAMETERS AND POLARIMETRIC
AirSAR DATA IN THE TROPICAL
SAVANNAS OF NORTHERN AUSTRALIA
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
The relationship between polarimetric SAR backscatter and total

above ground biomass has been investigated by many researchers for
monospecific pine forests, coniferous forests, and mixed deciduous and
coniferous forests in North America and Europe. Radar backscatter has been
successfully employed to estimate biomass (Hussin

et al.

1991, Wang et al.

1995. Miguel-Ayanz 1996, Rauste ci al. 1994, Ranson ci al. 1997, Ranson
and Sun 1994a, Harrell c/at. 1997, Rignot
Foody

ci al.

ei al.

1994a, Kasischke et al. 1994,

1997), to discriminate lorest and grassland communities

according to structural variation (Dobson et al 1992, Kasischke ci al. 1997,
Rignot

ci al.

1 994b. Rignot ei

al.

1997,
Saatchi

1997, Miguel-Ayanz 1996. Yanasse ci

al.

ci al.

1997. Harrell

1991. Imhoff

Rosenqvist 1996), and to estimate leaf area (Imhoff c/

ci al.

al.

et al.

1997,

1997). The results

indicate that the sensitivity of radar backscatter to variation in biomass varies
with polarization and radar wavelength and is limited by a saturation level.
The saturation level increases with wavelength and the HV polarization
shows the greatest level of sensitivity conditions. Saturation level at L-HV has
been placed as high as 300 tons per hectare (Kasischke cial. 1997).
Moghaddam

ci ci!.

(1994), however, reported that no unique relationship

between radar backscatter and biomass exists for their study area. Similarly,
only a weak relationship between backscatter and biomass was found for
regenerating tropical rainforest in Brazil (Foody

ci al.

1997). The strength of

the relationship was found to increase for ratios between the backscattering
components HV and NH at L-Band. The L-l-IV / C-HV ratio, was found to be
weakly correlated against expectations from previous research (Dobson
1992,
Ranson

ci al.

ci

al.

1997). These results were attributed to the mixture of

species contributing to variability in canopy geometry as more significant
relationships could be achieved upon separation of the species. The study of
correlations between radar backscatter and vegetation parameters is therefore
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not universal and must he established for specific environments, vegetation
communities, or tree species.
In Australia little research is available. Lucas et al. (1999) report a
significant relationship between above ground woody biomass of woodland
and SAR parameters using AirSAR data and Imhoff ci al. (1997) found that
C-HV was highly correlated to leaf area index (LAI), and L-VV and P-VV to
a normalized measure of biomass (surface area over volume) of branches and
stems respectively. This result is contrary to other studies as the VV
polarization is generally seen as being the least responsive to biomass
variation. The correlation to LAI is also unique. The study was primarily
aimed at the discrimination of three distinct vegetation communities across
two well-defined boundaries. The correlation may, therefore, be at least
partially attributable to changes in canopy geometry rather than vegetation
parameters between the three communities.
This section presents the results of an empirical evaluation of the
sensitivity of radar scattering components to above ground biomass and LAI
for the tropical savannas of northern Australia. The ground data has been
gathered at the time of radar data acquisition for 126 samples of five
dominant vegetation communities ranging in LAI from 0.1 to 2.4 m2 per m2
and wet weight above ground biomass from 19 to 160 tons per hectare.

5.2. DATA AND METHOI)OLOGY

5.2.1 Ground Data Collection
Species composition. leaf area index, canopy cover and basal area
were surveyed in the dominant vegetation communities of the Gunn Point
region by Anthony O'Grady as outlined in Chapter 2. The vegetation
communities shown in table 5.1 were sampled using a random stratification
sampling technique. Data were collected and recorded for three 20x20rn plots
at five randomly chosen locations within each vegetation community.
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Table 5.1. Vegetation communities sampled during November 1996.
Five locations were selected for each community type and leaf area
index, canopy cover and basal area were recorded in each of three
20*20m plots at each location.

COMMUNITY TYPE
E. ieirodonia forest.
E. ieirodonta/E. rn in/ala open forest
E. hleeser//E. ni/n/ala woodland
E. bleeser//E. in/n/ata/E. letrodonta woodland
G. pteridifolia/P. spiraL's open woodland
M. cajupuli/A. syniphocarpus forest
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The location of each plot was recorded using a hand held GPS at the
center of each plot. Each tree within a plot was identified to species level and
the diameter at 1 .3 in (DBH) and leaf area were recorded. Leaf area of each
tree was estimated via the 'Adelaide technique (Andrew et a/. 1979). The
technique is described in detail by OGrady el al. (2000), but involves
counting the number of leaf modules on each tree. Reference modules for
each species were collected and the leaf area of each module determined
using planimetery (Delta I leaf area meter). Leaf area index of the plot was
then estimated by summing the leaf area of all trees and dividing by the area
of the plot (400 m2). Canopy cover in each plot was estimated using a
spherical densiometer (Lemmon 1957) and canopy cover was estimated at
three random location within each plot. The above ground wet biomass was
calculated using the allometric equation: Biomass
(DBH) + 8.6881 (r2 0.9058) (OGrady

ci cii.

=

1 .0455 (DBH)2 5.1779
-

2000).

5.2.2 Data Processing
The SAR data were corrected to minimise incidence angle related
backscatter variation as outlined in chapter 4.
A 30 averaging filter was applied to all channels to reduce the
effective resolution of the data approximating the optimal resolution for the
detection of these ecological units (Chapter 3) and to reduce the speckle. The
data were supplied by JPL as an 18-look average. Calculation of the
Equivalent Number of Looks (ENL) as the ratio of the square of the mean
divided by the variance for a homogeneous distributed target resulted in a
value of 6.3 for the raw data. The ENL for the mean filtered intensity data
equals 26.4 using the same target.
Alter conversion to ground range format the data were registered to 1:50,000
scale topographic maps with an RMS error of less than 10 metres and
resampled using bilinear interpolation to reassign pixel values. Extraction of
data values was performed according to GPS readings recorded in the field by
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identification of the pixel at that location and calculating the average over a
three by three neighbourhood. A computer program was written for this study
to perform this task (see Appendix 1 .F)

5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Leal area index, basal area and canopy cover were surveyed in a
number of vegetation communities in the Gunn Point region. Mean LA!,
basal area and canopy cover for each of the sampled communities is shown in
table 5.2. DBH was an excellent predictor of tree leaf area; leaf
area=0.12(DBH)2+0.32(DBH)+155 ,r2=0.87 (figure 5.1, from OGrady et al.
2000). Leaf area index of a stand can be approximated from basal area of that
stand using the straight line relationship LA! = 0.1 1(BA)+0.21, although there
was considerable variation in this relationship (r2 = 0.49).
The poor correlation between LA! and basal area may reflect the time
of year that sampling was conducted. OGrady ci al. (2000) showed that the
strength of this relationship varied seasonally and reflected changes in
phenology and the impact of fire. November is a transitional period
characterised by considerable leaf flushing in response to intermittent rainfall
events (Myers et cii. 1 998) and declining atmospheric vapor pressure deficits
(Williams ci cii. 1997)
The regression analysis of SAR data against biomass (table 5.3) and LA!
(table 5.4) was initially conducted on the values derived for each of the
50x50m sample sites. The values represented are an average of the result for
three 20x20m plots sampled within the boundaries of the sample site. The
highest correlation to biomass is found for the HV and HH polarisations at L
and P Band in accordance with numerous other studies (see Kasischke et al.
1997). A crossplot of these relationships is shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3. The
relatively low correlation coefficients do not appear to be a result of a
saturation effect, as there is significant variability throughout the range of
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Table 5.2. LAI, basal area and canopy cover for vegetation communities
of the Gunn Point region, November 1996. Data represent the mean
community values determined from three plots at each of 5 locations
within each community type.
Comnmnity

LAI

Basal area
[rn2 ha]

E. leirodonict forest

1.56

12.79

67.6

E. ieirodonia/E. niiniala open forest
hleeseri/E. mm/a/ct woodland
blee.seri/E. miniaia/E. le/rodonia woodland
M. ca!upu///A .symphocarpus forest
p/euiditolia/P. spiralis open woodland

1.67
1.13
0.92
1.67
0.42

9.11
8.35
6.77
14.36
5.78

60.08
67.33
41.46
70.71
21.16
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Figure 5.1. Allometric relationship between DBH (cm) and Leaf Area
(m). A second order polynomial of the form y = 0.12x2+0.32x+1.55,
r2=0.87 best describes the relation between Dill and Leaf Area for
harvested trees. (Adopted from O'Grady et at. 2000)
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Table 5.3. Correlation coefficients for the linear regression of SAR
variables against biomass.

C <S 111S1111 >
C <SS>
C <si1 s11 7>
L <S1111S1111>

L <SvvSv'>
1. <S11 S1 >
P <S111S 11 >
P <SS>
P <S1 S>
C Re<SIIIISVV*>
C Irn<SijiiSvv>
L Re<SIIIISVV*>
L lm<S I Svv*>
P Re<SijiiSvv >
P 1m<SiiiiSvv>

Site Data Community Eucalypt
Eucalypt
Melaleuca
Averages Woodlands Open Forest
Forest
0.98
-0.27
0.33
0.34
0.30
0.36
0.91
-0.06
0.27
0.40
0.38
0.86
-0.09
0.31
0.38
0.44
0.97
0.32
0.64
0.06
0.39
0.94
0.82
0.48
-0.20
0.50
0.92
0.50
0.37
0.45
0.54
0.95
0.74
0.32
0.54
0.22
0.71
0.04
0.49
-0.22
0.94
0.59
0.82
0.35
0.44
0.14
0.86
0.10
0.28
-0.39
-0.03
-0.05
0.09
-0.17
0.67
-0.20
-0.65
-0.26
0.06
-0.57
-0.25
-0.79
0.03
-0.46
0.54
0.34
0.95
0.21
0.56
-0.23
-0.37
-0.05
-0.45
0.32
-0.64
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Table 5.4. Correlation coefficients for the linear regression of SAR
variables against leaf area index (LA!).

C <S1111S1>
C <SvvS>
C <S11S11>
L <SII!IS jj!I >
L <SvvSvv>
L <SS11 >
P <S1 S>
P <SS>
P <SS1i>
C R e<SJIIISVV*>
C Im<SIIIISVV*>
L Re<Sj!IISVV*>
L Im<SIIIISVV*>
P Re<Sj{}ISVV*>
P Im<SjjiiSvv>

Site Data Community Eucalypt
Eucalypt
Melaleuca
Averages Woodlands Open Forest
Forest
0.37
0.84
-0.19
-0.02
0.80
0.41
0.67
-0.08
0.42
0.85
0.37
0.56
-0.20
0.47
0.86
0.60
0.88
0.31
0.58
0.50
0.60
0.71
0.67
0.58
0.42
0.57
0.68
0.25
0.72
0.76
0.91
0.60
0.67
0.27
0.94
0.39
0.35
-0.11
0.58
0.20
0.68
0.92
0.76
0.52
0.47
0.40
0.82
0.13
0.68
0.23
-0.05
-0.20
0.16
0.22
0.75
-0.47
-0.86
-0.22
-0.39
0.05
-0.49
-0.88
0.11
-0.53
-0.05
0.53
0.79
0.17
0.76
0.30
-0.27
0.03
-0.58
0.00
-0.93
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Figure 5.2. Crossplot of biornass versus L band backscatter at 1111 and HV polarization.
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Figure 5.3. Crossplot of biomass versus P band backscatter at HH and HY polarization.
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values. A similarly weak correlation between backscatter components and
biomass was reported by research on tropical rainforest in Brazil (Foody el
1997) and research by Dobson

cial.

at.

(1992) and Ranson cIal. (1997).

When the regression analysis is performed using the averages of the
biomass and SAR data for all sites within each vegetation community the
correlation improves significantly. As shown in table 5.3. the HV polarisation
at L and P Band are still highly correlated with biomass. 1-lowever, other
channels, C <SHFlSjII*>, C <SvvSvv >, L <SvvSvv >, P Re<SIIIISVV*>, also
emerge as having a statistically significant (at a 95% confidence level)
correlation to biomass.
Regression analysis of LAI versus SAR data show similar results
(table 5.4). The correlation coefficients for the site data are slightly higher
than those for biomass at I. Band for all polarisations and at P Band for HH
and I IV polarisation. When community averages are used, only the P Band
has a significant relationship at IIH and HV polarisations. The l-IV
polarisation at P Band also has the highest correlation coefficient for the
Eucalypt woodland communities and a weak relationship with the other two
communities shown. For the Melaleuca community, the C Band shows a
signi Ikant relationship, as well as P HH and the imaginary part of the copolarised return at P Band. These results are unexpected as the longer
wavelength interact primarily with the larger structural components of the
vegetation rather than the tree canopy or leaves. The existence of a strong
relationship between DBl-1 and LAI may provide an explanation. Structurally,
there is a difference between a large number of small stems and a few large
sterns which may result in the same amount of basal area or biomass. This
structural difference is reflected in the SAR data (lmhoff 1997).
The weak correlation between backscatter and individual sites was
most likely due to the heterogeneity of the environment. The accuracy of a
hand held CIPS is generally within 40m. An uncertainty of the geographic
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location of the plot by this amount, however, can make a large difference.
Three 20x20m plots sampled within the same 50x50m area of one of the
selected sites for E. hleeseri/E. mm/ala woodland were measured with a
biomass of 24, 59, and 112 tons per hectare respectively. The minimum,
maximum, and range of the backscatter intensities occurring in a 50 metre
area surrounding the GPS location of these plots are shown in table 5.5. Also
shown is the summary of the backscatter intensities for all the plots available.
For the HV polarisation the variation in the 50 metre area is 55%at L-Band
and 56% at P-Band relative to the range found for all plots. This large
variability observed over a small area, well within the accuracy of the GPS
error, is likely to introduce large errors into the assessment of correlation
between field and SAR data. Figure 5.4 visually demonstrates the location of
this 50x50rn site in a subset of the AirSAR data and a zoom of the pixel
neighbourhood.
While the example provided showed the largest variability, it
demonstrates that the conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis are
limited. The presence of such a large error may cause an existing correlation
to be obscured and increase the probability of a 'chance' correlation to occur.
Either a very large number of sites is required to reduce this error, or more
accurate locational information.
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Figure 5.4. Coiour composite of AirSAR data (P-RB, L-HH, and C-RH as RGB) of a
subset of the study area. A zoom to the centre of a 50x50m ground truth site is provided
to demonstrate the heterogeneity of this environment.
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Table 5.5. The variation in backscatter intensities for a neighbourhood
of 5x5 pixels in relation to that observed for all plots.

Band
C <S 1 S1 >
C <SS>
C <S11 S>
C Re<SIIIISvv*>
C 1m<SjjiiSv>
L <SS>
L <SvvSvv>
L <S11S11>
L Re<SjjiiSvv>
L Im<S1 Svv>
P <S1 11I S1111
P <SVVSVV>
P <S11S1>
P Re<SIIIISVV*>
P Im<SiujSvv>

Summary of
Summary of backseatter Range
hackscatter for 5x5
for all plots
relative to
ncigbourhood
all
Min
Max Range Min
Max Range plots [%]
0.125 0.205 0.079 0.037 0.238 0.200
40
0.100 0.154 0.054 0.007 0.177 0.170
32
0.025 0.034 0.009 -0.004 0.048 0.052
17
0.071 0.134 0.062 -0.049 0.069 0.118
53
0.032 0.066 0.034 -0.049 0.022 0.071
48
0.008 0.017 0.009 0.000 0.157 0.157
6
0.032 0.077 0.045 0.000 0.089 0.089
51
0.036 0.066 0.030 -0.027 0.027 0.054
55
0.005 0.011 0.007 -0.055 0.026 0.080
8
0.018 0.043 0.025 -0.055 0.003 0.058
44
-0.015 0.031 0.046 0.000 0.124 0.124
37
-0.005 0.020 0.025 0.000 0.172 0.172
14
-0.018 0.000 0.018 -0.004 0.027 0.031
57
0.003 0.022 0.020 -0.028 0.067 0.095
21
-0.011 0.014 0.025 -0.028 0.013 0.0411
61
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5.4. CONCLUSION
This study confirmed that SAR data does not provide a universal tool
for estimating hiophysical parameters as has also been found by Dobson e/ al.
(1992) and Ranson etal. (1997). The existence and strength of relationships
are dependent on the vegetation community under investigation. For the study
site in the tropical savannas of northern Australia, there is no single SAR
parameter that can be shown to have a consistently strong relationship to the
biomass or LAI of the vegetation communities present. The results of this
study must be considered with caution because of the natural heterogeneity of
this landscape, which makes the analysis difficult as small locational errors
can distort the outcomes significantly. This is of greatest relevance to the
results of the individual plots observed. After averaging of both ground and
SAR data to a single value for each of the five vegetation communities, the
correlation is significantly improved but reliability diminished through the
reduction in data points. Further research is required into this relationship
using a differential GPS system to reduce the locational error.
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CHAPTER 6
EVALUATION OF AirSAR DATA FOR THE
CLASSIFICATION OF VEGETATION
COMMUNITIES IN THE TROPICAL
SAVANNAS OF NORTHERN AUSTRALIA
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6.1. INTRODUCTION
Digital image classification is an important tool for resource
management. Remote sensing data have been used widely by ecologists to
delineate structural and compositional boundaries of vegetation communities
and map the distribution of these communities throughout the landscape. The
use of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) for mapping resources and monitoring
temporal changes in ecosystems is desirable because SAR is able to penetrate
cloud cover, thus allowing resource monitoring in all regions of the globe and
at all times of the year. Furthermore, it is highly likely that the analysis of
SAR data will provide additional information about ecosystems, as data
collected from a different part of the electromagnetic spectrum is determined
by different characteristics of the surface and vegetation cover (Kasischke el
(t. 1997). Radar imagery, for example, has been shown to allow separation of
forest classes which appear identical using optical data by detecting flooding
beneath a closed canopy (Hess el at. 1995).
Image classification is a means of extracting information from
remotely sensed data that has been used successfully with data from optical
sensors on satellite and airborne platforms. The most common classification
algorithms, maximum likelihood classifier, minimum distance to mean
classifier, and parallelpiped classification operate on a pixel by pixel level.
The spectral characteristics of land cover classes are established by their
mean, standard deviation, and/or minimum and maximum values in the
available spectral bands and each pixel of the data is compared to the classes
individually. The pixel is allocated to the class it is closest to.
These classification methods are not ideally suited to SAR data for
three reasons. Firstly, the success of the classification is often dependent on
having multiple spectral bands in the data, rather than a single greyscale
image. This is not an implicit requirement to the classifiers but the availability
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of a multi-dimensional data set increases the probability of land covers being
separable using the combined spectral signature. Most airborne SAR systems,
such as AirSAR, and the shuttle radar SIR-B/C operate in multiple frequency
and often produce fully polarimetric data, which provides a multi-dimensional
data set. Current satellite SAR systems, such as Radarsat, JERS, and ERS
only operate at a single frequency and polarisation. Classification of this data
is often improved by using multi-temporal data sets to increase the
dimensionality. Alternatively, texture measures have been employed to
improve the classification accuracy. Ulaby el al. (1986) were able to achieve
an improvement from 72 to 88% accuracy by including second order statistics
in a broad land cover classification. Soares c/al. (1997) achieved a kappa
coefficient of 0.90 for a land use classification using the magnitude of HH.
VV. and HV polarisations for C, and L Band of the SIR-C mission by
including 15 texture measures in the process in comparison to a kappa
coefficient of 0.5 for without texture measures. Unf'ortunately, the window
size for the calculation of these measures was not given and the number of
independent samples available for the classification using first order statistics
was not stated.
Secondly. SAR data contains inherent noise, called speckle, caused by
the random nature of phase addition which is taking place for the
determination of the backscatter coefficient over an area that constitutes a
single resolution element in the data. This random variation in backscatter
intensity increases the standard deviation olclass statistics and thus reduces
separability. Much research has gone into reducing speckle in radar data and
many data products are provided as multi-look data. Multiple looks are
independent observations of the target by the SAR system. Averaging these
reduces the speckle as a random noise component on cost of spatial resolution
of the system. Speckle filters, such as that developed by Lee c/al. (1991)
reduce the speckle by estimating its statistical distribution based on the
assumption that it is multiplicative noise' while preserving the edges. A
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mean or median box filter are highly effective in reducing the magnitude of
speckle in the data if the loss of resolution is not detrimental to the image
processing task.
The third impediment to classification is the side-looking mode of
SAR data. For satellite borne systems, this is not a big problem as the
incidence angle variation is insignificant over an observed scene. For airborne
data, however, this variation is significant (see chapter 4). The backscatter
characteristics of targets in the near range differ from those of the same target
in the far range. A pixel based classification can not be used in this situation.
If the variation of incidence angle is limited and the data suitably filtered to
suppress speckle, standard classification algorithms can be successfully
applied to SAR data. Most researchers attempting to extract information
content from radar data using digital image processing have, therefore,
confined their study to a limited range of incidence angles, typically spanning
approximately 10 degrees (Rignot ci aL 1 994a, Israelsson ci cii. 1994,
Dobson
cial.

1992. Hussin ci al. 1991). It is argued that the effect of incidence angle

in this limited range does not cause significant changes in backscatter
characteristics. Maximum likelihood approaches have been used with high
land cover discrimination accuracy for given study areas (Ranson and Sun
1997,
Saatchi ci cii. 1997,
deGrandi ci al. 1994, Lemoine ci al. 1994, Ranson
and Sun 1994, Rignot ci al. 1994b). Decision trees (Hess ci al. 1995) and
fuzzy classifiers (Du and Lee 1996) have also been used for image analysis.
Significant variation of backscatter intensities due to large changes in
incidence angle still render these approaches unsuitable as they are dependent
on a qualitative comparison of pixel values.
Neural Networks are a very popular approach to the classification of
SAR data in recent research (Jin and Liu 1997. Wang and Dong 1997,
Augusteijn and Warrender 1998). This methodology is free of assumptions
about the statistical distribution of the backscatter of target classes. However,
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the classifier still operates on a pixel by pixel basis and more importantly, it
requires very large amounts of training data to function satisfactorily.
Besides the supervised classification strategies outlined above, there
are two further methods for the classification of SAR data. The first is the
image segmentation approach (Rignot and Chellappa 1992, Dong c/ al. 1998)
and the second is the knowledge based unsupervised classification. Image
segmentation introduces a spatial element into the classification. It operates
by detecting boundary conditions in the image data and creating areas of
similar backscatter characteristics. In a second step the areas identified as
being internally homogeneous are compared against each other to determine if
these should be allocated to the same land cover class. In the first step, a
suitable smoothing algorithm must be implemented to reduce the speckle but
preserve edge conditions. The setting of a level for determining noise versus
edge condition is crucial to the success of the procedure and accounts for the
subjectivity of the process. Once homogeneous areas are detected, their
comparison is based on the statistical distribution of the areas in question.
That is the covariance matrices can be compared rather than the mean value
alone. This allows for the separation of land covers that have similar mean
values but different distributions without overlap. While this is a very
promising classification tool, the algorithms are not implemented in image
processing software and are consequently diflicult to implement.
Knowledge based unsupervised classification is based on the
theoretical scattering signatures of targets. Van Zyl (1989) first presented the
idea of using the phase difference information between HH and VV
polarisations as well as the correlation coefficient to differentiate between
odd, even, and multiple scattering mechanisms. For a low correlation
coefficient the I Il-I and VV returns have not been caused by the same
scattering mechanism at the target. This is a clear indication of multiple
scattering, or volume scattering, which in a natural environment is indicative
ol forested areas. When the correlation coefficient is high, the phase
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difference becomes meaningful as the returns were caused by the same
scattering mechanism. For a phase difference of approximately 0 degrees, the
wave must have been scattered an odd number of times. In most cases this
would be single scattering and be indicative of a bare surface. With a phase
difference of approximately 180 degrees, the wave was scattered an even
number of times. In most cases this is a double bounce reflection caused by
tree trunks in a natural environment or in more general terms by vertical
structures perpendicular to the look direction of the radar on a bare surface.
Using multiple frequencies, this methodology can provide an initial
stratification of broad land cover categories. Its major advantage is its
independence of knowledge about the actual ground cover and its
transferability. Its major limitations are that only broad land cover types can
be identified. A land cover type such as forest, for example, can appear as
multiple scatter or double bounce scatter depending on ground cover and
inundation. Furthermore, the results have an incidence angle dependency as
the algorithm is based on the original data product rather than the incidence
angle corrected data.
A similar approach to the interpretation of SAR data is the target
decomposition. An excellent overview is presented by Cloude and Pottier
(1996). The Cloude decomposition has been applied to polarimetric imaging
radar data (Van Zyl 1992). The suggested decomposition results in
eigenvalues that can be interpreted as the relative contributions of single,
double, and multiple scattering mechanisms. The Cloude decomposition is a
useful means of reducing the dimensionality of the image data into
independent vectors related to the physical interpretation of the scattering
mechanisms, which retain backscatter intensity information as well as the
phase information.
This chapter does not hope to address all of the options for the
classification of SAR data. Ilowever. classification algorithms that are
implemented in standard image processing software have been considered
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using the incidence angle corrected raw data and bands resulting from a
Cloude decomposition as well as an unsupervised approach developed by J.
van Zyl (1999). The main purpose is to determine the ability of polarimetric
SAP. data to distinguish vegetation communities of the tropical savannas of
northern Australia characterised by tree species and canopy closure as well as
other land cover of the study area.
In section 6.2 an artificial data set, extracted from the AirSAR data,
composed of the major land cover types to be distinguished is used to
examine an appropriate classification methodology. Firstly, the available
AirSAR data is examined for the parameters to be included in the
classification for optimal separability of the land cover in question. Secondly,
four standard classification algorithms are implemented and evaluated.
Thirdly, the value of including the local variance as a texture measure in the
classification is examined.
In section 6.3 the developed classification methodology is
implemented on a subset of the incidence angle corrected AirSAR data and
the results of this classification are compared to those derived from a
maximum likelihood classification of the data resulting from a Cloude
decomposition and to a knowledge based unsupervised classification.
Section 6.4 presents the results of the classification applied to the
majority of the AirSAR data.

6.2. EVALUATION OF LAND COVER SEPARABILITY, BAND
SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS

6.2.1. Methodology
An artificial data set was used for the purpose of evaluating land cover
separability, the most effective hand combination and the most appropriate
classification algorithm. This data set contained small areas of homogeneous
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cover types selected from the original data and mosaiced together. For the
creation of this artificial data set with known composition, a classified image
derived from Landsat TM imagery was used (see Chapter 2). The classified
Landsat TM data were available as a georeferenced image with a pixel size of
30 by 30 metres. To transfer this image to the geometry of the raw AirSAR

data it was converted to a slant range projection. The image was rotated,
converted to slant range projection and resampled to the AirSAR data (see
section 4.2.1). Based on the classified image a total of 16 areas comprising an
area of 50 x 50 pixels each were selected and extracted from the preprocessed radar data as separate subsets for 8 different cover types. These
subsets were mosaiced together into an artificial or test data set of known
composition (see figure 6.1 and table 6.1).
As classification procedures such as the Maximum Likelihood
classifier are based on the assumption of normal distribution within training
samples, the magnitude channels were transformed to a logarithmic scale, that
is decibel values, using software developed in this study (see Appendix 1.1).
The complex co-polarised returns were scaled into the byte range using their 1
to 99% data range (see Appendix 1 .1). To reduce the effective resolution of
the data approximating the optimal resolution for the detection of the
ecological units in the study area (Chapter 3) and to reduce the speckle a 3x3
mean filter was applied to all channels before this logarithmic transformation.
A small number of the 50 x 50 pixel sample areas did not contain
homogeneous cover types. A mask to exclude such areas from the
classification was therefore prepared. The classifications were all based on a
supervised approach. The training areas for the classification were chosen to
include most of the known occurrence of the cover type within the artificial
data set.
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Figure 6.1. A colour composite using P-HH, L-ILV, and C-VV
as RGB of the artificial data set used in the analysis. The 50 x
50 pixel areas of selected ground covers are shown using
abbreviations explained in table 2. The black areas have been
masked as these have heterogeneous cover.

Table 6.1. Abbreviations of land cover labels.
Land cover type
Eucalyptus tetrodonta forest
Eucalyptus bleeseri / tetrodonla / miniata woodland
Acacia auriculformis / lact/luus closed forest
Closed monsoon forest
Old pine forest
Mangroves
Melaleuca cajuputi / viridflora forest
Eucaljptus ietrodonta /miniata open forest
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Abbreviation
ETF
EBW
ACF
CMF
OPF
MF
MCV.F
ETMOF
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From the total of 15 channels available for the classification, 11 were
chosen as input to the classification. This selection was based on the
evaluation of separability between training area signatures using the
transformed divergence measure (see table 6.2). The transformed divergence
gives an exponentially decreasing weight to increasing distances between the
classes. The scale of the divergence values can range from 0 to 2,000. As a
general rule, if the result is greater than 1,900, then the classes can be
separated. Between 1.700 and 1,900, the separation is fairly good. Below
1,700, the separation is poor (Jensen 1996).
The classification was carried out on commercial image processing
soilware (ENVI)

using

Minimum Distance (MDM) to Mean, Maximum

Likelihood (ML), Mahalonobis Distance (MD), and Spectral Angle Mapper
(SAM) algorithms. The classification accuracy was assessed for each of the
classification algorithms by an error matrix. As the artificial data set contains
only known cover types, all pixels were included in this analysis.
The best performing classification algorithm was consequently applied
to the same data with the addition of texture information. The variance as a
texture measure was calculated over a 5 x 5 window from the unfiltered
intensity data. To reduce the dimensionality of this variance data set, a
principal component analysis based on the covariance matrix was conducted.
The classification was then repeated on the SAR data including the first
principal component (PC) and on the data set including the first three PCs
using the same training areas and method for accuracy assessment as outlined
above.
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Table 6.2. Results of separability analysis using the signatures of training
areas for the land covers in the test data set. The table lists the elements
of the scattering matrix eliminated for the selection of the best band
combination with a total of between 15 and 8 bands.
No of Bands

15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8

Best Average Separability
(Transformed Divergence
Measure)
1991.02
1992.28
1992.84
1993.21
1993.29
1993.01
1992.53
1991.77
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6.2.2. Results and Discussion
The analysis of separability between the signatures for land covers in

the test data set indicates that the exclusion of some channels improves the
transformed divergence measure. The vertical transmit and receive
polarisation of C. L. and P Band is shown to reduce the separability. The
exclusion of the VV polarisation was also found to result in increased
classification accuracy by Saatchi el al. (1997). The exclusion of the
imaginary component of the co-polarised return at L Band also increases the
potential for discriminating the signatures of the training areas. The eleven
bands chosen as an input to the classification maximise the separability
measure applied.
The overall classification accuracy achieved varied from 53% for the
Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) to 80% using the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
algorithm (table 6.3). The poorer performance of Minimum Distance to Mean
(MDM) relative to Mahalanobis Distance (MD) and ML indicates that class
variation can not be assumed equal in the various dimensions defined by the
channels submitted to classification. The ML classifier is better suited to such
data as it uses the full covariance matrix as a basis for class allocation.
Unsupervised classification strategies, such as the Isodata classifier, that are
based on the MDM algorithm are, therefore, likely to be of limited value in
classification of AirSAR data. The kappa coefficient of 0.48 and 0.61 for
SAM and MDM confirms that these classifications are unreliable for the data
set.
The Closed Monsoon Forest (CMF) class, however, was classified by
the MDM method with an accuracy exceeding that of the ML algorithm. The
same class also achieved a satisfactory accuracy using the SAM method.
Similarly, the accuracy achieved by SAM and MDM for Acacia
auricul//ormis

/ !aciifluus closed forest (ACF) and Me!a!euca ca/up uti /

viridiflora forest (MF) were relatively high. These classes represent dense
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Table 6.3. Accuracy assessment of the classifications applied to the test
data set.
Confusion Matrix (percent)
Maximum Likelihood Classifier:
Mahalanobis I)istance
Accuracy
79.93%
Accuracy
75.71%
1
Kappa Coefficient
0.7765
Kappa Coefficient
0.7296
1
Class
Commission Omission Accuracy
Class
Commission Omission Accuracy
ElF
71.80
30.19
69.82
IETF
73.33
32.42
67.58
EBW
16.67
35.41
64.59
EBW
18.28
37.57
62.43
ACF
16.81
9.20
90.80
ACF
23.82
12.21
87.79
CMF
4.80
2.71
97.29
CMF
14.85
2.481
97.53
OPF
2.24
2.03
97.97
OPF
8.80
5.601
94.40
MF
24.34
6.16
93.84
MF
28.69
11.36
88.64
MCVF
10.02
5.94
94.06
MCVF
12.40
16.53
83.47
ETMOF
13.77
32.39
67.61
ETMOF
18.18
38.79
61.21
-

-

-

-

Minimum Distance to Mean
Accuracy
65.02%
Kappa Coefficient
0.6111
Class
Commission Omission Accuracy
ETF
78.05
51.07
48.94
EBW
20.75
43.62
56.38
ACF
47.94
19.43
80.57
CMF
21.66
2.32
97.68
OPF
24.65
25.83
74.17
MF
34.80
11.62
88.38
MCVF
25.16
21.38
78.62
FTMOF
31.91
53.53
46.47

_

Spectral Angle Mapper
Accuracy
53.21%
1
Kappa Coefficient
0.4794
Class
Commission Omission Accuracy
ETF
96.48
58.98
41.02
EBW
28.67
49.84
50.17
ACF
37.96
27.13
72.87
CMF
27.15
7.89
92.11
OPF
3 4.8 5
44.98
55.02
MF
40.25
15.40
84.60
MCVF
16.12
64.62
35.38
ETMOF
30.01
62.42
37.58

-

-

-

-

-

-
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vegetation communities in contrast to the open forest and woodland
communities for which the algorithms achieved very poor accuracy.
Another dense vegetation community, Pine Forest, was poorly
classified by SAM, but achieved reasonable accuracy using MDM. These
results are not unexpected, as the spectral' variation of radar data is much
larger in open forest and woodland communities, as is the case for optical
data. Dense vegetation communities form a tighter spectral cluster' and are
thus easier to delineate. The classes Eucalyptus teirodonta forest (ETF),
Euccilypius bleeseri / teirodonia / in in/ala woodland and Eucalyptus
teiroclonia / nun/ala open forest (ETMOF) were not satisfactorily

discriminated by any of the classification algorithms. To achieve a higher
accuracy in the delineation of these classes, several spectral clusters may need
to be identified within these classes and submitted to the classification rather
than one training area encompassing the range of values found within these
vegetation communities. The natural variability that exists within these
classes, however, limits the separability. Further investigation is necessary to
determine the ability of radar for the delineation of these classes.
The inclusion of variance as a texture measure did not alter the overall
classification accuracy significantly (table 6.4). The inclusion of the first three
Principal Components (PC) resulted in a slightly better accuracy than the
inclusion of the first PC only. The separability of the ETF and ETMOF
classes deteriorated by including variance measures. The discrimination of the
woodland class. EBW, was increased from an accuracy of 65% (ML) to 70%
by including the texture measure. The classification accuracy of the closed
forest communities, ACF and CMF, also increased through the use of texture
from 91% to 92%, and from 97% to 98% respectively. The value of including
texture into the classification process is minimal for this study and differs
depending on the land cover composition of the study area. The majority of
studies reporting a significant increase in classification accuracy through the
inclusion of texture measures (Ulaby ci al. 1986. Anys and He 1995, Soares ci
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Table 6.4. Accuracy assessment of the Maximum Likelihood
classification of the test data set with the inclusion of variance as a
texture measure.
Maximum Likelihood Classifier: on data
Set & PC I of 5x5 variance data
Accuracy

79.14%

Kappa Coefficient
Class
Commission
ElF
70.06
EBW
21.15
ACF
16.94
CM1'
4.33
OPF
1.91
MF
24.80
MCVF 9.30
ETMOF 11.44

0.7672
Omission
3 5.8 7
30.70
7.74
2.17
2.24
5.20
6.66
34.42

=

Maximum Likelihood Classifier: on data
set & PC lto3 of 5x5 variance data
Accuracy
79.87%
Kappa Coefficient
0.7759
Class
Commission Omission Accuracy
FTP
74.43
3 6.3 3
63.67
EBW
25.20
30.06
69.95
ACF
11.57
7.18
92.82
CMF
4.02
1.24
98.76
OPF
2.00
2.15
97.85
MF
29.04
3.94
96.06
MCVF 8.78
5.32
94.68
ETMOF 9.81
39.49
60.51

-

-

Accuracy
64.13
69.31
92.26
97.83
97.76
94.80
93.34
65.58

-

-

-

-

-

-
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al. 1997) discriminate agricultural land use classes. Furthermore, a large range
of texture measures was used and evaluated in these studies, whereas, only the
second order statistics were evaluated here in comparison to a classification
based on first order statistics (a 30 mean filter has been applied to the data to
reduce speckle).
The classified map using the ML classifier including the first 3
principal components of a 5x5 variance measure is shown in figure 6.2.A. The
confusion between the classes ETF and ETMOF (coloured bright green and
red respectively) is clearly evident. The woodland community (EBW,
coloured blue) ranges in tree crown cover from 10 to 30%. The areas with
little tree cover are confused with the cover type Mangroves, whereas areas of
higher tree cover overlap with the classes ETF and ETMOF. The missclassifications in other classes can be removed to some degree by applying a
median filter to the classified result (figure 6.2.13). The pixel size of this data
has been retained at 10 x 10 metres, after a 3x3 mean filter had been applied.
Additionally, the texture measure was calculated over a 5x5 window. The
effective resolution of the data has thus been degraded to approximately 30 to
50 metres This justifies the application of a median filter, which degrades the
resulting classification result to an effective resolution of 50 metres.

6.3. COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM THE SUPERVISED
CLASSIFICATION OF RAW DATA, CLOUDE DECOMPOSED
BANDS AND AN UNSUPERVISED APPROACH

6.3.1. Methodology
The data were pre-processed as outlined in section 6.2: the incidence
angle correction was applied, the data were mean filtered, converted to dB
values and scaled into the byte range.
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Figure 6.2. A) The classification result using the magnitude data in decibel and
the scaled co-polarised channels after a 30 mean filter has been applied as well
as the first three PCs of the variance analysis. B) The same classification result
after a 5x5 median filter has been applied.
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For image registration, the data were converted to ground range using
a bilinear interpolation and registered to a 1:50K topographic map with a
registration error of less than I Om. A small subset was chosen, that
encompasses the full width in the range direction but only approximately 20
km in azimuth direction. It was deemed appropriate to test the classification
methodology on this subset as this is the best known area with the greatest
amount of ground data available and containing the majority of the vegetation
communities which are typical of the northern Australian savannas, but
excluding the Floodplains of the Adelaide River. Additionally, the
computational time is reduced for repeated processing when applying the
Cloude decomposition and unsupervised classification.
Training areas for the eight land cover types were chosen. The spectral
distribution was approximately normal for the training areas in each of the
available channels derived from the Stokes matrix. The classification of the
AirSAR data were based on 11 of the 15 available channels. According to the
results in the previous section the VV polarisation for all bands and the
imaginary part of L-l-IHVV were excluded from the classification of the
original channels. A maximum likelihood algorithm was chosen (according to
the results presented in the previous section) for the classification with a 5%
probability threshold.
The Cloude decomposition was implemented on the incidence angle
corrected data using software developed in this study (Appendix 1 .G). The
decomposition program operates on each frequency band separately, reading
the magnitude information and the complex co polarised return of the
incidence angle corrected, original channels. The three eigenvalues were
calculated as follows for R l-IFlVV larger or equal zero:
1st eigenvalue = (VV + HH + Sqrt((VV HH) 2 + 4*(RHHVV 2 +
lmHHVV 2)))) /2
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211(1

eigenvalue = (VV + I H I

-

Sqrt[(VV

HH) 2 + 4*(R HHVV 2 +

)
lmHlIVV )))) /2
-,rd

i

eigenvalue = FIV
For the case of R HHVV being smaller than zero, the 1 St and 21

eigenvalues are reversed. The eigenvalues are calculated in floating point
format, which was scaled into the byte range by multiplying each value by
128 divided by the average over the whole image. The magnitude of the HH,
VV and 1-IV polarisations and the complex co-polarised return were supplied
to the decomposition process after the incidence angle correction had been
performed. The resulting data set, for the three frequency bands, containing
nine channels, was classified using the same training areas as used for the
classification of the original channels and the same classification procedure.
An unsupervised classification of the data at two frequency bands, the
C- and the L-Band, was performed using an unpublished algorithm developed
by Jacob J. van Zyl. This algorithm was based on the raw data, before
incidence angle correction, and it results in five classes. Pixels are allocated to
the first class if they are dominated by a single bounce scattering mechanism,
to the second class if they are dominated by double-bounce scattering, and to
the three remaining classes if they are dominated by multiple-bounce
interactions. This separation is made according to the correlation coefficient
and the phase difference of the co-polarised return (Van Zyl 1989). The
differentiation between the three multiple-bounce' classes is made according
to a Radar Thin Vegetation Index (RVI) (Van Zyl 1999), which varies
between 0 and I. The three classes are based on a division of this interval into
three regions. The program for the implementation of this unsupervised
classification has not been included in the appendix as it is under copyright by
J. van Zyl and has been used with permission.
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6.3.2 ResuLts and Discussion
The classification results of the incidence angle corrected bands and that of
the eigenvalues derived from a Cloude decomposition were evaluated against
ground data available as outlined in chapter 2. The respective error matrices
are shown as tables 6.5 and 6.6. The similarity of the two classification results
(see figure 6.3) is very obvious from the graphical representation and the
accuracy assessment. Only very close scrutiny of the classified images reveals
the small differences in the class allocations, mainly occurring in the
boundary regions of cover types.
The results of both classifications are very similar, suggesting that the
information content of both data sets is very similar. That is the Cloude
decomposition did successfully incorporate the major information of the five
independent variables for a single frequency band into three channels
containing the eigenvalues.
The classification of the Cloude decomposed bands is in fact slightly
better than that of the original channels, with an overall accuracy of 87.6%
compared to 87.2%. This is also reflected in the Kappa coefficient which is
0.85 compared to 0.84. The classification of the Cloude decomposed channels
resulted in better accuracy for all cover types, except Mangroves and
Melalezwu Open Forest, where there was a slight decrease in accuracy.
The results of the knowledge based unsupervised classification of C-,
and L-Band for this subset of the study area are shown in figure 6.4. An error
matrix was not constructed for these classifications as they clearly do not
correspond to a delineation of vegetation communities. Some delineation of
bare or grass surfaces, woodland \ open forest, and closed forest, however, is
visible when compared to the results of the supervised classification.
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Table 6.5. Error Matrix for the Results of Maximum Likelihood
Classification of a subset of the study area.
Image \ Ground Data
1:Eucalvpi open forest
2:Eucaljy,I woodland
3:Closed Forest
4:Pine
5:Mangroves
6:lVela/euca open forest

1
91.6
7.1
3.2

2
4.8
83.3

.

.

.

10.3
11.4

11.4

3

4

5

.

.

.

.

90.3
3.3
3.4
5.7

.

3.2
96.7
.

7.1
3.2

6
3.6
2.4
.

.

.

86.2

.

71.4
Overall accuracy:
Kappa coefficient:

.

PA
91.6
83.3
90.3
96.7
86.2
71.4
87.2
0.84

Table 6.6. Error matrix for the results of the classification of the
eigenvalues of a Cloude decomposition of a subset of the study area.
Image \ Ground Data
I :Lucah'pi open forest
2:Eucu7'pi woodland
.
Jr. .
.,'r1
.'...ioseuroiest
4:11ine
5:Mangroves
6:Aielaieuca open forest

1
91 .8
2.3

2
7.1
84.1

.

3

4

5

.

.

.

.

.

9.1

6
1.2
4.5

..'

i..

.

.

'.

.

.

.

10.0
12.9

3.3
6.7
6.5

9.7
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96.7
.

.

.

83.3

.

71.0
Overall accuracy:
Kappa coefficient:

.

.

PA
91.8
84.1
96.7
83.3
71.0
87.6
0.85
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Figure 6.3. Land cover classification of a subset of the study area based on A) the
original AirSAR data and B) the resulting channels of the Cloude decomposition.
Incidence angle correction has been applied to both data sets.
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Figure 6.4. Knowledge based unsupervised classification of A) C
band and B) L band by scattering mechanism and Radar Thin
Vegetation Index.
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For C-Band, class 1, indicating a single bounce scattering mechanism
correctly identified bare surface areas. The increased proportion of this class
in the near range is caused by the incidence angle effect. Areas of water have
been allocated to the second class. The double bounce signature may be
grasses or aquatic vegetation raising above the water surface and enhanced by
their location in the far range. The largest proportion of the savanna
vegetation has been allocated to the third class, exhibiting multiple bounce
characteristic with a low RVI. The Rur1h class is very small with few patches
being located in the pine plantation. Mangroves, most of the pine plantation,
and some areas of savanna along the centre of the AirSAR strip were
allocated to the fifth class, indicating the highest RVI. This class should
correspond to the highest vegetation density. However, the sensitivity of CBand to vegetation density is known to saturate (and L-Band at a higher level)
(Ilussin e/ al. 1991, Wang c/al. 1995, Miguel-Ayanz 1996, Rauste etal.
1994, Ranson c/ al. 1997, Ranson and Sun 1994, Harrell ci al. 1997,
Rignot ci
al. I 994a, Kasischke ci al. 1994. Foody ci al. 1997). It could be hypothesised
that the classification results return from class four to class one for vegetation
densities as they exceed the saturation level. As an example, in open
woodland the C-Band returns would be received from all parts of the tree and
the open ground between trees. For a closed canopy, on the other hand, the
returns would be predominantly from the top of the canopy and may take on a
single bounce characteristic.
At L-Band, bare surfaces and water areas were classified into class
one. Mangroves and savanna in the near range was classified into class three
(low density vegetation), and savanna throughout the rest of the AirSAR strip
was allocated to class 5 (highest density). The incidence angle effect is clearly
visible here. Again, class four is under-represented, indicating that the cut-off
values for the RVI need to be reviewed. The second class, dominated by
double bounce scattering, delineated well defined areas in the intermediate
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incidence angle region. In figure 6.5 the L-Band classification is shown again
in comparison with an Isodata classification of the Eucalypt Open Forest class
identified in the supervised approach. The class shown in red (see figure
6.5.A) delineates the same areas as those identified as class 2 in the
knowledge based unsupervised approach. Although it encompasses more area
in the near and far range of the data. Comparison to field data did not reveal
the reason for this occurrence as differences in biomass were not found to be
influential. The important conclusion to be drawn here, is that the AirSAR
data holds information that allows a finer land cover classification than
produced in the supervised approach. Interpreting the meaning of this division
based on AirSAR data, however, is a considerable challenge that requires
accurate (in position as well as measurement) field data for all ground
parameters, including shrub and ground layers. Additionally, geometric
relationships, such as the constellation o! trees and their structure may also
need to be considered and quantified.
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Figure 6.5. A)The result of an isodata classification of the Eucalypt
Open Forest class (from figure 6.3.A) into 5 classes. B) Knowledge
based unsupervised classification (L band) reprinted from figure
6.4.B for comparison.
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6.4. LANI) COVER CLASSIFICATION FOR THE GUNN
POINT STtJI)Y AREA
The methodology developed in sections 6.2 and 6.3 has been
implemented on the AirSAR data for the whole of the study area. The raw
data were pre-processed and registered as outlined in the previous sections.
The original channels selected in the previous section were classified using a
maximum likelihood algorithm and the same training areas. Additional
training areas were selected for land cover types that were not part of the
subset used previously, namely the floodplain environment. The result of the
classification is shown in figure 6.6.
The incidence angle correction procedure applied to the data allowed
the use of standard image classification algorithm for land cover
discrimination with high accuracy across the whole swath width of the
AirSAR strip (figure 6.6). An overall classification accuracy of 86.79% was
achieved for nine land cover classes with a Kappa coefficient of 0.85. The
associated error matrix derived from a total of 424 ground data points is
shown in table 6.7. This classification accuracy compares well to those
reported in the literature (Rignot

el at.

deGrandi
1994,

ci al.

1994,
Lemoine ci

Ranson and Sun I 994h, Du and Lee 1996).
al. 1994,
The classification demonstrates that AirSAR is capable of discriminating
between the following vegetation communities in the study area: Mangroves,
!lzIe!atc/ica Open Forest, Pine Forest, Eucalypi Forest/Open Forest, Eucalypi
Woodland, Closed/Riparian Forest. The lowest class accuracy was obtained
for the !Vfe!alcuca communities, with 71 .4%. Considerable overlap occurred
with the Eucalypt woodland and open forest communities. The ground truth
data were collected by noting the tree density as well as the dominant species.
Whether a Eucalypt community was dominated by Eucalyptus rn/n/ala,
teiroclonla

or b!eeseri was, however, not reflected in the analysis of the
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Figure 6.6. Land cover classification of the incidence angle corrected AirSAR data for
the Gunn Point study area.
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Table 6.7. Confusion matrix for the land cover classification of the study
area.
Image \ Ground Data
1 :E. Op Forest & Forest
2:E.Woodland
3:Closed Forest
4:Pine
5:Melaleuca Open Forest
6:Mangroves
7:17loodplain / Inundated Areas
8:13are Soil/Grassland
9:Water
Totals

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
76 4
3
3 35
4 1
I
28 I 1 2
1 29
4 4 2
25
4 2
25
I
I
1 71 6
2
8 64
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

9 Total PA [%]
83
91.6
43
81.4
33
84.8
30
96.7
35
71.4
31
80.6
80
88.8
74
86.5
15 15 100.0
.

.

.

.

.

84 48 34 30 32 32 79 70
Overall Accuracy:
Kappa Coefficient:

n

1 71

86.79
0.85
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AirSAR data using the methodology described. As structural differences
between these tree species is minimal, this result was to be expected. The
ability to differentiate the species Melaleuca, even at a lower success rate, is
most likely due to this species inhabiting swamps and floodplains and often
growing in uniform stands.
Bare Soil/Grassland, Water and Floodplain could also be identified.
The floodplain showed very distinct backscatter responses and required
several training areas to be adequately mapped. Unfortunately, there is no
ground data available to associate these areas with particular land cover. The
area mapped as Mimosa within the floodplain region is an exception as an
aerial mapping survey had been undertaken and qualitatively confirms the
existence and extent of this land cover.

6.5. CONCLUSION
The advance of radar remote sensing in the general remote sensing
community is hindered by the need for highly specialised analysis methods.
The mathematical modelling of microwave interactions with ground cover
was instrumental in illuminating the properties of radar imagery, but are too
complex to allow image interpretation, especially in natural environments.
The side looking nature of active radar sensors introduces geometric
distortions and effects due to variation in incidence angle that make radar
imagery unsuitable to standard processing techniques. This study has shown
that the incidence angle effects can be removed from radar data, rendering it
in a format that allows comparative discrimination of land cover types using
standard image processing algorithms implemented in commercially available
sollware. The accuracy of the classification achieved using the test data set is
in the order of 90% for the discrimination of Mangroves, Melaleuca Forest,
Pine Forest, and the closed forest communities. Woodland communities can
be identified with evidence of some overlap between these classes, and the
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discrimination of two open forest communities dominated by different species
was unsatisfactory. It is possible to conjecture that structural differences
between vegetation communities must exist for radar imagery to allow
discrimination. Further research is required, however, to identify the
determining characteristics
The classification of the study area has shown that a standard image
classification algorithm can be implemented on the corrected AirSAR data to
discriminate land cover over the whole range of incidence angles with high
accuracy. Vegetation communities could be discriminated according to
density classes (Open Forest vs Woodland) as well as species, providing
suf!cient structural difference exists. The ability to map Mimosa Pigra has to
be investigated further as this initial assessment appears highly promising.
Optical data is difflcult to use for this purpose as this cover type exhibits
spectral overlap with Mangroves. Closed Forest, and Eucalypt communities
depending on the growth stage (Menges 1996). The potential stratification of
AirSAR data for land cover discrimination within the floodplain also requires
further research. Again optical data is limited as there is far less variation of
the signal and because it can not be used to monitor the immense seasonal
variation due to cloud cover during the wet season.
The removal of the effect of incidence angle variation is significant as
it allows the use of standard classification techniques for the corrected data
with high accuracy. Previous research attempting classification of land cover
from SAR data has in the main relied on the assumption that the effect is
minimal within an incidence angle range of 10 degrees and limited the study
areas to this extent. This severely limits the utility of the data set as a whole.
For satellite borne SAR instruments the variation of incidence angles across
the range of the scene is negligible. Variations must, however, be taken into
account for areas with significant topography. The methods presented here
could be adapted to correct these effects if a sufficiently accurate digital
elevation model was available.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

4irSlR (1(11(1 to cII(lracterisc vegetation communities in northern Australia

7.1. SUMMARY
The major goal of this thesis was to examine the utility of AirSAR
data in relation to the vegetation communities of the tropical savannas in
northern Australia. Major steps have been taken that overcome some of the
obstacles inherent to such data products. Currently, analysis of such data is
severely restricted due mainly to the phenomena of speckle and variation of
hackscatter signatures which are dependent on the varying incidence angles.
The analysis methods presented in the literature, lead to the development and
use of specialised algorithms such as knowledge based classification, image
segmentation, and expert systems. Classification algorithms available in
commercial image analysis software, which were applied to AirSAR data,
showed limited success. This impedes the use of SAR data by the wider
community of image analysts. The determination of bio-physical parameters,
such as soil moisture and biomass, have been more successful. These,
however, have had limited application in an environment typical of northern
Australia and there are limited applications due to the inherent difficulty in
processing this data. The results of this thesis, therefore, present a novel SAR
processing methodology in addition to the exisisting ones, which can be used
as a basis for the utilisation of SAR data for routine mapping and monitoring
of environments analogous to optical data applications but overcoming the
limitations of restricted data acquisition times due to cloud and other
atmospheric disturbances. A summary of the major finidings is provided
below.
This thesis focused on the use of AirSAR data for estimating biophysical parameters and for land cover classification of vegetation
communities in the study area (see figure 1). Firstly, the problem of speckle
was addressed by investigating the optimum spatial resolution for
discriminating the land cover and thus establishing an appropriate filter to use
for the suppression of speckle. Secondly, a new method to correct for the
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effect of incidence angle variation was developed. These two steps were
instrumental to assess the correlation between bio-physical parameters of
woody vegetation and the AirSAR data, and for the development of a
classification methodology that can be implemented using standard image
processing software.
The investigation of the optimal resolution for the dominant
vegetation communities occurring in the tropical savannas of northern
Australia was conducted using very high resolution airborne video data.
Canopy cover and principal component images were extracted for four
vegetation communities and investigated separately. Analysis of average
variance in conjunction with a proposed visual analysis method proved more
successful in establishing the optimal resolution than analysis of spatial
autocorrelation using sernivariograms. The optimal resolution was found to be
dependent on the structure of the vegetation community as well as the image
component under investigation. The latter was the reason for using canopy
cover, rather than spectral information, to determine this optimal resolution as
it is a real' variable independent of the sensor used and likely to be be a
strong determinant for backscatter intensity. A resolution of between 20 and
27m was found to be optimal for suppressing the natural variation within
these communities that may confound a classification process. The resultant
averaging process involved has been shown to have the additional benefit of
further reducing the effect of speckle.
A new method developed for this project allowed the reduction of the
effect of variations in backscatter caused by different incidence angles. The
correction method developed applies a histogram equalisation to the lines of
constant incidence angle. Three different application methods have been
investigated for this purpose and the method using the slope (not the
intercept) of a regression line between corresponding cumulative distributions
was found superior for correcting the magnitude of the backscatter. This
method appears to provide some compensation for any deviation from the
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underlying assumption, that the land cover composition of individual azimuth
lines is approximately equal. The complex co polarised returns were found to
be best corrected using the slope and intercept of a regression line.
Contrary to existing research, no empirical evidence was found for a
relationship between biomass and AirSAR backscatter when analysing the
discrete ground based biomass measurements (Chapter 5). As most research
reporting such a relationship was conducted in monospecific vegetation
environments, and research that included different vegetation found differing
relationships for the different vegetation communities, the result was not
unexpected. However, even within a single vegetation community the
relationships found were very weak and contradicted another study in the
Australian environment. The use of a non-differential GPS with an average
locational error of 40m coupled with the heterogeneity of the environment
may have strongly contributed to the poor relationship found. The data points
were acquired in patches of vegetation that were as homogeneous as possible,
but there is still significant variation in biomass with only small shifts in plot
boundaries. This is reflected in the large variation of backscatter intensities in
a 5x5 pixel area around the plot locations. The results of this study, however,
do not allow the generalisation that there is no relationship between biomass
and AirSAR data in this environment, as the classification of the area has
shown that differentiation according to tree density is possible (Chapter 6). It
is believed that an increase in positional accuracy using a differential GPS
would result in more significant relationships between AirSAR data and biophysical parameters of tree cover.
The research presented in this thesis has also shown that a
conventional classification algorithm can be applied to AirSAR data to
differentiate vegetation communities according to species and density of tree
cover. Differentiation between species was only possible, where there is a
significant difference in the vegetation structure. Mangroves, Eucalypt spp.,
Melaleuca, Pine, and closed forest communities could be separated with a
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high degree of success. In regard to vegetation density. Eucalypt woodland
could he separated from Eucalypt open forest / Eucalypi forest. Bare soil
surfaces and the floodplain environment could be mapped with high accuracy.
The significant variation of backscatter signatures within the floodplain were
not explored due to the lack of field data. One cover type, Mimosa pigra, was
mapped as it displayed a very distinct signature and an aerial survey could
confirm the presence of this weed in the mapped area. This is an important
finding as the utility of optical data for the mapping of this weed is limited
and SAR data may provide an improved method for the temporal monitoring
and management of this species.
The classification accuracy is very similar to that achieved by a land
cover classification using Landsat TM data. This is particularly encouraging
as the AirSAR data achieved far greater accuracy in the delineation of
Floodplain vegetation and the Pine plantation, two cover types for which the
Landsat data registered a low classification accuracy due to overlap with
grassland and woodland communities respectively. A synergism of optical
and AirSAR data has the potential to produce a more detailed and more
accurate classification than either data set on its own.
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7.2. IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The heterogeneity of the natural environment found in the study area
presents a particular problem for the analysis of remotely sensed data. The
tree density is continuously varying within a single vegetation community.
For cx
ample, an area may be labelled as being Eucalyj7lus
miniata/teirodonia Open Forest', which implies that the dominant species are
E. miniala and F. teiroclonta and that the average canopy cover is between 30
and 50%. The actual variation of canopy cover percentages, however, is likely
to be much larger if it is measured for 20x20m or 1 Ox lOm plots within this
area. A single fallen tree can reduce the canopy cover dramatically.
Ecologically, the area remains under the same label, but a remote sensing
device (optical or radar) will reflect this diversity. Furthermore, Eucalypt
species will often grow in clusters and changes of very small magnitude in the
positioning of a resolution cell of remotely sensed data may cause drastic
differences in the reflectance / backscatter properties. As registration of
remotely sensed data to map coordinates can never be absolutely accurate, and
even differential GPS involves some error, the solution must lie in the
acquisition of a large number of samples at utmost positional accuracy. In this
case, the remaining error for individual plots will not obscure the overall trend
that may exist within the data. Increasing heterogeneity of an environment
will increase the individual error and, therefore, the number of samples and
accuracy required.
On the other hand, heterogeneity is also dependent on the level of
detail required. For the purpose of a land cover classification, as carried out in
this study, the variation within the vegetation communities was seen as
unnecessary and an investigation of the optimal resolution established the
scale or resolution at which these communities appear internally
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homogeneous. A high resolution SAR instrument, such as a ground based
SAR, instead of high resolution optical data, would be of greater validity in
determining the optimal resolution for SAR applications as this was found to
be dependent on the variable analysed. Nevertheless, the classification
procedure showed that the AirSAR data is sensitive to tree density, and thus
biomass. This was demonstrated by the supervised and the knowledge based
classification of L-Band and the Isodata classification of the Eucalypi Open
Forest class. The available ground data, however, did not reveal the
relationship between this information and the ground truth'.
Due to the time extensive nature of collecting detailed ground data and
the associated expense, it is suggested that future research should be
conducted into the possibility of upscaling' ground data. It may be possible
to collect detailed ground data for some plots of a vegetation community and
extrapolate these measurements to a very high resolution data product and
thus produce accurate ground knowledge over a much greater area than
possible by actual measurement. This product can then be correlated to a
coarser scale data product such as AirSAR data providing a sufficiently large
sample base, which is required to empirically ascertain if particular forest
properties are reflected in backscatter data.
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APPENDIX 1: SOFTWARE WRITTEN AND UTILISED
FOR THIS PROJECT

A. VARIANCE AT GRADUALLY I)ECREASED RESOLUTION
The following is the source code for a program written for Pascal V5.5. The
program degrades the resolution of a single band image file using an odd
sized window. The smallest and largest size of the window is specified by the
user. The window size will he incremented sequentially by the program. The
filter produces a single mean value for all pixels within the window and the
image is truncated such that the filter is a factor of the number of samples and
lines in the image. AT each stage of this resampling process the average
variance for the image is computed using a 30 filter and written to a userspecified file. The resampled image data can optionally be retained or deleted.
Program filtervariance;
{version for type floating point & means included}
uses crt;
var
ok.stop,nofiles:boolean;
image.data: string;
out 1: text;
variance,mean,value,summcan single;
imgf,tempf: file of single
outimean,temp2f: file of single;
outimgf:file of single;
fc,filter,startjimit:integer;
pointer.p,l,pn.ln: longint;
procedure getinfo;
var answ:char;
beg in
cl rscr;
gotoxy(8,5);wi.iteln(*** Variance of images at various resolutions
gotoxy(3 ,7):
writer Enter image file name (single hand, floating point): );
readln(image);
write( Number of Pixels: );
readln(p);
write(' Number of Lines :

4irSAR
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readln(L);
writer Enter the minimum filter size (odd number only!): );
readln(start); start:=round(( start-I )/2);
write( Enter the maximum filter size (odd number only!): );
readln(limit); limit:=round((limit- 1)12);
writer Enter the name of the output text file :
readln(data) ;writel n;
writer Do you want to create (mean value) files for each filter size? [n]
answ:=readkey; nofiles:= not (answ in [y','Y])
write in;
writeln(' Image file: i mage);
writelnC Pixels :
writelnC Lines :
writeln(
Output File : ,data);
writeln;
write( Is everything satisfactory ? [y] );
ok :=not ( readkey in ['n,N]);
writeln;writeln;writeln;
end:
procedure prepfile;
begin
assign( img!image);reset(imgi);
assign(outfdata);rewrite(outf)
assign(tempf,c :\temp 1) ;revvrite(teinpi);
assign(temp2f, c :\temp2');
end;
procedure closefile;
begin
close(i mgi);
ciose(outf);
close(tempi);erase(tempf);
close(temp2f):erase(temp2f):
end;
procedure writearray;
var i,j:longint;
begin
rewrite(tempf);
forj:1 to filter do
begin
seek(imgi,(pointer+(j- l)*p)) ;
for 1:1 to filter do
begin
read(imgLvalue);
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write(tcmpf.value);
end;
end;
end;

procedure mean image:
var lc,pc,count:longint;
sumvarsum: real;
begin
gotoxy(3 ,23);clreol;write(Line:);
1 c : =1; In: =0;
repeat {for lines
pc:1:pn:=0;
gotoxy( lO,23);write(lc: 5);
repeat {for pixels}
{read the values in filter window}
pointer:=(lc- I )*I 1;
writearray;
reset(tempf);
sum :
while not eof(tempf) do
begin
read(tempf,value);
sum: =sum+value;
end; (read sum of values }
mean: =sum/(fi lter* filter);
write(outimean,mean);
summean : =summean+mean;
pc:=pc+filter;pn:=pn+ 1;
until pc > (p41lter+1); {repeat for pixels}
lc:=Ic+filtcr;ln:=ln+ 1
until lc > (1-filter+1); {repeat for lines}
summean :=summean/(pn* In);
end; {procedure
procedure get variance;
var val: array[1..3,1..31 of single;
lc.pc,u.v: longint;
sum,varsurn single;
begin
reset(outimean);
for lc:1 to (ln-2) do
{pn,ln: pixels & lines of mean image}
for pc:1 to (pn-2) do
begin
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pointer:=(Ic_1)*pn+pc_1
for v:1 to 3 do {read a 3x3 array
begin
seek(outimean,(pointer+(v- 1) * pn));
for u:=1 to 3 do
read(outimean,val [u,v]);
end; {read array}
sum:=O;
for v:1 to 3 do
for u:=1 to 3 do
sum:=sum+val[u,v];
mean :=sum/9;

varsum:0;
for v:1 to 3 do
for u:1 to 3 do
varsum :=varsum+(sqr(va1 I u.v] -mean));
variance :=varsum/9;
write(temp2f,variance);
end; {for loop}
end;
procedure run filter;
var s,meanimage:string;
varsum: single;
count: longint;
begin
gotoxy(3,2 I);clreol;write(Processing
goloxy(3,22);clreol;writeFilter size:
for fc:=start to limit do
begin
llter:=2*fc+l ;
gotoxy(17,22);write(flhter);
str( filter,$);
meanilnage :=concatmimg,s,' img);
assign(outimean,meanimage) ;rewrite(outirnean);
mean image;
rewrite(temp2f);
stop:= (ln<3) or (pn<3);
if not stop then get variance
else
begin
(Totoxy(3 ,24);clreol:
writeln(Dimension below 3 pixels at filter size: ,filter);
writeln(Program ended);
Ic :limit;
end;
.
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ci ose(outimean)
if nofiles then erasc(outimean);
reset(temp21); varsum :=0; count: =0;
while (not eof(temp21)) or stop do
begin
read(temp2fvariance)
varsum : =varsum+variance;
count:=count+ I
end; {while}
variance :=varsum/count;
write(outf,filter: 10);
write(outf,variance :20:2);
writeln(outf,sumrnean :20:2);
end;
end;

* **** * * ** * * * * * ** ******

* * * * * ******* * * ******** * * ***** * *****

begin
getinfo;
if ok then begin
prepfiie;
runE Iter
ciosefile;
end; {if)
gotoxy(l,25);clreol;write( Complete............Press any key)
repeat until keypressed;
end.
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B. CALCULATION OF SEMI-VARIOGRAMS

The following is the source code for a program written for Pascal V5.5. The
program calculates the average semi-variance of a single band ima(--,e. The
starting location for each calculation is determined at random using a random
number generator with a user specified number of starting locations. For each
point the semi-variance is calculated in x- and y-direction up to a maximum
lag distance specifled by the user. This program can also be used to calculate
the semi-variance for selected parts of an image as it allows the input of a
mask value.
Program vario2;
{Version2.1 Mask (or none) applied to image}
uses crt;
var
ok : boolean;
outf: text;
tempf: file of real;
imgf: file of integer;
image, data: string;
p,1,x,y,samples,maxlag: longint;
va:array[l..500] of real;
c:array[1 .500] of integer;
h,vari,v :real;
direct.mask: integer;
-

procedure getinfo;
var s:string;
e:integer;
begin
cl rscr;
gotoxy(3,3);writelnSemivariogram V2 * Masked I mage*);
write( Enter the No of samples desired (for x and y direction): );
readln(samples);
writc( Enter the maximum lag distance (up to 500) :
readln(maxlag);
write(' Enter image file name (single hand): );
read ln(i mage);
write( Number of Pixels: );
read 1 n(p);
write( Number of Lines :
readln(L);
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write(' Enter the Mask value (Enter for none):
readln(s);
if s=" then mask:=32767
else val(s,rnask,e);
write(' Enter the name of the output file :
readln(data);writeln;
writeln;
writeln(' Total No of point samples per Lag: '.(2* samples));
writeln(' Maximum Lag: 'maxlag)
writeln(' Image file: ,image);
writeln(' Pixels :
writeln(' Lines :
writeln(' Mask Value: ,Mask);
writeln(' Output File : ',data);
writeln;
write(' Is everything satisfactory ? [y]
ok :=not ( readkey in ['n','N']);
write ln;writeln;writelru
end

procedure prepfile;
begin
assign(outf, data);
rewrite(outf);
assign(img1 image);
reset( imgt);
assign(tempf,'c :\temp .dat');
rewrite(tempf);
end;
procedure closefile;
begin
ci ose(imgf);
c lose(teinpf) ;erase(tempf);
close(outf);
end;
procedure getpoint;
var stop:boolean;
begin
repeat
randomize; x :=random(p)+ 1;
randomize; y:=random(l)+1
if directl then
stop:=x<(p-rnaxlag)
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else stop:=y<(l-maxlag);
until (x<(p-maxlag))and (y<(l-maxlag));
end; {proc}

procedure getvalues
var
count,pointcr,hi,xi,xj.yi,yj: longint
vi,vj integer;
begin
gotoxy(3 ,24);clreol ;writeExtracting Point Samples...);
count :=1
while count <= samples do
begin
gotoxy(3 5 ,24);write(count);
repeat
getpoint;xi :x;yi :=y;
poi nter:=(yi_1)*p+ x i_1 ;seek(imgf,pointer):
read(imgf,vi);
until vi <> mask;
for hi:=l to maxlag do
begin
if directl then
begin xj:=x+hi;yj:=y; end
else begin xj:=x; yj:=y+hi; end;
pointer:=(yj- 1)*p+xj_ I ;seek(imgf.pointer);
read(imgf,vj);
Van :0.5* sqr(vi-vj);
h :=hi;
v:=vj;
write(temp1v);
write(tenipfh);
write(tempfvari);
end; {forh
count:=count+ 1;
end; {for samples)
end; {procedure)
procedure initial;
var i:integer;
begin
for i:=1 to 500 do
begi n
c[i]:0;
va[i] :0;
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end
end;
procedure avglag;
var total.i.hi:longint:
begin
initial:
reset(tempf);
gotoxy(3.24);clreol;writeSorting acc to Lag...):
while not eo f(tempi) do
begin
read(tempf.v):
read(tempfh):
hi :round(h):
read(tempfvari):
if v=mask then
c [hi] :=c [hi]+ I
else va[hi] :=vajhi]+vari:
end; {forJ
write(outf,Lag I
write(outf. Sanlples ):
);

writeln(outf,Semi-Variance')
for i:=l to maxlag do
begin
total:=2 * samplesc [i]
write(out!,i :6);
writc(outf.total :20);
va[ ii :va [i ]/total
writeln(outfvaI i] :20:2)
end: {for)
end; { procedure)

1** * * ****** * * * *********i1aii.* * ** ******** * ********** * * ***** * ****
******1

begin
getinlo;
if oR then begin
prepfile:
for direct:1 to 2 do
gctval ues;
avglag:
c loseli I e;
end; {if}
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gotoxy( I ,25)c!reoLwrite(' Complete............Press any key);
repeat until keypressed
end.
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C. LOOK UP TABLE (LUT) INCI1)ENCE ANGLE
CORRECTION

The following is the source code for a program written for Pascal V5.5. This
program is used to correct for incidence angle effects using the numerically
sorted norm line as a look up table. The input and look up image are oriented
such that rows are parallel to flight direction. Both images must contain single
floating point values in BSQ format.
program correct;
{Version: SINGLE: improved array search n02}
uses crt;
a nominal angle of 48 deg was chosen equating to column value 1000);}
-

con St
norm= 1 000;
image='z:\newdata\idlcr.img ;
lookupimage=z:\newdata\sort. i mg:
result=z:\newdata\ccorr. img:
pmax=6550;
lmax=2560;
hmax=6;
step=10; {search criteria}
var
influtf,outf : file of single;
temp:file of single:
p,l,h, pos:Iongint;
Img.Res.lut: array [1 ..pmax] of single;
oldvalue, newvalue:single;
procedure Initial;
begin
assign(inf,image);reset(inl);
assign(lutflookupimage);reset(lutf);
assign(outiresult);rewrite(outf);
end; {proc)
procedure Read norm row;
var i : integer; s,name: string;
value: single; point:longint;
begin
for b:= I to bmax do
begin
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clrscr; gotoxy(3 ,3):writeGetting norm row for band '.h);
str(b, s)
name:=concat('c :\data\n,$);
assign(tcmp,narne) rewrite(tcmp);
poi nt:=pmax* l niax *(b_ I )+(norni- I )*p>_ I;
seek(Iutfpoint)
for 1:=1 to pmax do
begin
read(lutf,value); reading N ORM row
write(temp,value);
end; { for i}
close(temp);
end; {tbrh}
clrscr;
end {procj
procedure Read img row;
var j .Lcount:integer; x, point:longint;
begin
for i:=1 to pmax do
begin
read(inf,lrng[i]);
read(lutf,LUT[i]);
end;
end; {proc}

procedure Write res row;
var i:integer;
begin
for 1:1 to pmax do
write(outf,Res[i]);
end; {proc}
procedure flndlutvalue;
i,count,low,high: longint;
var
begin
low:=O; high:=pmax: i:round(high/2);
repeat
if LUT[i] < img[p I then low:=i
else high:=i;
i :=round((high-Iow)/2+low);
until ((high-low) < step);
if not (LUT[i]<img[p]) then
repeat i:=i_ 1 until ((LUT[i]<img[p]) or (i I));
while LUT[i]<lrng[p] do
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i:=i+l;
pos:i; count:=O:
while LUTIi]=lmg[pj do
begin
i:i+1;
count:=count+1
end;
p05: =pos+trunc(count/2);
if pos>(pmax-1) then pos:=(pmax-1);
if pos<O then pos:0;
end;
procedure Process;
var s,naine:string; value:single: i,count:longinl;
begin
str(b, s);
name :=concat(c :\data\n,$);
assign(temp,name);
for 1:1 to imax do
begin
gotoxy(3,5);clreol;write(Processing line
Read img row;
for p:= 1 to pmax do
begin
findlutvalue;
reset(temp);
seek(ternp.pos);
read(temp,value);
Res[p] :svalue;
end; { for p)
\Vrite res row;
end; {for l}
c lose(temp);
end: {proc}
{MAIN}
begin
ci rsc r;
Initial;
Read Norm Row;
reset( I utf');
for b:= 1 to bmax do
begin
gotoxy(3.1):clreol;write('Processing band .h):
process:
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end
close( i fl I) ci ose( I Ut!)
gotoxy(3,1 0) ;write(Complete Press any key);
repeat until keypressed;
end.
-
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D. LINE OF BEST FIT AND SLOPE INCIDENCE ANGLE
CORRECTION

The following is the code for a program written for IDL V5.03A. The
program is designed to correct AirSAR data for the effect of incidence angle
if this is soley determined by look angle. The source data must contain the
synthesized backscattering parameters extracted from the stokes matrix. This
can be done in ENVI or using the program stokes.pro shown in part D of this
Appendix. The data must also be organised in such a way that each LINE of
data has a constant incidence angle. The user will be asked to supply the
reference line number, the lower and upper limits (in percentiles) for the
calculation of a linear regression line and the correction method to be applied
for EACH of the bands in the image. There is the choice to apply no
correction, correction by the slope of the regression line (Slope method), or
correction by the slope and intercept of the regression line (Line of Best Fit
method). It is recommended to use the slope method for the bands containing
the magnitude of the backscatter and the Line of Best Fit method (or LUT
method section C. I ) for the bands containing the real and imaginary
components of the co- and cross- polarised returns.
-

pro correct new2
Jncidence angle correction using PART OF line of best fit to norm line
Modifications:
9/2/99: Modified to use both FLOATING and INTEGER data types
17/6/99: Modified for BYTE data type
image name=pickfile (/read)
GETLUN, imgf
OPENR, imgf, image name
ns01
nU0 1
bands=01
inter='
type=0 1
read header, image name.ns,nl,bands.inter,type
fi le=image name
name for corrected image
file = strtrini(file,2)
05 = strpos(file,.,0)
if pos GE 0 then name = strmid(file,0,pos) else name = file
cor name = name + cor.img'
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GET LU, outf
OPENW, outf, cor name
get info on parameters
norm position= 1000
lowlimit=0.05
highl imit=0.95
base = WIDGET BASE(/COLUMN)
fchild = WIDGET BASE(base, /COLUMN)
field! = CW FIELD(hase, $
TITLE = "Normline position [line number]:", S
VALUE=normposition ,/long, /ALL EVENTS)
field2 = CW FIELD(base, $
TITLE = Lower percentile limit for regression calculation:. $
VALUE=lowlimit,/float, /ALL EVENTS)
fie1d3 = CW FIELD(base, $
TITLE = 'Upper percentile limit for regression calculation:", $
VALUE=highl irnit,/fioat, /ALL EVENTS)
bchild = WIDGET BASE(hase, /ROW)
OK = WIDGET BUTTON(bchuld, VALUE='OK', UVALUE = "OK")
CANCEL = WIDGET BUTTON(bchild, VALUE='CANCEL', UVALUE
"CANCEL")
widget control, base, /realizc
flag = 0
while (flag eq 0) do begin
event = WIDGET EVENT(base)
if event.id eq OK then begin
widget control, field I get value norm position
widget control, fle1d2, get value = lowlimit
widget control, fle1d3, get value = highlimit
flag = 1
endif else if event.id eq CANCEL then stop
endwhile
WIDGET CONTROL. evenitop, /DESTROY
;Part of linefit array from lowlimit[%] to highlimit [0/s]
low=f1x(lowlim it*ns+1)
hi ghfix( high limit * ns)
range=high-low+ I
CASE type OF
I :begin
dataX = BYTARR(range)
dataY = BYTARR(range)
temp = BYTARR(ns)
sorted = BYTARR(ns)
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norm BYTARR(ns)
result BYTARR(ns)
end
2: begin
dataX = INTARR(range)
dataY = INTARR(range)
temp = INTARR(ns)
sorted = INTARR(ns)
norm = INTARR(ns)
result = INTARR(ns)
end
4: begin
dataX = FLTARR(ran(ye)
dataY = FLTARR(range)
temp FLTARR(ns)
sorted = FLTARR(ns)
norm = FLTARR(ns)
result = FLTARR(ns)
end
ELSE: Stop
ENDCASE
coef= FLTARR(2)
get info on correction method for each band
va11
methodhytarr(bands+ 1)
for b=1 ,bands do begin
base = WIDGET BASE(/COLUMN)
fchild = WIDGET BASE(base, /COLUMN)
fie1d3 = CW Field(base, $
TITLE = 'Current Band'FONT='Times Bold',FIELDFONT='Times
Bold Italic, $
VALUE = b Jstring,/NOEDIT. XSIZE3)
field I = CW FIELD(base, $
TITLE = "Correction method for this band: NONE[0] or SLOPE[1] or
LUT[2", $
VALUEval,/long, /ALL_EVENTS)
bchild = WIDGET BASE(base, /ROW)
OK = WIDGET BUTTON(hchild, VALUE'OK', UVALUE = "OK")
CANCEL = WIDGET BUTTON(bchild, VALUE'CANCEL', UVALUE =
"CANCEL")
widget control. base, /realize
flag = 0
while (flag eq 0) do begin
event = WIDGET EVENT(base)
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if event.id eq OK then begin
widget control, field 1, get value val
flag = 1
endif else if eventid eq CANCEL then stop
endwhile
WIDGET CONTROL, event.top, /DESTROY
method[h]=val
end for
for b=1, bands do begin
print, Correcting: processing band ,b
if method[b] ne 0 then begin ;if correction is required
read norm line
offl=(b- I )* ifi*is*type
0f12=normposition*type* ns
offset = offi +off2
Point lun, imgf,offset
Readu, imgf, temp
norm = temp(sort(ternp))
dataY = norm[low:high
for 1=0,(nl-1) DO BEGIN
offl(b- I )* i l*is*type
oft'2=1*ns*type
offset offi +0ff2
Point lun, imgf,o ffset
READU, imgf, temp
sorted = temp(sort(temp))
dataX = sorted[low:highl
coef= PolyFIT(dataX.dataY,1)
set intercept=0 for correction using slope
if method[b] eq 1 then eoef[0]=0
Case type of
1: result[*] = byte(coef[I]*temp[*] + coef101)
2: result[*] = FIX(coef[ 11*temp[*] +coef[0])
4: result[*] = (coe f[11*temp[*] + coef[0])
endcase
WriteU, outf, result
ENDFOR line iteration
endif ;correction required
endfor ;band iteration
free 1unoutf
free lun, imgf
bandnames'
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,
narne,ns,nl ,bands,inter,type,bandnames
write header,cor
print, 'Processing completed...
end

E. SYNTHESIZING OF BACKSCATTER FROM THE AIRSAR
DATA SUPPLIED AS A STOKES MATRIX.
The following is the code for a program written for lDL V5.03A. The
program extracts the magnitude of the HH.VV. and HV backscatter from the
stokes matrix as supplied by JPL for the 1996 PACRIM mission. The real
and imaginary part oithe 1-IHVV co-polarised returns are also extracted. The
program is easily modified to extract the four bands for the cross-polarised
returns.
pro stokes, FILE=file,Outfile=outfile
;all double checked! 17/9/1998
;write only 5 channels 7/2/99
bands = 5 ;no of bands to extract
common idwids, widids
common file id,win files
common file type,types
Open the file. If a filename was not supplied, ask for it.

defined = nelements(file)
if (defined eq 0) then begin
filename = pickfile(pathd:\raw',filter=*.*'.title=Select Stokes Matrix File
(AirSAR)')
if ( filename eq ) then return
endif else filename = file
"

get lun,asf
openr,asf,filename

check if levels for use in the classification were supplied. If not, ask.

Open the Progress widget.
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prog = bytarr(301,I0)
prog(*,*) = 200
screen=lonarr(2)
rnydevice=! D.NAME
set_plot, mydevice
device, GET SCREEN SIZE=screen
xoff=fix((screen[0] -3 01)/2)
yofffix((screen[ I ]-50)/2)
base WIDGET BASE(/column.xo!Tset=xoff,yoffsetyoff, title =
PROGRESS')
draw = WIDGET_DRAW(base, xsize = 301 ysize = 10)
WIDGET CONTROL, base, /realize
WIDGET_CONTROL, draw. GET_VALUE = winid
WSET. winid

If this is an AirSAR file, the first header is 20 lines x 50 chars

ashdr 1 =bytarr( 50,20)
readu,asf,ashdr 1
ashdr 1=string(ashdr 1)
temporary string
naine' '
temporary
string
chck = ' '
;
reads,format'(a6)',ashdr I (0),chck
sensor flag = 0
if (chck ne 'RECORD') then sensor flag 1

Set up decompression arrays

decomp setup. xxx, sgnb, sgnt

first AirSAR header: 20 lines x 50 chars

name' '
nsamples0L
nlines=OL
nbytes=OL
ofsdata0L

temporary string
number of samples per record
: number of lines in image
number of bytes per sample
; offset of image data
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ofsashdrp0L
freq=

offset of AirSAR parameter header
Frequency

reads,format=(a42,i8),ashdr l (2),name,nsamplcs
reads,format=(a 42,i 8 )'.ashdr 1(3 ).name,nlines
readsjormat=(a42.i8 )',ashdr I (4),name,nbytes
reads,format=(a42 .i8 ),ashdr 1(1 2),name,ofsdata
reads,format=(a42 .i 8),ashdr 1(1 3 ),name,ofsashdrp

AirSAR parameter header: 100 lines x 50 chars

ashdrpbytarr(50, 100)
poi ml un,asf,ofsashdrp
rcadu,asf,ashdrp
ashdrp=string(ashdrp)
reads,format=(a42,a8),ashdrp(6),name,freq
freq=strtrim(freq.2)

get output filename
outfilename = p ickfile(path= e:\,filter=* . *,title=Select Image File to write
to?)

get lun, result
openw, result, outfilename

dat = bytarr( 1 0,nsamples)
in = fltarr(4,4,nsamples)
rhhvv = fltarr(nsamples)
ihhvv = fltarr(nsamples)
rhhhv = fltarr(nsamples)
ihhhv = fltarr(nsamples)
rhvvv = fitarr(nsamples)
ihvvv = fltarr(nsarnplcs)
hv = fitarr(nsamples)
hh = fltarr(nsamples)
vv = fltarr(nsamples)

Initial values

Data for one line
Stokes matrices for this line
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xniin = .0000000001

for j=0, (nlines-1) do begin
;indicate progress
iprog=fi x(300.*(j+ 1)/ni ines)
prog[0:iprog,*]=50
TV,prog
point I un. asf, ofsdata+j* nsam pies * nbytes
readu, asf, dat
decomp,xxx, sgnb, sgnt, dat, m
rhhvv[*] = m[2,2,*]_m[3,3,*I ;all double checked! 17/9/19
98
ihhvv[*] = _2*rn[2,3,*}
rhhhv[*] = rn[0,2,*]+m{1,2,*]
ihhhv[*] = _m[0,3,*]_m[1,3,*]
rhvvv{*] = m [0,2,*]_m [1,2,*]
hv[*] =
hh[*] = 2*(m[0.0,*]+m[0, 1 *])hv[*]
vv[*] = 2*(m[0.0,*i_m[0,1 .*])_l v[*]
writcu, result, hh,vv,hv,rhhvv, ihhvv

,

rhhhv, ihhhv, rhvvv, ihvvv

end for

free jun. asf
free lun, result
write an ENVI header flie with specified handnarnes:
inter='bi!
type4
sstrupcase(freq)
eolbytarr(2)
eol[0]by1e( 13)
eol[ 1 byte( 10)
Bandnames for S bands
case bands of
5: bandnames=band names = {+string(eol)+ $
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s+-HH,+s+'-VV +s+-H V, +s+RHHVV+s+?IHHVV+string(eol)+
,

;Bandnames for 9 bands
9: bandnames=band names = {+string(eol)+ $
s+-H H ,+s+V V +s+H V,+s+'- Rl-IHVV, +s+-IHI-I VV +string(eol)+
,

,

$

;$

s+RHHH V+s+-IHHH V,+s+RH V V V,+s+-ll-IV V V+string(eol)+}
else: bandnames =
endcase
write header,outfi lename,nsarnp!es,nl ines,bands,inter,type,bandnames
;Destroy progress window
WIDGET CONTROL, base, /destroy
End
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F. EXTRACTION OF IMAGE DATA FOR POINT
COORDINATES

The following is the code for a program written for IDL V5.03A. This
program allows for the extraction of data values from a n-band image file
registered to map coordinates for a list of ground control point coordinates.
The list of ground control points must be supplied as a comma delimited file
with Eastings and Northings in columns. The result is returned in the same
format with one column for each of the bands contained in the image.
pro extract_data
;revised version for BSQ ONLY! 15/6/99
revised for BlL 9/9/99
imagename="
bandnames"
;Get image file
filename = pickfile(path=d:\work,filter=*.*,title=Selec t Image File to
Extract Point Data)
get_lun,inf
openr,inf,fi lename
read header
sampi esOL
1 inc s=O L
bandsOL
offset=OL
interleave="
typeOL
startx OL
starty0L
east0.O
north=O. 0
sizex0.0
sizey0.0
read map header,filename,sarnples,lines,bands,offset,inter,tYpe,StartX,StartY,e
ast,north,sizex,sizey
;Get point data
datfi lename = pickfile(path'd :\work\gunnp\xls_data',filter' * .csv',S
title='Select Comma Delimited File with Point Co-ordinates')
get lun,datf
openr,datf,dat_filename
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check file & create array of points without empty lines
row=
count=OL
check for file format
readf,datf,row
row = strupcase(row)
row=strtrim(row,2)
if row NE EASTING.NORTI IING then begin
print, The data file must be in comma delimited form and
print, the first line must read: !EASTING,NORTHJNG
print, the first row in the file reads:'.row
free lun, datf
free lun,inf
stop
endif
;get number of points
while not eof(datf) do begin
readtdatLrow
if strlen(row) NE 0 then count = count+ 1
endwhile
print,Number of points: ',count
read data points into array structure
point lun,datf,0
reset file
readf,datf,row
skip first line
points = dblarr(2,count) ; set up array to hold points
for i=0,count-1 do begin ;read points into array
readf,datf,row
if strlen(row) NE 0 then begin
parts = STR_SEP(row, 7,, /trirn)
points[0,1] = double(parts{0])
points[1,i] = doublc(parts[1])
endif else i = i-i
endfor
free lun,datf
:Gct output file name
out filename = pickfi le(fi le=temp.csv,pathc :\data',title'Select Text File to
Write)
get lun, outf
openw,outf,outfi lename
if type EQ 1 then value=Ob
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if type EQ 4 then value=0.0

Open the Progress widget.
prog = bytarr(301,10)
prog(*,*) = 200
screen=l onarr(2)
mydevice=1 D.NAME
set plot. mydevice
device, GET SCREEN SIZE=screen
xoff=fix((screen[0]-30 1)12)
yoff=fix((screen[ 11-50)/2)
base = WIDGET BASE(/co1umnxoffset=xoff.yoffsetyoff, title =
PROGRESS)
draw = WIDGET DRAW(base, xsize = 301 ysize = 10)
WIDGET CONTROL, base. /realize
WIDGET CONTROL, draw, GET VALUE = winid
WSET, winid
,

;********

FOR BSQ or single band FILES
inter=strlowcase(inter)
inter=strtrim(inter,2)
if (inter EQ bsq) or (bands EQ 1) then begin
writeu, outf, 'N urnber,',','Easting',',','Northing,'.'
s='
names"

for b=0.bands-1 do begin
name=string(b+ 1)
namestrtri m(name,2)
ss+'band'+name+','
endfor
writeu,outf,s,byte( 13 ),byte( 10)
row=long(samples* type)
block=long(lin es* row)
for 1=0,count-1 do begin ;For each Point:
;indicate progress
iprog fix (300.*(i+1 )/count)
prog[0:iprog,*]50
TV.prog
ca1cu1ate pixel location
nx=round((points [0,i ]-east)/sizex)+startx- I
ny=round((north-points [1 ,i] )/sizey)+starty- 1
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writeu,outf,string(i+1 ),'.'.string(points[O,i])...string(points[ 1,ij),',
if (nx LE samples) and (nx GE 0) and (ny LE lines) and (ny GE 0) then begin
for b=0,bands-1 do begin
05 = (long(b)*block)+(ny*row)+(nx*type)+ offset
point lun, inf,pos
readu,inf.value
val=rfloat(value)
writeu,outf,string(val),
endfor bands
Location outside image dimensions
endif else writeu, outf.
***** **,

writeu,outf,byte( 1 3 ),byte( 10)
endfor ;points
endif ;bsq*********
******** FOR BII. FILES

if (inter EQ bil) and (bands NE 1) then begin
print, using BIL file
writeu, outf, Number,,,Easting,,,Northing,,
s="
name=
for b=0,bands-1 do begin

name=string(b+ 1)
name=strtrim(name ,2)
s=s+band+name+',
endfor
writeu,outfs,byte( 13 ),byte( 10)
row=long(sam ples* type)
hlock=long(bands* row)
for i=0,count-1 do begin ;For each Point:
;indicate progress
iprog=fix(300.*(i+ 1)/count)
prog[0:i prog,*50

;........... BI L!

TV,prog
calculate pixel location
nx=round((points [0.i] -east)/sizex)+startx- I
ny=round((north-points[ I ,i] )/sizey)+starty- 1
writeu,outf,string(i+ 1),,,string(points[0,1),,,string(points[
if (nx LE samples) and (nx GE 0) and (ny LE lines) and (ny GE 0) then begin
for b=0,bands-1 do begin
;............BIL!
05 = (long(ny)*block)+(b*row)+(nx*type)+ offset
point lun,inf,pos
readu. inf, value
val=float(valuc)
writeu.outf,string(val),
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endfor ;bands
endif else writeu, outf,

Location outside image dimensions

*** * ***,

writeu,outf,bvte( 1 3),byte( 10)
endfor points
endif bil*********
Destroy progress window
WI DGET CONTRa L, base, /destroy

free lun, inf
free jun. outf
end
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G. CLOUDE DECOMPOSITION USING INCIDENCE ANGLE
CORRECTED DATA

The following is the code for a program written for IDL V5.03A. This
program is an adaptation from a program written by Dr Jacob van Zyl for the
application of the Cloude decomposition to the stokes matrix of AirSAR data.
This adaptation allows the application of the Cloude decomposition to the
incidence angle corrected data. The image operated on must contain the
following bands in this order as floating point data: HH. VV, HV,
Re(HHVV), Irn(HHVV). The result is a three band byte format image
containing a red (double bounce), a green (multiple scattering) and a blue
(single bounce) channel.
pro cloude_cor2
;modified to take corrected data
sarnples=OL
1 ines=OL
bands=OL
inter="
typeOL
filename = pickfile(path='d :\work\cor data',filter=' * * ',title'Select Image
File')
:file has to contain hh,vv,hv,Rhhvv,Ihhvv in BSQ floating pt
.

read header,filename, samples,lines,bands,inter,type
inter = STRTRIM(inter, 2)
inter= STRLOWCASE(inter)
if (bands NE 5) or (type NE 4) or (inter NE 'bsq') then stop
outfilename = pickfile(path'd :\work\cordata',title'Filename',/write)
get_lu n,outf
openw, outf, outfilename
get_lun.inf
openr, inf, filename
imager =fltarr(samples)
imageg = fitarr(samples)
imageb = fitarr(samples)
hh = fltarr(samples)
hv = fitarr(sarnples)
vv = fitarr(samples)
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Rhhvv fltarr(samples)
lhhvv fltarr(samples)
xrnin .0000000001
imager(*) 0
imageg(*) 0
imageb(*) 0
=

=

=

=

=
=

avr fltarr(lines)
avg fltarr(lines)
avb fltarr(lines)
=

=
=

row long(sarnples) * type bytes in one line
block long(lines) * row
=

=

for j=0, lines-i do begin
if (j mod 10) EQ 0 then print, iteration 1, line: ',j
b=0
offset j*row
point lun.inf,offset
readu, inf, hh
b= 1
offset b*block +j*row
point lun,inf,offset
readu, inf, vv
b=2
offset b*block +j*row
point lun,inf,offset
readu, inf,1w
b=3
offset b*block +j*row
point 1un,infoffset
readu, inf, Rhhvv
b=4
offset b*block +j*row
point lun,inf,offset
readu. inf, Ihhvv
for i 0,samples-1 do begin
;print.i
MAO (Rhhvv[i]A2 + lhhvv[i]t'2)
DD (vv[i] hh[i])A2 . + 4.*MAO > 0.
bb ( vv[i] + hh[i] + sqrt( DD ) ) / 2.
rr (vv[i] + hh[i] sqrt( DD ) ) / 2.
if ( Rhhvv[i] It 0.) then begin
tt rr
rr bb
bb tt
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

-

=

=

-

=

=

=
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end if
irnageb[i] = bb
imager[i] = rr
imageg[i] = hv[i]
end for
imageb = 0.707 1 * sqrt(sqrt(abs(irnageb)))
irnager = sqrt(sqrt(abs(imager)))
irnageg = sqrt(2.)* sqrt(sqrt(abs(irnageg)))
avr[j] = total(imager)/nelements(irnager)
avg[j] = total(imageg)/nelements(irnageg)
avb [j] = total(imageb)/nelernents(imageb)
writeu,outf,imager, imageg,imageb
endfor lines
eolbytarr(2)
eol[0]=byte( 13)
col[ 1]byte(10)
bandnames='band names = { +string(eo1)+'red,+green,+blu&+string(eol)-- }
type=4
inter=bil
bands new=3
write headeroutfi lename,samples, 1 ines,bandsnewinter,type,bandnames
free lun, outf
free lun. inf
;convert the file to byte
get lun,inf
openr, inf, outfilename
outfilename = outfilename + 2
get lun,outf
openw, outf,outfilename
avr = total(avr)/nelements(avr)
avg = total(avg)/nelements(avg)
av_b = total(avb)/nelements(avb)
avpow = max( [avb, avg. avr] )
forj = 0,11nes-1 do begin
if (j mod 100) EQ 0 then print, 'iteration2, line: ,J
readu, i nf,irnager
readu.in fi mageg
read u inf. imageb
picr hyte(128 *jI.ager/avpow> 0< 255)
picg = byte(128.*imageg/avpow > 0 <255)
.
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picb = byte(128.*imageb/avpow > 0 <255)
writeu,outf,picrpicgpi cb
endfor
bandnames=band names = { '+string(eol)+red,+green,+blue'+string(eol)+ }
typel
inter=bi 1
bands new=3
write header,outfilename,samples,1 ines,bandsnew,inter,type,bandnarnes
print, finished
free lun, inf
free Inn, outf
return
end
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H. TESTING THE SUCCESS OF THE INCIDENCE ANGLE
CORRECTION USING A CLASSIFIED IMAGE

The following is the code for a program written for IDL V5.03A. This

program was used to test the success of the incidence angle correction by
extracting average data values from the AirSAR data for specified land cover
classes at one degree incidence angle ranges.
pro test_cor
3 1/9/98 extract data values according to TM classification
;Get classified file
classfi le = pickfile(pathe :\work\gunnp\tm,filter*
Image')
get lun,c 1 assf
openrc1assfielassfile

*

.

,tit1eSelect Classified

:Get image file
imageuile = pickfile(path=d: ,filter=*.*,title Selec t Image File to Extract
Data)
get lun,inf
openr,inf,imagefile
;Textfile for results
out filename = pickfile(file=temp.txt,path='e :\work\correct',title'Select Text
File to Write)
getlun, outf
;parameters of classified image
nse Ol
nl c01
nbc Ol
intere"
typec01
read header.imagefi le,nsc,nlc,nbc,interc,typec
data=bytarr(nsc)
eolhytarr(2)
eol[0]=byte(13)
eolll jbyte(1O)
parameters of image data
nsi0 I
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nli=01
nbi=Ol
inter=
typei01
read header.imagefile,nsi,nli,nbi.inter,typei
inter = STRLOWCASE(inler)
print, inter
if (inter NE bsq') and (inter NE bil) then stop
calculate incidence angles for pixel location
NR=90 13.26
F)CT

''

'

h=8321.134
Angle=intarr(nsi)
for p=0,nsi-1 do begin
Grsqrt((NR+p*RSL)2 hA2)
-

ternp=atan(GR/h)
Angle[p]=round(tem p/!Pl* 180)
end for
;for each line of classified data find valid entries
and extract data
result=fltarr(64,nbi,2) resulting values for 63 degrees, n bands, and two cover
types
;0: E.woodlands 1:Floodplain
count=lonarr(64,2)
result[*,*,*]0
count[*,*]0
va1ue0 .0
for 10,899 do readu, class!data
for 1=900,2200 do begin nlc-1
print, processing line 1,1
readu, c1assf, data
for p0,nsi-8 do begin ;only process pixels up to image limit!
case data[p] of
10 : cover=0 ;classesl0,l 1,12 are E.woodlands
11 : cover0
12 : cover0
class]7 is Floodplain
17 coverl
else: cover-1
endcase
if cover NE -1 then begin
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pi=long(p+7) ;equivalent pixel / line in image data
lilong(l+7)
for bOL,nbi- I do begin
if inter EQ bsq then position =
long(b* nh * ns i*type i )+(l j* nsi *typei)+pi *typei
if inter EQ 'bil' then position =
long(nbi *i *typj* li)+(b*nsi *typei)+pi*typei
point lun, inf,pos iii on
readu,infva1ue
result[angle [pi] ,bcover]=result[angle [pi] ,b,cover]+value
count[angle[pi] ,cover]=count[angle[pi] ,cover]+ 1
endfor ; bands
endif
endfor ;pixel iteration
endfor ;lineiteration
;writing the results to a data file:
openw.outf,out filename
for cover0,1 do begin
write header line
writeu, outf, 'Angle,','count,'
for b=O,nhi- I do writeu,outf,'band',string(b+ 1),','
writeu,outf,stri ng(eol)
;write results
for i0.63 do begin
if (count[i3O] GE 100) and (count[i, 1] GE 1) then begin
writeu,outf,string(i),',',string(count[i,cover]),','
for b0,nbi-1 do begin
temp=result[i,b,covcr]/count[i ,cover]
writeu,outf, string(temp ),
endfor ;b
writeu,outf,string(eol)
endif
endfor ;i
writeu,outf,stri ng(eo 1)
endfor ;cover
free lun, inf
free lun, classf
free lun, outf
end
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I. CONVERSION OF INTENSITY DATA TO LOGARITHMIC
SCALE

The following is the code for a program written for IDL V5.03A. This
program allows the conversion of floating point intensity data to the dB scale
in byte format.
pro Int2byte
radar intensity images (0 to 1) to db using 101oglO of mt are converted to
byte image by adding 45
:Values below -45 become 0
**************imiltilied by 4, i.e.: accuracy to 1/4
sarnples=OL
linesOL
bands=0L
i nterl cave='
type0L
infilename = pickfile(path='d:',filter='* *'titic Se1ec t Fl.Pt.lntensity File to
convert to Byte!)
read header, infilename, samples,lines.hands,i nter,type
getl un ,in I
openr, inf. infilename

name for db image
outfilenarne = pickfile(path='e :\work,filter'*
Filename )
get lun.outf
openw,outf,outfilenaine
row=fltarr(samples)
newrow=bytarr(samples)
if bands GT 9 then bands=9
convert file
for b=0,hands-1 do begin
print, 'Processing band'. b+I,'
for 1=0.11ncs-1 do begin
readu, i nf,row
for p0,samples-1 do begin
case row[p] of
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o : ncwrow[p]=O
else: newrow[p]byte(4*( I O'alogI 0(row[p])+45))
endcase
endfor ;samples
writeu,outf,newrow
endfor
endfor
bandnamesh'
type1
write header,outfilenarne, samples, lines,bands,inter,type, bandnames
print, Processing complete
free lun,inf
free lun.outf
end
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J. STRETCHING DATA VALUES INTO BYTE RANGE

The following is the code for a program written for IDL V5.03A. This
program allows the conversion of integer or floating point data files to the
byte range applying a linear stretch that is defined by user supplied maximum
and minimum values for each of the bands to be operated on.
pro stretch;
stretch floating point or integer data to byte range
;according to known minimum and maximum values
s am p Ic s=O L
linesOL
bandsOL
interleave'
type=OL
el ect File to convert to
infi lename = pickfi le(path=d :\work',filter='* *
Byte')
read header,infi lename, samples,lines.bands,inter,type
getl un, inf
openr, inf, infilename

outfi lenarne = piekfile(path'd :\work',filter='* * ',title='Select Output
Filename')
get lun,outf
openw,outf,outfi lename
case type of
2: row=intarr(samples)
4: rowfltarr(samples)
else: stop
endcase
print, 'original filetype is', type
newrow=bytarr(sampl es)
outbands0
low = 0.0
high = 255.0
process = 0
for b=O,bands- 1 do begin
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;get minimum and maximum values
base = WIDGET BASE(/COLUMN)
fchild = WIDGET BASE(base, /COLUMN)
field! = CW FIELD(base, TITLE = 'Minimum value to use for scaling",
VALUE=low,/float, /ALL EVENTS)
leld2 = CW FIELD(base, TITLE = "Maximum value to use for scaling",
VALUE=high./float, /ALL_EV ENTS)
fie1d3 = CW FIELD(base, TITLE = "Process this band? (0N0 I=Yes)",
Value=process,/iloat, /ALL_EVENTS)
field4 = CW FIELD(base, TITLE = "Current band:
Value=(b+I),/NOEDIT)
bchild = WIDGET BASE(base, /ROW)
ok = WIDGET BUTTON(hchild, VALUE='OK', UVALUE = "OK")
cancel = WIDGET BUTTON(bchild, VALUE='CANCEL', UVALUE =
"CANCEL")
widget control. base, /realize
flag = 0
while (flag eq 0) do begin
event = WIDGET EVENT(base)
if(event.id eq ok) then begin
widget control. field I, get value = low
widget control, fie1d2, get_value = high
widget control, fie1d3, get_value = process
flag = I
endif else if(event.id eq cancel) then stop
endwhile
WIDGET CONTROL, everit.top, /DESTROY
levs = [low.high,process]
low = levs(0)
high = levs( 1)
process = fix(levs(2))
scf=25 5/(high-low)
if process eq 1 then begin
outbands = outbands+l
print, 'Processing band ' , b+I,'
print, 'Mm: ',low, ', Max: ', high, ' , Scale factor:
for 10,lines-I do begin
readu,inf,row
newrow=byte((row-low)* set)
writeu,outf,newrow
endfor Jine
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endif else begin
PO[NTLUN, -inf, pos
pos = p05+ (samples*lines*type)
POINT LUN, inf, pos
print, 'skipping band ',b+l
endel se
endfor band
bandnames="
type= I
print. Writing header for ',outfilename,' with '.outbands,' band(s)'
write header,outfilename, samples,lines,outbands,inter,type, bandnames
print, 'Processing complete'
free lun,inf
free lun,outf
end
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K. COMPARING LINE DATA TO VERIFY THAT
REGRESSION CALCULATION IS ADEQUATE AS AN
INCIDENCE ANGLE CORRECTION METHOD

The following is the code for a program written for IDL V5.03A. This
program allows the comparison of data in lines of equal incidence angle by
extracting data from nominated lines into a text file that can be analysed in a
spreadsheet.
pro comparelines
;to extract line data for evaluating linear relationship between norm line and
other range lines....
image name'z :\daly\l rot'
;pickfile (/read)
GETLUN, irngf
OPENR, imgf, image name
ns01
n101
bands01
inter='
type01
read header,image name,ns,nl,bands.inter,type
fi le=image name
name for corrected image
file = strtrim(file,2)
05 = strpos(file,'.',O)
if pos GE 0 then name = strmid(file.0,pos) else name = file
cor name = name + '1n2.txt'
GETLUN. outf
OPENW, outt cor name
temp = FLTARR(ns)
data = FLTARR(ns)
lut = FLTARR(ns)
5-95% array:
low=fix(0.05*ns+l)
highfix(0.95 * ns)
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range=high-low+ 1
sorted300 = FLTARR(range)
sorted2300 = FLTARR(range)
norm = FLTARR(range)
result = STRARR(bands.4.range)
eol=bytarr(2)
eol[0]=byte( 13)
eol[ 1]=byte( 10)
for b=0.bands-1 do begin;
print, Correcting: processing band ,b
;read norm line ******* Should relate this to incidence
angle!! !* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
off 1=b* nl*ns*4
off2=5 54* 4* ns
offset = offl+of12
Point lun. irngf,offset
Readu, imgf, temp
data = temp(sort(temp))
norm = data[low:high]
1300; ; Line read
off l=b* nl*ns*4
of12=1* us* 4
offset= offl+off2
Point lun, imgf,offset
READU, imgf, data
temp = data(sort(data))
sorted300 = temp[low:high]
1900; ; Line read
offl=b*nl*ns*4
off21* ns* 4
offset= offi +off2
Point lun, imgf,offset
READU, imgf, data
temp = data(sort(data))
sorted2300 = temp[low:high]
result[b,0,*] string(sorted3 00[*])
result[b, I *]zstri11g(11or1y[*])

result[h.2.* ]=string(sor1ed23 00[*])
result[b.3 * ]string(norm [*])
.

endfor ; bands
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print, Writing results'
for b0,bands-1 do WriteU, outI
string(b),'X:300'.'.'.string(b),'N :300',',',string(b),'X:2300',',',string(b),N:2300',','
WriteU, outf, string(eol)
for p0,range- 1,2 do begin
for b0,bands-1 do WriteU, outf. resu1t[b,Op]
.','.result[b, I ,p,','.resuli[b.2,p],'.'.resu1t[b,3,p],',
\VriteU, outf string(eol)
endfor p
print. 'completed'
free lun,outf
free lun,imgf
end
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